
Office of Criminal Justice Planning in January 1974, and a 

program manager was hired that same month. Funds became 

available to the project in September 1974, and the first 

client was admitted in October 1974. In September 1974, a 

facility for the project was obtained and prepared for 
operation. 

This facility houses not only the detoxificatio~ project, 

but other NPESI operations as well. It is a two-story combin

ation office and apartment building and is located in south

east San Diego. Approximately three-quarters of the space 

in the building is occupied by the detoxification center. 

The administrative and 3upportive service offices for the 

detoxification project are located on the first floor of the 

building. The second floor is where the detoxification actually 

takes place. On this floor are located five apartments and a 

kitchen, sundeck, recreation room, and bathrooms. The capacity 

of the project for detoxification is ten women at any one time. 

III FINANCING 

" I 

The total budget for the project's first year was $72,768. 
The components of the first year's funds were the federal 

contribution through OCJP, $50,000; the state buy-in, $4,167; the 

local hard matc~ $2,500; and the other matching funds, $16,101. 
The second year budget, which totals $67,147 received $63,613 
through the local substance abuse program and $3,534 from state 

funds. As is indicated, the second year budget includes no OCJP 

funds. However, since the major constituent of the projectis 

first year budget was obtained through OCJP, it seems appropriate 

to include it in the panel of projects to be evaluated by CBCEP. 
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IV STAFFJNG AND TRAJNING 

The personnel for the Women's Detoxification Services 

Project are funded on the following basis: the project man

ager, one-quarter time; four center attendants, full-time; 

one clerk-typist, half-time; one family counselor, one-third 

time; and one cook, one-third time. Only individuals with a 

history of successfully overcome drug use or appropriate 

professional education and experience in drug treatment pro

grams are considered for the staff. Ethnic and cultural 

considerations also enter L~tO hiring new staff members in 

the interest of achieving balance. Because of the ethnic 

character of the clientele, the project has recruited both 

Spanish and Black staff members. 

A new manager, Paul Moore was hired for the project in 

November 1975, becoming its fourth manager in 18 months. The 

four center attendants are all women and consist of one Mexi

can-American, two blacks, and one caucasian. The cook and the 

clerk-typist are shared with other NPESI activities. 

Since the personnel for the project consist of either 

ex-addicts or people with experience in drug treatment pro

grams, the prelimin<:1ry training offered has been minimal. A 

short orientation course of 40 hours is given to entering 

staff. This course concerns crisis intervention and detoxifi

cation procedures (first-aid and medical and psychological 

aspects of withdrawal from heroin) and is presented through 

lectures, movies, and demonstrations. NPESI staff and consult

ants present the orientation training. The staffs of each of 

the project components (administrative, supportive services, 

and detoxification) conduct a presentation concerning services, 

resources, and operations as part of the orientation. Most of 

the other training in the project is on an in-service basis 

and is accomplished through conferences and staff meetings. 

If you have issues viewing or accessing this file contact us at NCJRS.gov.
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v INTAKE AND TERMINATION PROCEDURES 

All clients enter the project on a voluntary basis. No 

service contract is negotiated at any' point. The first step 

in admitting a client into the project is a screening by the 

receptionist and a referral to the intake specialist, who is 

the project's caseworker. A large amount of background infor

mation is collected during the intake interview, which may 

last anywhere from 20 minutes to an hour. If detoxification 

is indicated, a medical history is taken by the nurse who 

explains the project's rules and regulatior.s. The principal 

avenue for clients coming into the project is the voluntary 

walk-in. The next most important so~rce is referrals from 

parole agents of the California Department of Corrections. 

VI SERVICES RENDERED 

The detoxification period lasts from three to seven days. 

While in the project, counseling on an individual or group 

basis is available as are recreational activities. The 

client is completely isolated from people outside the Women's 

Detoxification Services Facility during detoyification. No 

telephone calls are permitted. The project provides the 

following services directly: individual, family, and group 

counseling; emergency services; food; housing; transportation. 

and medical assistance. By referral, the follo~~ng services 

are available; joe training and placement, emplo~~ent counsel

ing, and legal assistance. ProjP'Z1:, Jcve, a development service 

for ex-offenders, is the priricipal non-governmental organization 

used as a referra.l for job-related services. 
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RAZA DRUG EFFORT 

SACRAMENTO 

NOTE: This project Wat3 defunded in March, 1975, as a result of an 
action of the Criminal Justice Planning Board of the Sacra
mento area (OCJP Ii:egion D). The defunding was in response 
to a substantial number of problems existing in the project 
in J .1e areas of fi(dministration, delivery of services, record 
keeping, and accountability, among others. We are including 
a description of the project and some information and opin
ions about the defunding simply because the project was in 
the list of those that we agreed with OCJP to evaluate and 
because there may be some value in reviewing some of the as
pects of the history of this project, particularly as they 
relate to its defunding. The information on the circum
stances unde~lying the defunding will be included in Part 2 
of this sect.ion of the report, which deals with the project's 
history. One other funding agency also terminated its funding 
of the Raza Drug Effort at the same time the OCJP funds were 
removed. The project still continues, however, with funding 
from othe:1;' sources. 

PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES 

This project is concerned with the problem of hard drug use, especi

ally heroin addiction in the Chicano population of the Sacramento area. 

Its facility i.s located in the Alkali Flat-Washington area of the city 

of Sacramento, which is the major center of Chicano population in the 

area. The Raza Drug Effort is intended to be bi-cultural and bi-lingual 

in orientation and, as such, deals with a more broadl~-based clientele 

than solely the Chicano. The project is particularly interesting be

cause of the array of services it has offered, including both inpatient 
(detoxification) and outpatient. 

The service objectives of the project were as follows: 

1. Providing a detoxification and treatment center for heroin 
users. 

2. Finding employment for 30 percent of the clients in need 
of employment. 
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3. Successfully aSSisting 30 percent of those seeking educa
tional upgrading. 

4. E~pediting and facilitating the use of Methadone treatment 
by participants in the project. 

II HISTORY OF THE PROJECT 

The Raza Drug Effort related to the regional criminal justice plan

ning agency as a third-party contractor. The project itself emerged from 

interest in the local Mexican-American community and particularly the or

ganizations representing that community in the problems of heroin addict

ion and the use of other hard 'drugs among the local Chicanos.' A number 

of people from such organizations as the councils from the. Washington 

~d Alkali Flats neighborhoods and the Concilio got together and began 

to plan the project that eventually became the Raza Drug Effort. They 

were joined in the planning process by students from the Chicano Studies 

program at Sacramento State University. From these various groups and 

individuals emerged the board of directors of the project. This board 

hired a consulting service to assist in the planning and the writing of 

a proposal. The final proposal on the basis of which the OCJP funds 

were made available, is considered to be primarily the work of the con

SUltants. The consulting service continued to work with the project 

after it commenced operating, especially concerning itself with matters 

of management practices, record keeping, statistical reporting and re
search. 

The second year of OCJP funding of the Raza Drug Effort began on 

September 1, 1974. Throughout the first year of the project, many con

cerns had been expressed by funding and control agencies, specifically 

the regional criminal justice planning staff, the Sacramento County 

Auditor-Controllervs office, and the Sacramento County Mental Health De

pa~ment about the project's lack of responsiveness to recommendations 

and stipulations made regarding the maintenance of necessary program and 

and fiscal records.
l 

Shortly after the project entered its second year, 

1 The material for this account of the defunding of the Raza Drug Effort 
by the Sacramento Area Regional Criminal Justice Planning Board was 
taker. from the memorandum (with attachments) that was pr~pared by the 
Regional Planning Staff for the Board. This memorandum 1S dated Feb
ruary 26, 1975, and is the statement that the Regional Plan:ung Staff 
was directed to provide the Board prior to the Board's meet1ng on March 
12\, 1975. 
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the issue of the in:1dequate records combined with other issues to 
bring matters to a head. 

Among the other major issues cited by the regional criminal 

justice planning staff was a continuing conflict between the Direct". 

or of the project and its Board over questions of authority and super

vision. This conflict was expressed in an overruling by the Board 

of the Director's attempt to discharge two employees and in high 

staff turnover. A further expression of the conflict was the fact 

that the Director was continued as a probationary appointment be-

yond the normal time limits while the Board advertised the position 

of Director in newspapers. Another problem was a breakdown of corr~ 
munications between the staff of the project and the funding agencies. 

The staff of the funding agencies, including the regional criminal 

justice planning agency, observed that the Raza staff were becoming 

Significantly evasive, defensive, and unreliable in their communi-. 

cations with them. One of the instances of unreliability was the 

account provided by the project's staff of a death from a heroin 

overdose while the deceased was being assisted by that staff. 

On the basis of concerns such as these, the Executive Committee 

of the Sacr~1ento Regional Criminal Justice Board on February 13, 1975, 
voted to recommend to the full Board the discontinuation of OCJP 

funding of the Raza Drug Effort if it could not operate in a more 

successful and responsive fashion. The committee directed the pro

ject and the criminal justice planning staff to submit reports bear

ing on these issues to the full Board prior to its meeting on March 

12, 1975. The planning staff did so, presenting a report with a 

recommendation to discontinue funding the project. At its March 

meeting, the full Board did, in fact, vote to discontinue the fund-

ing of the project. Prior to this action, the Sacramento Mental 

Health Department had notified Raza that it was terminating its 
contract with the project. 

Subsequent to the removal of support from the project by these 

two agencies, the Raza Drug Effort continued to operate drawing upon 
funds from other sources. 
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sessions include cardio-pulmon~J resuscitation 

techniques, drug crises and procedures for handling 

them, emergency first-aid techniques, and alcoholism. 
III FINANCING 

(. 

IV 

The total OC,TP - relevant budget for the project for 

the first year was $50,000 including Federal funding 

of $37,500, a state buy-in of $3,125; a local hard-match 

of $1,875, and an other match of $7,500. The second year 

OCJP budget for the project totaled $20,833; the second 

year was the year in which the OCJP funding was terminated. 

In the second year the project also was budgeted for 

$120,000 through the National Institute of Drug Abuse 

(NIDA) and another $48,850 granted through the substance 

abuse program of the Department of Health. The first year 

contract period was from Septffinber 1, 1973 to August 31, 1974. 

STAFFING AND TRAINING 

At the beginning of March 1975, shortly before the OCJP 

funding of the project was discontinued, the project had a 

staff of 15 people, 11 males and 4 females. All of the 

staff members at that time were Chicanos. The Director of 

the project, who was fired shortly thereafter, was Juan 

Chacon. Chacon had a degree in Spanish Literature, an 

Elementary School Teaching Credential, and previous experience 

as a teacher and adrr.inistrator in a Head Start program. The 

remaining positions were for a Project Coordinator, five 

Counselors, five Counselor-Aides, two clerks, and a Family 

Nurse Practitioner. The Project Coordinator, the Counselors 

and the Counselor Aides were all paraprofessionals; and all 

were ex-addicts. A substantial amount of training of new 

staff was carried out by the senior staff members of the 

project, most especially, and even after the project got 

underway, the entering staff members were exposed to a good. 

deal of training outside the facility provided by local health 

agencies. Some of the matters dealt with in these training 
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V INTAKE AND TERMINATION PROCEDURES 

Although the primary emphasis of the progr~m was on 

the Chicano drug user, no more than two-thirds of the 

participants were in that group. ApprOximately 20 percent 

were white, non-Spanish surnamed, and 10 percent black. 

More than 90 percent of the clients entering the project 

during the period it received OCJP funding were voluntary 

wplk-ins. Most of the others were referrals from probation 

and parole. The proposal for the project, as originally 

submitted to OCJP, hRd stressed the youthful drug user as 

the focus of the project. In actuality, relatively few 

very young drug users entered the program. At apprOximately 

the time the OCJP funding was cut off, the age range of 

participants in the project was 19 to 35, with average age 

about 28. A client terminated from the project in bad 

standing was eligible for re-entry into the program 

60 days after his departure. A case terminating in 

good standing was also eligible to return after that 
same period. 

VI SERVICES RENDERED 

The intake procedure involved a medical examination 

with a urinalysis designed to establish the fact of drug 

dependenc;~r" If the client was in detoxification on an 

outpatient basis he was tested at the end of the first 

week of detoxification and of each subsequent week that 

he was considered to be in detoxification up to the end 

of the third week, which was considered to be the maximum 
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limit for the detoxification phase. The Raza facility contained 

a five bed unit for inpatient detoxification, but the service was 

not always available because of a periodic vacffi1cy ih the position 

of Family Nurse Practitioner; nor was it even possible to provide 

an outpatient detoxification service when there was a vacap.~y in 

that position. That was the case because the Family Nurse 

Practitioner had the responsibilty for administering the medication 

that was used in detoxification. While a client was in detoxification, 

the Counselor to which he was assigned contacted him every day. 

During the first two weeks after detoxification, the Counselor tried 

to contact him once or twice a week. Subsequent to that, the client 

was encouraged to participate' in a group counseling program. The 

Counselors and Aides assumed the responsibility for job development 

and placement and employment counseling. Food and housing were also 

available as direct services of the project. Legal, educational, 

and methadone maintenance services were provided by referral. 
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ALCOHOL RECEPTION, DETOXIFICATION, 

AND REFERRAL CENTER 
("The First Step") 

Yuba City-Marysville 

I PUR.roSE AND OBJECTIVEp 

The purpose of this project is to provide through rul alcohol 

detOxification center an alternative means of dealing with the high 

rate of arrests for public drunkenness in the Marysville (Yuba County) 

and Yuba City (Sutter County) areas. The center offers detoxification 
referral services for the inebriate and counseling in an effort to 

help the alcoholic change his or her life. From the beginning the 

project has been based on a social model of detoxification. The possi

bility of a medical model was considered in the planning stages but 

rejected as too expensive. Although the project is based on a non

medical model it is under the supervision of a nurse and qualifies 

for reimbursement through Medi-Cal for the services received by its 
eligible clients. 

The service objective of the project is to process approximately 
2,200 clients a year in a non-hospital detoxification setting. 

The outcome and cost benefit objectives of the project are: 

1. Effecting a 25 per cent reduction in the number of public 
inebriate arrests. 

2. 

.3. 

4. 

RedUcing by one-third the amount of time spent by law 
enforcement personnel in dealing with the public inebriate. 

RedUCing recidivism among the clieiitele by 20 per cent- • 

RedUCing the expenditures of criminal justice agencies on 
the inebriate by $.30,000 per year. '. 
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II HISTORY Of TH~ PBQJ~CI 

The project is an outgrowth of the efforts of Edmund Smith, then the 

Substance Abuse Coordinator and presently the Director of Mental Health 

Services for Sutter County. Mr. Smith worked with the police 

departments, courts, probation departments, and hospitals in the two 

counties and the local medical society in planning for the detoxification 

center. The chiefs of police in Marysville and Yuba City were centrally 

involved in the planning process. The project was approved for funding 

by the State Office of Criminal Justice Planning in April 1974, and funds 

were available for project use in June 1974. Most of the staff positions 

were filled by June 1974. The current project manag~r, Reberta D'Arcy, a 

registered nurse, was hired in November 1975. The detoxification center 

was originally scheduled to open in June 1974 in a wing of the Yuba 

County Hospital, but the space in that facility became unavilable with 

the result that another location had to be found. Eventually one was 

found in downtown Marysville. This facility is situated in the area from 

which the project receives most of its clients. The cheap hotels and bars 

of the Marysville skid row are only a short distance away. Both the 

Marysville Police Department and the Yuba County Jail are within a block 

of the center. 

The physical arrangement of the center, which with its program is 

called The First Step, is semi-institutional. It is not like a home, nor 

is it as highly institutional as a hospital. The building is divided 

into a large dormitory room, a kitchen, a dining and recreation area, and 

offices. The center opened as a six-bed operation receiving its first 

client in November 1974, while the rest of the building was being 

remodeled. 
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Six weeks later it had the full 20 beds available as originally 

planned. By January 1975 the center was in full operation. 

FINANCING 

The total amount of the budget for the first year of the 

project, which ran through August 31, 1975, was $95,g72. Of 

this, the federal contribution was $g6,2g4; the state buy-in, 

$4,794; and the local hard match, $4,794. The total budget for 

the second year, whi('h will end August 31, 1976, is $121,000. 

This includes a federal contribution of $66,000, state funds of 

$49,500, and local funds of $5,500. 

STAFFING AND TRAINING 

The staff of the project consists of five women and four 

men full-time and an additional three women part-time. The 

full-time staff includes the project manager (registered nurse), 

one counselor, and seven para-professionals. All of the staff 

members have had experience in dealing with alcoholism either 

in their personal lives or in their families. The staff members 

have been selected on the basis of their understanding of alcohol 

problems and their empathy for people. They were also chosen to 

represent a range of approaches and attitudes for the purpose of 

confronting the clientele with such divergence. 

Prior to the opening of their detoxification center, its 

personnel spent one week at a detoxification center in Salinas, 

where they received more than 40 hours of classroom instruction. 

The instruction was in such matters as the operation of an 

alcohol detoxification program, agencies to which clients may be 

referred for services, and warning signs indicative of medical 
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problems in alcoholic patients. Instruction in topics pertaining 

to alcohol and alcoholism is regularly carried out in the staff 

meetings of which there are two a month. In addition, some of 

the staff members have taken courses in alcoholism counseling 

through University of California Extension. 

INTAKE AND TERMINATION PROCEDURES 

Clients are received at the center primarily by self or 

police referral. The principal police agency using the deto~ 
ification service is the Marysville Police Department. This 

reflects not a lack of interest on the part of other police 

departments in the area so much as it does the fact that the 

major concentration of the public inebriation problem of the 

entire area is in one district within the jurisdiction of the 

Marysville Police Department. The center does not accept 

individuals who are involved in more serious crimes, nor does 

it accept the inebriate who has a significant drug problem. 

The police, when picking up an individual for public drunkenness, 

make a judgement as to whether the person is too violent to be. 

accomodated in the center. If he is so judged, he is taken to 

the county jail. The vast majority of the inebriates picked up, 

however, are suitable for the detoxification center. The center 

takes people as space is available; and to this point, only 

three clients have been refused because of a lack of space. The 

policeman brings the inebriate to the center and fills out a 

short form. He then stays to witness the transfer and recording 

of the client's valuables by the project staff, and after that 

the policeman is free to leave. All clients are accepted 

initially, even when they have creatfld dist1l!'bances in the past 

as a result cf ~v'hich they have been asked to .leave. 
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Clients are expected to remain at the center for 72 hours 

and are discouraged from leaving earlier. However, some 

occasionally leave earlier due to work obligations. If a 

client leaves and returns drunk, or if he attempts to bring 

alcohol into the center, he will be refused admitt@lce. 

If the client shows signs of significant medical problems, 
'-',,-

such as entering into convulsions on his arrival at or during 

his stay in the enter, he will be taken to a hospital. 

VI SERVICES RENDERED 

While at the detoxification center, clients are provided 

with pajamas and a place to shower and sleep. They are also 

provided with a balanced diet and whatever medication appears 

to be in order. No television set is available, but the clients 

are allowed to see educational and entertaining films. Materials 

for games are also available. The center is designed to promote 

a high level of peer contact. Group discussions are part of the 
program. 

Before leaving the center, each client receives some counsel

ing which is directed at ascertaining his personal needs and his 

needs for services that can be obtained from referral agencies. 

The project provides transportation, if necessary, to enable the 

client to get to a referral agency. Among the organizations to 

which clients are referred are the social welfare departments, 

the mental health department, Alcoholics Anonymous, and alcohol 

recover~r programs. The client may be released from the center 

to attena AA meetings outside the facility. The primary re

covery house to which individuals are referred is Pathways which 

is located in ~1arysville. Four or five clients are ac~epted by 
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Pathways from the center every month. At the inception of the 

detoxification program, this recovery house had only five beds. 

It has now been expanded to 15, and additional housing is plan

ned. Eventually, the manager of Pathways feels that he will have 

enough bed capacity to accomodate 360 clients from the detox
ification center per year. 
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LONG BEACH ALCOHOLISM DIVERSION PROJECT 

PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES 

The purpose of the Long Beach Alcoholism Diversion Project 

(LBADP) is to provide a comprehensive community service for 

handling public inebriates. The LBADP is intended as an alter

native to the traditional system of processing public inebriates 

through the criminal justice system. The major features of this 

alternative are making available intake detoxification services 

to public inebriates, directing problem drinkers and alcohol-re

lated offenders into treatment, and coordinating with agencies 

offering education and treatment services to problem drinkers. 

The service objectives of the project are the followi~: 

1. Diverting alcohol-related offenders from the criminal 
justice system at the rate of 10 percent of the total 
by the completion of the first year's operation. 

2. Developing a comprehensive community-wide intake, 
treatment, referral, and aftercare network for the 
handling of the public inebriate through the 
utilization of eXisting community resources. 

3. Establishing an efficient procedure for the 
utilization and purchase of complementa~ treatment 
services from community based alcoholism agencies 
participating in the diversion program. 

4. Coordinating with law enforcement agencies in the 
development of diversion capabilities. 
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II HISTORY OF THE PROJECT 

The LBADP is administered by the Division of Rehabili

tative Services of the City of Long Beach Department of 

Public Health. The original proposal for this project was 

written by Judy Kennedy, Roger Hatakeyama, and Don Howard 

of the Long Beach Department of Public Health with the 

assistance of an independent consultant. The impetus for 

this project came initially from the Los Angeles Regional 

Criminal Justice Planning Board. The Planning Board desired 

to establish an alcohol detoxification facility in Los Angeles 

County and believed the Los Angeles city geographical area too 

large to be adequately serviced by a single facility. The 

Board, therefore, favored a suburban area as a location for the 

project. Planning Board members approached Long Beach Council

man James Wilson with this concept, and he instructed the Long 

Beach Department of Public Health to prepare the grant proposal 

for this project. 

Fund.s became available to the project in March 1974. In 

May a facility was acquired, prepared, and equipped for opera

tion. The project director, Robert Beckler, was hired in July. 

On August 15, 1974, the project became operational and received 

its first client. 

III FINANCING 

The operating budget for the initial year totaled $226,766. 
Of this total, the federal contribution was $200,000, the state 

buy-in was $16;666, and local allocations amounted to $10,100. 
Second year funds tctaled $222,222, with a federal allocation of 

$199,998, a state allocation of $11,112, and local funds of $11,112. 
The first grant period was from March 1, 1974, to June 30, 1975. 

The second year grant period is from July 1, 1975, to June 30, 1976. 
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IV STAFFING AND TRAINING 

The LBADP staff totals fourteen full-time members and one 

physician at ten percent time. The project director is a male 

Caucasian. The research analyst and stenographer are both female 

Caucasians. There are four registered nurses; all are female and 

Caucasian. Of the seven medical aSSistants, six are male and one 

is female. The medical assistants are three CaucaSians, t~'!o 

Blacks, one ASian, and one Native American. 

The initial staff members completed a two week orientation 

and training program prior to the opening of the project. Mate

rial on para-medical services and basic first aid techniques was 

stressed in the training; every staff member is expected to be 

skilled in these areas. Next, a twelve-week training series, at 

three hours per week, specifically concerned with alcoholism and 

alcohol programs was conducted. This series was supplemented by 

a one day internship in the alcoholism unit of the Long Beach 

General Hospital and presentations from independent trainers and 

agencies. The staff of the project also has participated in an 

ongoing field orientation with local police in a ride-along 

program, during which staff members are in the field with the 

officers for a full shift of duty. 

Employees entering the project later receive para-medical 

training through the Fire Department, the alcohol specific train

ing provided by Alcohol Rehabilitation Center and the one day 

internship at Long Beach General Hospital. 

Continuing training of staff is accomplished through 

in-house seminars. In addition the project encourages staff 

to take related college courses and many of them have done so. 
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V CRITERIA OF ELIGIBD.,ITY AND INTAKE PROCEDURE3 

The criteria of eligibility for admission into the 

project are the following: 

1. the client must be under the influence of alcohol; 

2.\ the client must voluntarily enter the project; 

3. the client cannot be held for any violation 
of the Penal Code other than public intoxication; 

4. the client must not be under the influence of 
any dangerous drugs or narcotics 

5. the client must not be overly aggressive, 
combative, or violent; 

6. the client must not be clearly in need of 
hospitalization. 

The majority of clients are brought to the project by police 

officers, in which case the officer completes a simple report and 

waits until eligibility for the detoxification project has been 

determined. With all clients, a medical assistant obtains the 

basic identification information, examines the client for vital 

signs, and takes a medical history. The individual is then fed 

if necessary and placed in the lounge while the registered nurse 

completes the medical evaluation. Clients who are not eligible 

for the project are returned to the custody of the police officer. 

In those cases where there is a need for hospitalization, the 

nurse will provide first aid and refer the client to a hospital. 
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VI SERVICES 

The Long Beach Alcoholism Diversion Project is designed 

to provide short-term (72-hour) intensive treatment service 

for the public inebriate. The project operates on a seven 

day basis from 8:00 a.m. to 1:00 a.m. The project dOes not 

offer 24-hour service because its facility does not meet 

building stand.ards established for residential treatment 

facilities. The Salvation Army, 12th Step House, Rescue 

Mission, and a woman's recovery house provide bed space for 

the overnight housing of the project's patients. The 

services offered by the project include emergency medical 

care, food, medication, transportation to clients residence 

or other overnight housing, referral to hospital care or 

Alcoholics Anonymous, and job, family, and psychotherapeutic 

counseling by referral. In 1975 a new service was added 

enabling clients who have been detoxified to return to the 

project for antab~se therapy and participate in supportive 
group counseling. 
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rmHOOOLOGY AND DESIGN 

THE TASK 

An evaluation model suitable for general application to community

based corrections programs must have several characteristics. It 

must first of all address itself to the decision making process. 

Without clear realization that the objective of evaluation research 

is to link possible outcomes and their accompanying probabilities 

with assessments of the risks involved, evaluation can become 

bogged down in the fruitless search for truths which no one 
wants to know. 

Secondly, such a model must provide for the varyir~ levels 

of. decision making which are involved in the operation and over

sight of .any community-based corrections program; it must pro

vide the descriptive statistics and shqrt term summary analysis 

needed by the on-site manager, as well as the more comprehensive 

anal:JTsis needed for funding decisions. 

A comprehensive model must take into account the fact that 

programs are constantly changing and that the setting within which 

they are a part will also change continuously. 

The nature of reform-oriented or innovative pr0jects causes 

them to be in a constant state of flux. The design of evaluation 

and the data system used therein must reflect thiso It is of 

little use to endeavor to assess a project's impact on clients 

by focusing on only the first twenty clients. These are almost 

certainly not going to be a representative sample of the project's 

clients over the course of any extensive period of its operations. 

It is important to keep in mind that the subject of study 

i q the project itself and not the participants or recipients of 

its services. While characteristics of clients and their ultimate 

fate are an important consideration, they are not the sole concern 

of those who are making decisions regarding this project. 
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Indeed, the task of evaluating the adult diversion program 

in California implies comparing not pnly projects but their matrices. 

Decision makers iq the criminal justice area need to know 

four fundamental things. First they need to knew the relevaLt 

"states of nature," e.g. do persons who shoplift repeat this 

behavior, is shoplifting relate4 to other criminal behavior and 

wnat is the usual practice in handling these cases in the district 

attorney's office? Secondly, they need to know the probabilities 

associated with each of these states. Thirdly, they need to know 

all of the available actions. Finally, they need to know 4he 

values ass.ociateo. with the possible outcomes of; these 9-ctions. 

These values may be their own made more explicit or those of persons 

having a stake in the problem, such as taxpayers, Police Chiefs 

and many more. 

wnile the first three of these categories of information 

have generally been addressed to some extent by evaluation research, 

the fourth, the determination of relevant values, has been almost 

entirely ignored. The process of obtaining this information and 

utilizing it coherently is of course complicated by the fact that 

there are many decision mak~rs who frequently have different and 

sometimes conflicting values among themselves, and these values 

m~st all be taken into consideration. 

One of the most important aspects of the state of nature 

from the standpoint of this evaluation is the characteristics 

of the clientele being served by th~ projects. What happens to 

the clients is a major consideration in determining the probabilities 

associated with these states. Data about clients can be used 

to discover some of the states of nature and their probabilities. 

~lliile the states of nature to which the characteristics of clients 

are relevant are not the only ones of interest, they are import~t 

and difficult to assess. Therefore, the development of methods 

fqr obt£l.ining uniform information about clients was one of the 

first tasks undertaken. In addition, we needed to know more about 

the organization within which the programs were functioning, current 
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and future anticipat~d f1...nding sources,. the matrix of the criminal 

justice agencies within which they worked and the wider structure 

of agencies affecting and being affected by the project. 

Therefore, along with the development of the data system, 

we very early in the histQry of the evaluation project began to 

accumulate some of these types of background data on the projects 

we had selected for the evaluation. The means for accumulating 

these ~ata were a series of interviews with project and oriminal 

justice planning agency staffs and with individuals working with 

organizations which screened 9-TId referred clients to the projects 

or which received clients from the projeGts on a referral basis. 

These matters will be discussed in the following sections of the 
report. 

SELECTION OF THE PROJECTS TO BE INCLUDED IN THE STUDY 

The California Office of Criminal Justice Planning was unable 

to furnish us with a current list of funded projects included in 

FY 1974 Program Category IV, Disposition of Suspects, 1. Diversion. 

We therefore set out to assemble such a list by searching their 

files. We obtained copies of the proposals for projects included 

in this category from those files. It soon became apparent that 

most of the projects funded in this category were serving j~venile 

clients. We therefore extended our search to other categories 

which might have projeGts which were functionally diversionary 

without being so classified. We interviewed each of the state 

monitors in OCJP for their suggestions of projects suitable for 

inclu~ion in the study. We located 47 possible projects in this 

way. We next visited each of the 21 Regional Criminal Justice 

Planning Agencies. We asked to meet with the Regional Director 

and the staff person responsible for evaluation. The purpose of 

this visit was to introduce ourselves to the Regional Staff and 

to obtain a general introduction to the region and its priorities 

and plans. In addition we wanted to know what they were doing 
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or planning to do in the area of diversion programs. 

In meeting with the regional staffs, we were particularly 

interested in determining their problems with evaluation and current 

and future plans for evaluation of adult diversion programs. We 

explained our task and asked them for suggestions of programs which 

might be appropriate for the study which we had not yet located. 

Some of the projects in the original list of 47 were eliminated 

at our meetings with the regional directors because they were being 

closed, did not fit a diversion model or served primarily juveniles. 

Other programs were removed from the list because they were in their 

third year of funding or in several cases represented a minor 

component of a program funded by other' sources. We emerged from 

these meetings with a list of twenty-four projects for possible 

inclusion in the study. We then arranged for short site visits to 

these projects. As a result of these visits, other exclusions were 

made. Finally, sixteen projects were selected for inclusion in the 

study. 

On December 10, 1974, a Steering Committee formed by The Office 

of Criminal Justice Planning for the two stateuide evaluat.ion 

projects, one of which (CBCEP) is the subject of this report, met in 

Sacramento. They reviewed the proposed plans and recommended to the 

Director of OCJP that these sixteen projects be approved for 

inclusion in the adult diversion study. On January 23, 1975, the 

Director sent letters to the Regional Directors indicating his 

concurrence with this recommnedation. 

These sixteen projects could be separated into three distinct 

types. Seven provided pre-trial services and/or diversion, four 

were residential programs serving to divert by providing an 

alternative to incarceration. Five were short-term alcohol or 
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drug detoxificpi:,ion programs which are frequently used as alterna
tives to jail. 

SEQUENTIAL DESIGNS 

From the project proposals and our own short interviews 

with t,he project Directors we abstractetl the objectives thR-I" 

8eemed to be gener;'lly associated with each type of project. 

TAble II shows these objectives classified into service objec

tives. All of the measurable objectives stated in the grant 

proposals are rei'lected in this table. 

The various projects were in widely differing stages in their 

development, although all of them had received final approval for 

funding in 19'74. The type of evaluAtion suitable to a project 

varies with its strge of development, and we have conceptualized 

those stages. We have designated as Stflge I those projects 

that are in the process of developing staff and procedures and 

possibly accepting the first clients. It appears th.at residential 

programs, primarily becnuse of their problems ,1ith obtaining 

suitable sites, have a characteristically long period in StRge 

I of their development. In addition, programs such as Raza Drug 

Effort, although they had been in existence for some time, continued 

to have such overwhelming administrative problems that we never 

regarded them as having reached Stage II during the period they 

were funded by OCJP. Another example of a program which never 

developed beyond Stage I despite much effort to get the project 

going is The Yolo County Detoxification Project, which was faced 

with the necessity of changing its design for services from one 

based on a medical model to one based on a social modf'lj Uris project 

is currently inacti -e. 

Stage II is roughly defined as that period when a program 

has achieved a relatively stable rpte of int,~ke and has been 

accepting clients for at least six months, so that the nature of 
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Type of Objective 
to be Evaluated 

1. Service 

Client Outcome 

<: <. 

TABLE II 

Basic Elements of Design for Evaluating Pre-Trial Diversion Projects 

Specific Objective 

1. Divert a specified group of 
offenders from full formal court 
prosecution. 

2. Integrate diverted cases into 
individually pla~ned program of 
work, education, or training. 

3. Provide more intensive supervision 
than on regular probation case 
loads. 

4. Provide to a greater extent sup
plementary therapeutic services 
on an individual or group basis. 

1. Percentage of arrests will be at 
a specified level during partici
pation in the program. 

2. Rate of arrest of program partici
pants 1vill be no greater than 
that for baseline groups. 

3. Percentage of arrests will be at 
a specified level during a pre
determined time folloWing suc
cessful completion of program. 

4. Client group will show higher 
levels of participation in 
education and tr,'!:!.ning and 
achieve more satis:~ctory work 
records. 

Information Requirements and Sources 

1. Records of dispositions of all such cases 
referred to the District Attorney for 
screening, number of persons referred 
to the project and disposition. 

2. Indications of integrative activity in 
case files. 

3. Case file records of frequency and nature 
of contact for project clients as com
pared with baseline groups of "matched" 
cases from prior time period and rejected 
cases. 

4. Case file records of frequency and nature 
of contact for clients as compared with 
baseline group from prior time period 
and rejected cases. 

1. Arrest records in case files and police 
and Bureau of Identification Records. 

2. Arrest records from case files, police 
records, and Bureau of Identification. 

3. Pollce or Bureau of Investigation 
records. 

4. Case file records. 

( 

Evaluation Procedures 

1. Compare actual diversionary activity 
~ith pre-set objectives, i.e., specified 
number or percentage to be diverted. 

2. Compare actual integrative activity 
with pre-set objectives. 

3. Determine if there is a greater fre
quency of contact for diverted cases 
and more time spent by probation officer 
on each diversion case. 

4. Determine if more therapeutic services 
provided for diverted clients than for 
baseline groups. 

1. Compare percentage actually arrested 
with specified percentage. 

2. Compare participants "ith contcc.:,crary 
group of rejectees. Compare p3rtlci
pants with "macched" group fro;;-. prlo~ 

year. 

3. Compare actual percentage with specified 
percentage. 

4. Compare participants with matc:1ed 
group from prior year and rejected 
cases. 

.' 
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Type of Objective 
to be Evaluated 

3. Criminal Justice 
System Impact 

1. Cost Benefit 

2. Changes in 
Process 
(Flow through 
System) 

TABLE II 

Basic Elements of Design for Evaluating Pre-Trial Diversion Projects 

Specific Objective 

1. No increase in costs of handling 
the diverted case over the non
diverted; in particular, the 
increased costs for supervising 
the diverted will be offset by 
reductions in court and jail 
costs. 

2. Significantly alter the flow 
through the system by utilizing 
a quasi-probatiouary alternative. 

Information Requirements and Sources 

1. Court and jail records. 

2. Court and probation records. 

• 

Evaluation Procedures 

1. Compare costs for participants with those 
for rejected cases and matched group from 
prior year. Cost estimates for the 
latter are to be adjusted for inflationary 
trends. 

2. Compare population flow before and 
subsequent to the im?lementation 
program. 
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Type of Objective 
to be Eva1u8.ted 

1. Service 

2. Cllent Outcome 

3. Criminal Justice 
System Impact 

1. Cost Benefit 

TABLE II 

Basic E1e~ents of Design for F.va1uating Pre-Trial Residential Projects 

Specific Objective 

1. Provide a residential alternative 
for designated groups of clients. 

2. Provide directly or through 
referral such services as job 
training, crisis intervention, 
counselinr" etc. 

3. Through alternative programs, 
minimize disruption of family, 
employment, etc. 

1. Reduce dreg and alcohol use. 

2. Reduce arrests and probation 
revocations during and following 
residential phase of program. 

3. Achieve better records of 
employment and earnings. 

1. No increase in costs of hnmll
ing clientele in rpsidentia1 
setting compared to probation 
program with condition of jail. 

( 

Infor~ation Requireme~ts and Sources 

1. Basic demographic characteristics of 
clientele, history of involvement in 
criminal justice system, etc. 

2. Project records of services received. 

3. Project records of emploYment status, 
family contact. 

1. Self-reported frequency of use and 
ind~catiQns of uSe in case records. 

2. Project and probation records. 

3. Project arod probation records. 

1. F.stimates of jail and probation costs. 
Estimates of offsetting economic 
benefits including earnings, reduced 
welfare costs, etc. 

Evaluation Procedures 

1. Compare with specified objecti~cs. 

2. Com;>are services rendered with f:pecified 
service objectives. 

3. Compare with c>:periences of "si!l'i12!''' 
clients who are jailed. 

1. Compare \dth like period prior to 
admission into residentiai setting. 

2. Compare With period ;>rior to admission. 
Compare long term outcome (to one year) 
of treatment group with group matched 
on offense and basic demo~raphic 
characteribticG. 

3. Com?are wi:~ period ?rinr to a~riJsion. 

1. Co',pare net costs for progran group with 
th •. se for "sImilar" group. 

" 
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Type of Objective 
to be Evaluated 

1. Service 

2. Client Outcome 

J. Criminal Justice 
System Impact 

1. CC'st Benefit 

2. Changes in 
Process 
(Flow through 
System) 

• • 

TABLE II 

Rasic Elements of Design for Evaluating hlcohol and Drug Detoxification P'cojects 

Specific Objective 

1. Provide detoxification service to 
general or specific groups as 
indicated. 

2. Provide collateral integrative 
or reintegrative services. 

1. Decreased frequency and duration 
of alcohol and drug abuse. 

2. Improved functioning (work, resi
dence, medical status, etc.) 

3. For specific clients, reduction 
in number of significant con
tacts (those resulting in arrest 
or placement in detoxificatiull 
service). 

1. No increase in costs of handling 
the public inebriat~ or offender. 

2. Decrease the percentage of cases 
formally arrested, "brought to 
trial", etc. 

Information Requirements and Sources 

1. Dasic demographic characteristics; 
record of involvement with criminal 
justice a~encies. 

2. Number and types of referrals and 
counseling contacts. 

1. Post-release interview data on pattern 
Qf Alcohol and drug use. 

2. Canvass referral agencies for informa
tion on services received and outcome. 

J. Check police and detoxification 
proj ect records. 

1. Abstract court and j ail records for 
frequency and time ~p~n~ w!th puhlic 
inebriate cases and relevant costs. 

2. Survey police Rnd court records for 
inform'ation relating to population 
flow. 

.. 

Evaluation Procedures 

1. Compare percentage with pre-set objectiv~, 
That is, if objective is to divert 15% 
of alcoh~llc offenders, then the per
centage diverted will be ascertained 
and compared. 

2. Compare actual totals with stipulated 
obj ect ives. 

1. Compare post-release pattern with patteen 
of use prior to participation in proj~ct. 

2. CompRre information on current function
inp, with baseline data (emplojr.1.er,t 
before and after, etc.). 

J. Compare current records for individual 
clients with pre-project records. 

1. Cost of handling public inebri~tL CGAa~ 
through ~cgular criminal 1uslice ?ro
cessing will be determined to <J5cert.:tn 
if it is equal t%r more than hr.ndling 
such cases through the detoxifi~ation 
program. 

2. Compare population flow bcfore J~d sub
sequent to the implcffientation of the 
det9~lflc~tlDn projoct. 

, 
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services to be provided and procedures to be used has been clarified 

through actual experience with the clientele. For these programs 

it makes sense to begin to look at client impact objectives since 

both the clientele served and the services being provided have 

arrived at some consistency. It should be noted that most 

projects report taking clients in the early days of the project 

who do not really fit its model and objectives. This is done in 

order to develop sources of referral and credibility with other 

agencies. Therefore, it is generally not suitable to take the 

first clients of a program as a sample for study of client 

outcome, although because of time constraints it VlTRS necessary 

to do so in some instances in this evaluation. Most of the 

Whl'ch we included in this study were in the second stage programs 

of development. 

For these projects, we included in our study sample the 

second half of the first year's clients. In some cases, the 

projects that we were concerned vuth were an extension of pre~ 

viously funded projects and wer@ alreRdy virtually into Stage II, 

so thrt even their first year of funding was suitable for Stage II 

evaluf1tion. 

Stage III generally corresponds to the third year of p project's 

operation. Not only has the project smoothed out intake and services 

but during this period it should have improved both efficiency and 

effectiveness. In addition it should have developed a sense of 

Vlnat it can do and moved to refine and expand its objectives. 

This is the point at which it makes sense to evaluate the criminal 

justice impact objectives. However, in order to make such an 

evaluation, some comparison data should be planned and negotiated 

for prior to this time. 
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INTERVIEWS WIT"rI ON-SITE MANAGERS OF PROJECTS 

The next step in our study was to visit the projects and 

talk with the pe:t'son directly responsible for controlling the 

operations" Two members of the CBCEP staff pr'rticipated in each 

of these visits. We needed to spend about three hours with the 

Project Manager to complete the interview (see Appendix B-2 

fOl' a copy of the interview schedule). ~ve also asked to spend 

at least one hour with the person on their s'Laff who was most 

familiar with the client record forms. In addition to checking 

the items listed on the Data Elements Record, which was intended 

for listing items of information routinely collected on clients 

and services rendered by each program, (see Appendix B3) we 

obtained copies of all forms currently in use by the project. 

Armed with this information, we were better prepared to 

develop the uniform client data forms for our own use in the 
eVRluation. 

CLlEN'l' DATA 

The client data forms were designed in modules to fit the 

specific objectives to be studied in each project. All projects 

with a common objective would need the module relating to thrt 

objective. Some items are relevant to more than one objective or 

Are of such general utility thrt any program should have the 

information; these were included in the core module. The nature 

of these :separate modules can be seen on the Intake Data Elements 

form in Appendix B-3. For the initial data collection, all of 

the modul(~s designed were included in two forms, Diversion Client 

Intake Data, Appendix B-7 and Diversion Client Follo\"l-up, 

Appendix B-8. Not all modules in these forms are relevant to 

all progrclms. FQr example, clients in the alcohol detoxification 
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progrpms are seldom arrested and even if they were, information 

about the ch~rges would add little insight, since they are all 

picked up solely because they ~re under the influence of alcohol. 

The combined forms were pre-tested on clients of the projects 

who were not to be included in the study ~nd the forms were 

revised. 

The follo~up information is designed to be collected at 

intervals following admission to the diversion project. The 

fir::;t follow-up is al:, Lhree months from the date of. entry and 

generally represents the period when clients are under the 

active supervision of the project. Clients may be assigned to 

the various pre-tripl diversion projects,for example, anywhere 

from three months to °i:,wo years; however, the period of most 

intense supervision is during the early period after entry. 

All diversion clients are on the streets and capable of 

committing new offenses from the time of admission; therefore, 

comparability between projects can be obtained by starting the 

follow-up with the date of admission. 

TIME TABLE FOR DATA COLLECTION 

The data collection forms h~d been completed in May, 1976 

and periods of time to be included in each sample had been 

selected. At this time it became apparent that we might not be 

refunded for the second year of the proposed three Y6ar evaluation. 

Therefore, we altered the sample, pushing the drtes back in time 

as far as possible in order 1:,0 be able to get at leCf,st a three 

Inon!';h follow-up on each person, complete the da.ta collection and 

close out the project by September. However, when we were un

expectedly refunded for the second year, we were already committed 

to some less than optimal samples. In some cases, we were able 
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to collect data on later samples, discarding the data from the 

first sample. For example, we changed the sample for Crossroads 

to a later period. In Ventura, where we had taken the first 

clients in the program, we have decided to take another sample 

for comparison from the second year of the operation of the 

project. We have completed the three month follow-up on all 

clients in the sample and will complete the six months follow
up during the Spring of 1976. 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF CLIENTS 

ADMITTED TO THE PROJECTS 

PLAN OF YBIS SECTION 

In this section of the report, intake data are presented 

for all the projects in the evaluation survey combined (Table III) 

and for each project individually (Tables IV through XXI). Along 

with the tables, there are short narrRtives desctibing the clients 

admitted to all projects and to each project individually in 

terms of the basic set of variables embodied in the data collec

tion instruments employed. The narrative for each project includes 

a discussion of the clientele of the project itself and a com

parison of its clients with those of other projects in terms of 

the available data. 

The types of data discussed var.y from project to project 

depending upon the presence of information in the records of the 

project. In the case of some projects, the records were repson

ably comprehensive and pnabled the CBCEP staff to complete many 

or most of the items in the data forms. In other inscRnces, there 

was only the most limited amount of information available from 

the project records with the result that only a few types of data 

could be recorded expressing only a very fragmentary conception of 

che clientele of these projects. This kind of situal:.ion is inevitable 

when em evaluator comes into a project after it is underway and it 

h~s established and stabilized its record keeping procedure. A 

better approach obviously is to work with the projects in their 

developmental stages in devising a uniform data system which crn 

be utilized from the time they begin to receive clients. That 

approach, however, was not available to CBCEP, which could be 

characterized as primarily an afterthought as opposed to an 

evaluation which is integrated in projects in their formative or 

developmental stages and indeed, is part of the formative process. 
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SAMPLES FRa.1 ALL PROJECTS COMBINED 

Data on the J222 cpses in the samples from Rll the projects 

combined are presented in Table III. Because of the heterogeneity 

of the clientele in the l:.hree kinds of projects that are represented 

in this table, it is probably not worthwhile to spend much time 

discussing these data. However, a number of things do stand out. 

One is the youth of the clientele, with 48 percent of the cases 

under 30. The youth factor is representative of the pre-trial 

diversion projects. In contrast, the cliencele of the alcohol 

detoxlfication projects is much older, on the average. However, 

when che samples are combined, the cases from the latter type of 

project are obscured. Almost two-thirds of the clients (actually 

64 percent) were males and more than two-thirds (68 percent) 

were Anglos. 

Thirty-seven percent of the total sample were charged with 

an offense against property and 1'7 percent with some kind of an 

offense involving marijuRnaj 31 percent of the sample were charged 

with no offense. Of the cases actufllly chflrged with an offense, 

55 perc'ant were charged with an offense against property and 25 

percent with an offense involving marijuana. To describe the 

severity of the offenses, a scale was developed using as a 

basis the standard bpil schedules from Alameda, San Diego Rnu 

S~crRmentQ Counties. (The process of constructing this scale, 

which is 'called the California Offense Severity Index, is described 

in a footnote on the tables). The severity scale ranges from 

one, for the offense of least severity, to 999 for the offense of 

greatest severity. Of the clients in all samples combined who were 

charged with 8n offense, 672 (or 80 percent) were charged with one 

in the severity index range of one to 99. Clearly, the clientele 

entering these projects were charged primarily with very minor 

offenses. 
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YRS OF AGE 

18-20 
21-25 
26-30 
3:;'-35 
36-40 
41-45 
46-50 
51-55 
56 and over 
No Infomatior. 

Total 

Male 
Female 
No I;tformation 

Total 

ETHNIC STATUS 

Black 
Anglo 
Chicano 
tlative American 
Other 
llo Infomation 

Total 

TYPE OF OFFENSE 

~!ost Serious 
Cr:.arge at time 
of Diversion 

Against persons 
Against property 
Dang. drugs & narc. 
Marijuana 
Sex 
Alcohol 
Against publiC order 
Mixed or misc. 
No Infomation 
No Offense 

Total 

TABLE 

III 

INTAKE DATA 

Community Based Corrections Evaluation Project 

COMBll-lED SAl.jpLES 1974 - 1975 

Total First Admissions ____ Sample Size 1222 

F'!tl!RUENCY 

235 
356 
149 
89 
66 
67 
73 
75 
97 
15 

1222 

FREQ1IDICY 

785 
427 

10 

1222 

195 
828 
120 

18 
33 
28 

1222 

FREQUENCY 

79 
460 

59 
206 

8 
11 

9 
5 
9 

376 

1222 

PERCENT 

19 
29 
12 
7 
6 
6 
6 
6 
8 
1 

100 

PERCENT 

64 
35 

1 

100 

PERCENT 

16 
68 
10 

1 
3 
2 

100 

PERCENT 

, 
o 

37 
5 

17 
1 
1 
1 
o 
1 

31 

100 
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SEVERITY OF OFFENS~ 

Most Serious 
Charge at time 
of Diversion 

~UENCY PERCU:T 

No Offense 376 
No Infomation 9 

31 
1 

1 - 99 
Petty Theft 351 
Assault or battery 33 
Paraph., being in place 39 
Poss. Marijuana 176 
All others 73 

29 
3 
3 

14 
6 

Subtot.al 672 55 

100 - 199 
Poss. D.D. 
All others 

Subtotal 

200 - 299 
Poss. Narcotics 
All others 

Subtotal 

300 - 399 

400 - 499 
Burglary 
All others 

Subtotal 

500 - 599 
600 - 699 
700 - 799 
800 - 899 
900 - 999 

26 
26 

8 
46 

35 
2 

52 

54 

4 

37 

5 
1 

3 
8 

1 

2 
2 

1 
4 

3 
o 

4 

o 

3 

o 
o 
o 
1 

o 

Total 1222 100 

~he California Offense Severity Index is based on bail 
schedules. Standard schedules from the counties of 
Alameda, S~~ Diego, and Sacramento were used, since 
most of the programs and their clients are located in 
these counties. The average weighted bail in dollars 
was calculated for each offense, using weights which 
equalized the relative contribution of the three 
schedules. The last digit in each average was then 
omitted, and a few scores over 1000 ($10,000) set at 
999 ($9,990) to create the overall index. 
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ADULT PROPERTY CRIME DEFERRED PROSECUTION PROJECT 

SAN DIEGO 

SAMPLE 

The sample of cases from this project on which data were 

collected consists of 107 of the 219 individuals assigned to it 

between July 1, and December 31, 1974. Cases were selected by 

taking all even case numbers from this period. 

OFFENSE CHARGED 

For 89 percent of this sample of clients, the most serious 

charge at the time of diversion was petty theft; the next larg

est group was the seven percent charged with burglary. The 

project with the next highest percentage of petty thefts was 

Project Intercept in Santa Rosa with 82 percent. All of the 

offenses committed by the subjects in the San Diego Project 

sample were against property. Ninety percent of the sample 

were charged with offenses in the range of one to 99 on the 

California Offense Severity Index; this compares with 80 per

cent for all the projects studied. 

PREVIOUS ARREST HISTORY 

Data regarding the previous arrest history of the clients 

in the sample indicate that 3 percent reported previous adult 

arrests. Four percent had a history of juvenile arrests. 

These data suggest a less extensive prior involvement with the 

criminal justice system than is characteristic of the clientele 

of some of the other projects. The sample of 123 cases from 

Project Intercept in Oakland, for example, shows a reported 

juvenile arrest rate of 18 percent for its cases, and a reported 

juvenile commitment rate of 15 percent, compared with one percent 

in this project. 
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YRS OF AGE 

18-20 
21-25 
26-30 
31-35 
36-40 
41-45 
46-50 
51-55 
56 and over 
No Information 

Total 

SEX 

Male 
Female 
No IJ:.:fO'rmation 

Total 

ETHNIC STATUS 

Black 
Anglo 
Chicano 
Native American 
Other 
No Information 

Total 

TYPE OF OFFENSE 

Most Serious 
Charge at time 
of Diversion 

Against persons 
Against property 
Dang. drugs & narc. 
Marijuana 
Sex 
Alcohol 
Against public order 
Mixed or misc. 
No Information 
No Offense 

Total· 

-~-------'-----------------

TABLE 

IV 
INTAKE DATJ\ 

San Diego Adult Deferred Prosecution Project 

July 1, 1974 through December ~1, 1974 

Total First Admissions ....,;21.;;;.,;.9 __ Sample Size 107 

F~UENCY 

24 
26 
15 
6 
5 
5 
8 
4 

13 
1 

107 

FREQtrnlCY 

39 
68 
o 

107 

1;\ 
79 
9 
o 
5 
1 

107 

~UENCY 

o 
107 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

107 

PERCENT 

22 
24 
14 
6 
5 
5 
g 
4 

12 
1 

100 

PERCENT 

36 
64 
o 

100 

PERCE2~T 

12 
74 
8 
o 
5 
1 

100 

o 
100 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

100 
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SEVERITY OF OFFENS~ 

Most Serious 
Charge at time 
of Diversion 

~UENCY 

No Offense - 0 
No Information 0 

1 - 99 
Petty Theft 95 
Assault or battery 0 
Paraph., being in place 0 
Poss. Marijuana 0 
All others 1 

Subtotal 

100 - 199 
Poss. D.O. 
All others 

Subtotal 

200 - 299 
Poss. Narcotics 
All others 

SubtGtal 

300 - 399 

400 - 499 
Burglary 
All others 

Subtotal 

500 - 599 
600 - 699 

700 - 799 
800 - 899 
900 - 999 

Total 

o 
1 

o 
3 

7 
o 

96 

1 

3 

o 

7 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

107 

]:gt,B!!! 

o 
o 

89 
o 
o 
o 
1 

o 
1 

o 
3 

7 
o 

90 

1 

3 

o 

7 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

100 

~he California Offense Severity Index is based on bail 
schedules. Standard schedules from th~ counties of 
Alameda San Diego, and Sacramento were used, since 
most of' the programs and their clients are located in 
these counties. The average weighted bail in dollars 
was calculated for each offense, ~sing weights which 
equalized the relative contribution of the three 
schedules. The last digit in each average was then 
omitted, and a few scores over 1000 ($10,000) set at 
999 ($9,990) to create the overall index. 
\ 
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The modal age category in the San Diego sample was 21-25 years 

with 26 individuals or 24 percent of the total sample included in it. 

Of considerable interest is the wide age range of the cases in the 

sample; twelve percent of them are 56 years of age or over. It 

should be noted that the distribution of ages is bimodal, the project 

serves relatively fewer people between the ages 31-45. Forty 

percent of the cases were 31 or over as opposed to 13 percent in 

Project Intercept in Oakland and ten percent in Project Intercept 
in Santa Rosa. 

SEx: AND EI'HNICITY 

The sample of clients from this project has an high percentage 

of females - 64 percent. Among the pre-trial projects surveyed by 

CBCEP, Project Intercept in Oakland has the next largest percentage 

of female clients with 50 percent. These are especially notable 

in that women are not arrested at as high a rate as men. 

Seventy-four percent of the clients in the San Diego Project 

sample are Anglo, 12 percent Black, and 8 percent Chicano. These 

percentages differ markedly from those of other projects. By 

comparison, 67 percent of the clients of Project Intercept in Oakland 

are Black and only 18 percent are Anglo. Differences in populations 

and in the cases arrested in the different cities probably partially 

account for these differences. It would be interesting to determine 

for each jurisdiction the ethnic distributions of cases at various 

stages of criminal justice processing (arrest, charges filed, 

diverted, prosecuted) to see if minority groups are overrepresented 

or underrepresented among those prosecuted. 
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MARITAL STATUS AND LIVING ARRANGEIvlENTS 

Married persons comprised 37 percent of the sample while 43 

percent were single and 18 percent divorced or separated. This 

is a higher percentage of married persons than is the case with 

most other projects. For example, only 12 percent of the sample 

of clients from Project Intercept in Oakland were married. The 

breakdown of the sample in terms of living arrangements was as 

follows: 19 percent living alone, 18 percent with a spouse, 

20 percent with a spouse and children, 22 percent with parents, 

13 percent with friends, and 7 percent with children only. 

:EMPLOYMENT AND INCOME 

A large segment 43 percent of the study sample was unemployed 

at time of arrest while 39 percent reported full-time employment and 

13 percent part-time. Data regarding stability of employment were 

incomplete; however 26 percent of the clients indicated employment 

during the entire year preceding entry into the diversion project. 

Information on income was also incomplete, with no information 

provided on 22 percent of the clients; however 15 percent reported no 

income during the month prior to diversion, 28 percent reported income 

from $1 to $400 per month, 35 percent reported more than $400 

per month. This compares with 18 percent reporting income over 

$400 for all the projects studied. For 45 percent of the sample 

the client's earnings were reported as the only major source of 

income for their living units. 

EDUCATIONAL LEVEL 

Educationally, 66 percent of the clients had completed at 

least the twelfth grade and 32 percent reported some formal edu

cation beyond the twelfth grade. The median educational level 

for the subjects from all of the projects included in this survey 

is 12.6 years with 55 percent having completed twelve or more 

years of education. 
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DRUG AND ALCOHOL INTJOL\l]~n{ffiNT 

Clients with a history of drug and alcohol abuse are ineligible 

to participate in this project. The reviews by the City and District 

Attorneys and by the staff of the project are designed to eliminate 

cases with significant drug and alcohol problems. The assumption 

of the case supervisors in the project apparently is that the review 

process does accomplish this, since they do not have a place on their 

intake document for recording this information. 
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YOLO COU~~Y YOUTH AND YOUNG ADULT DIVERSION PROJECT 

SAMPLE 

The 84 cases served by this project on whom intake data were 

collected consists of all individuals admitted to the project 

from July 1, 1974 through December 31, 1974. 

OFFENSE CHARGED 

Most of the cases assigned to this project are PC 1000 cases. 

Accordingly, most of the offenses the clients in the sam~le were 

charged with are drug-related offenses. Fully 45 cases, or 54 

percent of the sample, were charged with possession of marijuana. 

Another 11 cases, or 13 percent, were charged with possession of 

dangerous drugs or narcotics. Other than the d~~g-related, there 

is a scattering of offenses including one petty theft, and 

two burglaries. With the passage of time, a gradually 

increasing proportion of clients admitted to this project 

has been charged with non-drug offenses. 

~IOUS ARREST HISTORY 

Of the sample of 84 cases, 63 (75 percent) had no prior 

arrests as adults for offenses other than traffic or drunkenness. 

Ten cases (12 percent) had a single adult arrest and five (six 

percent) had two arrests. The subject with the most previous 

arrests had seven. With respect to most serious prior disposition, 

adequate data were available on 75 cases. Of these, 52 (69 percent) 

had no prior convictions noted either as adults or juveniles, five 

(seven percent) had juvenile dispositions either with or without 

~cmmitments, 15 (20 percent) had been convicted of misdemeanors, 

and three (four percent) had been convicted of felonies. Two of 
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TABLE 

V 

INTAKE DATA 

Yolo County Diversion Project 

July 1, 1974 through December 31, 1974 

Total First Admissions _..,8 ... 1, __ Sample Size _s;:,I8'J-' __ 

YRS OF AGE 

18-20 
21-25 
26-30 
31-35 
36-40 
41-45 
46-50 
51-55 
56 and over 
No Infonnation 

Total 

Male 
Female 
No ~fC1rmation 

Total 

EI'HNIC STATUS 

Black 
Anglo 
Chicano 
Native American 
other 
No Infonnation 

Total 

~UENCY 

25 
34 
9 
7 
4 
4 
o 
1 
o 
o 

84 

FREQUENCY 

64 
19 

1 

84 

7 
60 
9 
o 
o 
8 

84 

TYPE OF OFFENSE· ~UENCY 

Most Serious 
Charge at time 
of Diversion 

Against persons 6 
Against property 15 
Dang. drugs &: narc. 14 
Marijuana 45 
~x 0 
Alcohol 3 
Against public order 1 
Mixed or misc. 0 
No Infonnation 0 
No Offense 0 

Total 84 

PERCENT 

30 
41 
11 
8 
5 
5 
o 
1 
o 
o 

100 

PERCENT 

76 
23 

1 

100 

PERGmT 

8 
71 
11 
o 
o 

10 

100 

PERGmT 

7 
18 
17 
54 
o 
4 
1 
o 
o 
o 

100 
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SEVERITY OF OFFENSil 

Most Serious 
Charge at time 
of Diversion 

No Offense 
No Infonnation 

1 - 99 
Petty Theft:. 
Assault or battery 
Paraph., being in place 
Poss. Marijuana 
All others 

Subtotal 

100 - 199 
Pass. D.D. 
All others 

Subtotal 

200 - 299 
Pass. Narcot.l,cs 
All others 

Subtotal 

300 - 399 

400 - 499 
Burglary 
All others 

Subtotal 

500 - 599 
600 - 699 
700 -799 

800 - 899 
900 - 999 

FR~'lJENCY 

o 
o 

8 
4 

3 
11 

2 
o 

3 
o 
o 
o 
o 

52 

12 

14 

1 

2 

PERC~fT 

1 
o 
2 

54 
5 

10 
5 

4 
13 

2 
o 

4 
o 
o 
o 
o 

o 
o 

62 

1h 

17 

1 

2 

Total 84 100 

lThe California Offense Severity Index is base~ on bail 
5chedules. Standard schedules from the counhe? of 
Alameda, San Diego, and Sacramento were used, sJ.nce. 
most of the programs and their clients are ~ocated J.n 
these counties. The average weighted b~ J.n dol~ars 
was calculated for each offense, using we~ghts which 
equalized the relative contribution of the three 
schedules. The last digit in each average was then 
omitted, and a few scores over 1000 ($10,000) set at 
999 ($9,990) to create the overall index. 
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the latter were not sentenced to jail as a result of the felony 
conviction and one was. 

Thirty percent of the sample from the Yolo County Diversion 
Project were under the age of 21 at time of intake. This 

compares to 23 percent in the same age group in the San Diego 

PC 1000 Court Diversion Project, which is the nearest thing to a 

counterpart to the Yolo Project among those included in the 

CBCEP survey. Out of the sample of S4 cases from the Yolo 

County Project, only five of the cases (six percent) were over 

40 years of age; oply two percent of the cases in the San Diego 
sample were over 40. 

SEX AND ETHNICITY 

The sample of clients from the Yolo County Project was 

76 percent male and 23 percent female. The sample from the 

PC 1000 project in San Diego County consisted of 6S percent 

males and 29 percent females. Ethnicity was available for 

74 of the clients in the Yolo County sample. Of these, Sl 

percent were Anglos, 9 percent were Blacks, and 12 percent 

were Chicanos. Seventy-nine percent of the San Diego sample 

were Anglos, and Blacks and Chicanos each represented nine 
percent of the sample. 

MARITAL STATUS AND LIVING ARRANGEMENTS 

Reflecting the relative youth of the sample from the 

Yolo County Project was the fact that 50 of the cases in it 

(69 percent) were reported as single-never married. Twenty-one 

(25 percent) of the cases were married either legally or on a 

commonlaw basis. Also reflecting the youth of the sample was 
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the fact that 25 of the 72 clients (35 percent) for whom 

information about living arrangements was available lived 

with their parents. Nine (13 percent) of them lived alone, 

and another nine lived with friends. Twenty-five of the 

clients (35 percent) lived in som~ kind of the familial 

arrangement with legal or common-law spouses and/or children. 

EMPLOYMENT AND OCCUPATIONAL STATUS 

Seventeen (22 percent) of the 76 cases in the Yolo 

County sample for whom occupational information was avail

able were stUdents. This reflects the fact that one of the 

campuses of the University of California is located in the 

county. Of the remaining cases, 23 (30 percent) were classi

fied as skilled workers, 18 (24 percent) as unskilled workers, 

and 14 (18 percent) as laborers. Of the 79 subjects for 

whom information about current employment status was avail

able, 32 (41 percent) were employed full-time, 30 (38 ~er

cent) were unemployed, and the rest were employed part-time. 

EDUCATIONAL LEVEL 

Information about educational achievement was available 

on 81 of the 84 cases in. the Yolo Project sample. Of these 

clients 26 (32 percent) had more than 12 years of education. 

Four of the clients were college graduates. Only 22 (27 per

cent) of the clients had 11 years or less of schooling, and 

33 (41 percent) had 12 years. As far as individuals involved 

in the criminal justice system are concerned, this is an 

unusually well-educated group. 

DRUG AND ALCOHOL INVOLVEMENT 

Because the Yolo County Project is largely a PC 1000 

project, some kind of drug use is necessarily reported for 
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a very sizable proportion of its clients. The use of marijuana 

was acknowledged by 68 of the 82 clients (83 percent) for whom 

information was available. Only two the clients admitted some 

experience with opiates. Seven of the 82 clients indicated that 

they did not use alcohol. Use of alcohol without any problems, 

legal or otherwise was acknowledged by 53 of the clients (65 

percent). Another seven cases reported a history of legal 

difficulties associated with alcohol or a physical or psycho

logical dependence on it. 
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PC 1000 COURT DIVERSION PROJECT 

SAN DIEGO 

The study group for the P.C. 1000 - Project is San Diego was persons 

admitted to the program from July through December of 1974. This project 

screens clients into two service modalites. During this period 125 cases were 

assigned to the treatment modality and all of these cases were included in our 

study. In addition 230 cases were assigned to the education modality from which 

we selected a 30% sample at random. Thus the study sample for this project is 

125 treatment modality cases and 69 education modality cases for a total of 194 

cases. 

OFF~NSE CHAHQRIl 

Data regarding offense charged at time of diversion indicate 84 percent 

were drug related Violations with values less than 100 on the California Offense 

Severity Index. Twelve percent had offenses of severity between 100 and 199. 

PossessiQn of marijuana was the charge at time of diversion for 65 percent of 

project clients followed by possession of paraphernalia or "being in a place" at 

19 percent. 

eBEVIQW~ ABBESI HI~IQBX 

Information about prior arrest was largely obtained from self-reports and 

no information was available on 4 percent of the sample. Arrest history data 

indicate that 74 percent of the sample had no history of previous adult arrest. 

A juvenile arrest history was reported by 19 percent of the clients. One or 

more prior arrests for drug violations were found for 15 percent of the clients. 

Only five percent of the clients reported having previously been on probation 

while one percent reported prior prison sentences. 
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I INTAKE DATA 
PC100 COURT DIVERSION PROJECT - SAN DIEGO 

TABLE TREA'IMENT CASES VI 
INTAKE DATA JULy 1, 1974 THROUGH DECEMBER 31, 1974 

PC 1000 Court Diversioll Project - San Diego . Ii 
\ 

July 1, 1974 through December 31, 1974 

Total First AdmissIons 125 Sample Size 125 Total First Admissions 380 Sample Size 191, 
YRS OF AGE FRE;lUENCY PERCENT SEVERITY OF OFFENS~ SEVERITY OF OFFENS~ t. v,' YRS OF AGE FREXlUENCY PERCENT 
18-20 27 22 Most Serious 18-20 45 Most Serious 21..,25 . 63 50 Charge at time 23 
26-30 19 15 21-25 ·100 52 Charge at time of Diversion 31-35 11 9 26-30 27 14 of Diversion 
36-40 1 1 FR~UENCY PERCENT 31-35 14 7 ~UENCY PERCENT 
41-45 1 1 36-40 3 . 2 
46-50 r 1 No Offense 0 0 41-45 1 1 No Offense 0 0 i .-

0 No Information 2 2 C i.!..;... 51-55 0 46-50 1 1 No Information 3 2 
56 and over 0 0 51-55 0 0 
No Information 2 2 1 - 99 56 and over 0 0 1 - 99 Petty Theft 0 0 No Information 3 2 Petty Theft 0 0 Assault or battery 0 0 Assault or battery 0 0 ~ --roo- Paraph., being in place 27 21 Paraph., being in place 37 19 

. I· Total Poss. Marijuana 77 62 Poss. Marijuana 126 65 All others 0 Total 194 100 All others 0 0 J 1" 

I 
.. ~ 

Subtotal 104 83 Subtotal 
163 84 ~ FREQUENCY PERCENT I 100 - 199 .§g FREXlUENCY PERCENT 

100 - 199 f Male 82 66 Poss. D.D •. 13 10 Poss. D.D. 18 9 ! Female 42 34 All others 2 2 
Male 131 68 All others 5 3 I ~ IP1fO'rmation 1 1 Female 57 29 
No Il;fO'nnation 6 3 : -m- -mr Subtotal 15 12 Subtotal 23 12 l ~~ 

r Total 
200 - 299 Total 194 100 200 - 299 II Poss. Narcotics 4 3 Poss. Narcotics 4 2 All Qther3 0 0 (. ~ Ail others 1 1 r ETHNIC STATUS FREQUENCY PE.~CENT I' ETHNIC STATUS FREXlUENCY PERC:ENT 

Subtotal i Black 11 9 4 3 Subtotal 5 3 ~. I () Anglo 97 713 Black 
~~ I 300 - 399 0 0 75 Chicano 10 8 Anglo 300 - 399 0 0 

L Native American 1 Chicano 17 9 1 400 - 499 , 
Other 3 Native American 1 1 400 - 499 I 2 Burglary 0 0 No Information 3 2 other 4 2 Burglary 0 0 All others 0 0 I No Informatiori 9 5 All others 0 0 J -m- 100 1 

I Total 
Subtotal 0 i 

..J 
0 Total 194 100 S~btotal 0 0 

500 - 599 0 0 500 - 599 0 0 I TYPE OF OFFENSE FREQUENCY 600 - 699 0 0 I PERCENT TYPE OF OFFENSE FREQUENCY PERCENT 600 - 699 0 0 
700 - 799 0 0 700 - 799 0 0 I Most Serious 

Charge at time 800 - 899 0 0 
Most Serious 

800 - 899 0 0 J, X of Diversion 
900 - 999 

Charge at time (" 0 0 of Diversion 900 - 999 0 0 
I Against persons 0 0 

I 
I 

l Against property 0 0 Against persons 0 0 
Dang. drugs &: narc. 27 22 Total 125 100 

Against property 
t, 0 0 Total 194 100 Marijuana 96 7'7 

Dang. drugs &: narc. J6 19 
! Sex 0 0 

lThe California qffense Severity Index is based on bail 
Marijuana 1,55- SO 

I Alcohol 0 0 Sex 0 0 1rhe California Offense Severity Index is based on bail • k'J C Against public order 0 0 schedules. Standard schedules from the counties of Alcohol 0 0 schedules. Standard schedules from the counties of t.t~ . M:i.xed or misc. 0 0 Alameda, San Diego, and Sacramento were used, since Against publiC order 0 0 Alameda, San Diego, ar.d Sacramento were used, since No Information 2 2 most of the programs and their clients are located in Mixed or misc. 0 0 most of the programs and their clients are located in No Offense 0 (J these counties. The average weighted bail in dollars No Information 3 2 these counties. The average weighted bail in dollars 
was calculated for each offense, using weights which No Offense 0 0 was calculated for each offense, using weights which 125- '"iOO- equalized the relative contribution of the three equalized the relative contribution of the three Total schedules. The last digit in each average was then Total 100 

schedules. The last digit in each average was then 
t, omitted, and a few scores over 1000 ($10,000) set at 194 omitted, and a few scores over 1000 ($10,000) set at ) 999 ($9,990) to create the overall index. 999 ($9,990) to create the overall index. 
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YRS OF AGE 

18-20 
21-25 
26-30 
31-35 
36-40 
41-45 
46-50 
51-55 
56 and over 
No Information 

Total 

Male 
Female 
No hfO'!m.!ltion 

Total 

];THrlIC STATUS 

Black 
Anglo 
Chicano 
Native American 
Other 
No Information 

Total 

TYPE OF OFFENSE 

Most Serious 
Charge at time 
of Diversion 

Against persons 
Against property 
Da.ng. drugs & narc. 
Marijuana 
Sex 
Aicohol 
Against public order 
Mixed or misc. 
No Information 
No Offense 

Total 

--------- --_._- -~----

TABLE 
VIII 

INTAKE DATA 

PC1000 COURT DIVERSION PROJEx::T - SAN DIEGO 

EDUCATION CASES 

JULy 1, 1974 THROUGH DEx::EMBER 31" 1974 

Total First Admissions 222 Sample Size 62 

~UENCY PERCENT 

18 26 
37 54 

8 12 
3 \4 
2 .3 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
1 1 

69 100 

FREQUENCY PERCENT 

49 71 
15 22 

5 7 

69 100 

~U!NCY pER~IT 

6 9 
1+9 71 

7 10 
0 0 
1 1 
6 9 

69 100 

FRE:lUmCY PERCENT 

0 0 
0 0 
9 13 

59 86 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
1 1 
0 0 

69 100 

SEVERITY OF OFFENS~ 

Most Serious 
Charge at time 
of Diversion 

~UENCY PERCll-'T 

No Offense 0 0 
No Information 1 1 

1 - 99 

8 Petty Theft 0 
Assault or battery 0 

14 
71 
0 

Paraph., being in place 10 
Poss. Marijuana 49 
All others 0 

Subtotal 59 86 

100 - 199 
Poss. D.D. 5 7 
All others 3 4 

Subtotal 8 ".2 

200 - 299 
Foss, Narcotics Q 0 
I.E others 1 1 

Subtotal 1 1 

300 - 399 0 0 

400 - 499 
Burglary 0 0 
All others 0 0 

Subtotal 0 0 

500 - 599 0 0 

600 - 699 0 0 

700 - 799 0 0 

800 - 899 0 0 

900 - 999· 0 0 

Total 100 

IThe California Offense Severity Index is based on bail 
schedules. Standard schedules from the counties of 
Alameda, San Diego, and Sacranento were used, since 
most of the programs and their cliellts are located in 
these counties. The average weighted bail in dollars 
was calculated for each offense, using weights which 
equalized the relative contribution of the three 
schedules. The last digit in each average was then 
omitted, and a few scores over 1000 ($10,000) set at 
999 ($9,990) to create the overall index. 
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AGE 

Clients aged between 18-20 years accounted for 23 percent of 

the sample from the project. Eighty-nine percent of the clients 

in the sample were 30 years old or younger. 

SEX AND El'HNICITY 

Males accounted for 68 percent of the clients sampled while 

females comprised 29 percent (sex was not available on three 

percent of the clients. The ethnic makeup of the sample was 

Anglo 75 percent, Black 9 percent, and Chicano 9 percent. 

MARITAL STATUS AND LIVING ARRANGEMENTS 

The marital status data show that 68 percent of the sample 

was single, 16 percent married, and 16 percent divorced or 

separated. Prior to arrest 28 percent of the sample resided 

with their parents, and 27 percent lived with a friend or friends. 

EMPLOYMENT AND INCOME 

At the time of arrest fifty-five percent of the sample were 

employed either part-time or full-time. Specifically, 40 percent 

reported full-time employment and 15 percent part-time employment. 

Thirty-four percent had worked at their last job eleven months 

or longer as compared to only 18 percent for the total of all 

projects studied. Twenty-seven percent reported income of more 

than $400 during the last month, compared to 18 percent reporting 

this much income for all the programs studied. 

DRUG INVOLVEMENT 

Marijuana use was connected with the current cases of 91 

percent of the sample. No involvement in opiate use was reported 

by 84 percent of the sample while 12 percent reported some degree 

of opiate use with no problems. 
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The use of "other drugs," a category which includes cocaine, 

amphetamines, barbiturates and LSD, was reported by 46 percent of 

the sample. Abstinence from alcohol use was reported by 10 per

cent of clients sampled. Alcohol use to some degree was reported 

by 80 percent of our sample, however, only 6 percent reported 

legal difficulties arising from alcohol use. 
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PROJECT INTERCEPT - NAPA, SOLANO, AND SONOMA COUNTIES 

North Bay Counties Intercept has offices in Napa County, 

Solano County and Sonoma County. The three offices are treated 

separately below because of certain operational differences that 

have developed. The Solano office is most unique in that cases 

come from county as well as municipal courts, and they are post

trial rather than pre-treat the client is placed in the program 

after conviction, as a condition of probation. This would appear 

to account for the smaller intake as well as the higher severity 
level of offenses charged. 

The small sample for the Napa office is consistent with the 
much smaller county popUlation. 
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IRS OF AGE 

18-20 
21-25 
26-30 
31-35 
36-40 
41-45 
46-50 
51-55 
56 and over 
No Information 

Total 

~ 

Male 
Female 
No IPt fo-rmation 

Total 

El'HNIC STATUS 

Black 
Anglo 
Chicano 
Native American 
Other ---
No Information 

Total 

TYPE OF OFFENSE 

Most Serious 
Charge at time 
of Diversion 

Against persons 
Against property 
Dang. drugs &: narc. 
Marijuana 
Sex 
Alcohol 
Against public order 
Mixed or misc. 
No Infol1!lation 
No Offense 

Total 

TABLE 

IX 
INTAKE DATA 

Project Intercept - North Bay Counties (Sonoma, Solano, Napa) 
January 1, 1975 through June 30, 1975 

Total First Admissions 155 Sample Size 155 

~UENCY PERCENT SEVERITY OF OFFENS~ 

57 37 Most Serious 
62 40 Charge at time 
17 11 of Diversion 
9 6 
4 3 
1 1 No Offense 
1 1 No Information 
2 1 
1 1 1 - 99 
1 1 Petty Theft 

AssauJ.t or battery 
Paraph., being in place 
Poss. Marijuana 

155 100 All others 

Subtotal 
FREQUENCY PERCENT 

100 - 199 
99 64 Poss. D.D. 
56 36 All others 
0 0 

Subtotal 

FR~UENCY PERC]}:'!' 

0 2 
2 1 

101 65 
7 5 
0 0 
3 2 

21 14 

132 85 

0 0 
8 5 

8 5 
155 100 200 - 299 

Poss. Narcotics 0 ~ 

All others 0 
3 

~UENCY PERcnrr 
2 

11 
Subtotal 

7 3 2 
113 73 300 - 399 
16 11 2 1 
7 5 400 - 499 
7 5 Burglary 8 
1 1 All others 5 

0 0 

155 100 Subtotal 8 
5 

500 - 599 

~UENCY 600 - 699 
0 0 

PERCENT 
700 - 799 

0 0 

800 - 899 
0 0 
0 0 

900 - 999 

19 
1 1 

12 
116 75 

3 2 Total 
4 3 

155 100 
0 0 

~he California Offense Severity Index is based on bail 2 1 
5 3 ~!:~ules. St~ard schedules from the counties of 
1 1 da, San D~ego, and Sacramento were used since 
2 1 most of the progr and th" ' 
3 2 

. ams e~ c1~ents are located in 
these c~unt~es. The average wei~~ted bail in dollars 
was c~~ulated for each offense, using weights which 

155 100 
equal~zed the relative contribution of the three 
schedules '!'he 1 st di ·t . . • a ~ ~n each average was then 
om~tted, and a few scores over 1000 ($10,000) set at 
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999 ($9,990) to create the overall index. 
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NAPA J.NIERCEPT 

The sample of cases from Napa Intercept includes all 29 clients 

admitted January through June, 1975. 

QFFENSE CHARGED 

Twenty-two of the cases (76 percent) were charged with an offense 

between one and 99 on the California Offense Severity Index the range of 

least severity on the scale. Thirteen of these were petty theft cases. 

l There were several cases charged with minor disturbances, including one for 

disturbing the peace, one for disobedience to an officer, one for assault 

pr battery and two for resisting arrest. The cases with offenses of 

) 
:"greater" severity included two charged with non-sufficient funds checks, 

two with fraud in obtaining aid, one with assault on police and one with 

second-degree burglary. 

FJlEVlons ABRf.;SIS HISIQBI 

IAccording to the available data! 19 of the cases had no prior criminal 

justice disposition. There were no adult felony convictions. Seven had an 

adult misdemeanor conviction; two of these had been to jail and five 

received probation without jail. For three persons, the most seriQus prior 

disposition was a juvenile conviction; one of these was with a commitment. 

(' ~ SEX AND EIHNICIII 

The clients in the sample tended to be relatively young; 35 percent 

wel'e between 18 and 20 and another 35 percent 21 to 25. Twenty of the 29 

(or 69 percent) were males. There were 20 Whites, eight Chicanos and one 

"other." No Blacks were in the sample. 
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YRS OF AGE 

18-20 
21-25 
26-30 
31-35 
36-40 
41-45 
46-50 
51-55 
56 and over 
No Information 

Total 

SEX 

Male 
Female 
NO ~fC1rmation 

Total 

ETHNIC STATUS 

Black 
Anglo 
Chicano 
Native American 
other 
No Information 

Total 

TYPE OF OFFENSE 

Most Serious 
Charge at time 
of Diversion 

Against persons 
Against property 
Dang. drugs &: narc. 
Marijuana 
Sex 
Alcohol 
Against public order 
Mixed or misc. 
No Information 
No Offense 

Total 

'. 

TABLE 

x: 
INTAKE DATA 

Project IntercepG - North Bay Counties (Napa) 

January 1,' 1975 through June 30, 1975 

Total First Admissions 29 Sample Size 29 

~UENCY PERCENT SEVERITY OF OFFENS~ 

10 35 Most Serious 
10 35 Charge at time 
5 17 of Diversion 
1 3 
1 3 
0 0 No Offense 
1 3 No Information 
1 3 
() 0 1 - 99 
0 0 Petty Theft 

Assault or battery 
-'- Paraph., being in place 

Poss. Marijuana 
29 100 All others 

Subtotal 

FREQUENCI PERCENT 
100 - 199 

Poss. D.D. 20 69 All others 
9 31 
0 0 

Subtotal 

29 100 200 - 299 
Poss. Marco'des 
All others 

~UENCY PERCENT 
Subtotal 

0 0 
20 69 300 - 399 
8 28 
0 0 400 - 499 
1 3 Burglary 
0 0 All others 

29 100 Subtotal 

500 - 599 

FREQ1JENCY PERCENT 600 - 699 

700 - 799 
800 - 899 

900 - 999 

8 28 
17 59 Total 
0 0 
0 0 

~UENCY ~~ 

0 0 
0 0 

13 45 
1 3 
0 0 
0 0 
8 27 

22 76 

0 0 
5 17 

5 17 

0 0 
Q- 0 

0 0 

1 3 

1 3 
0 0 

1 3 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

29 100 

0 0 Irhe California Offense Severity Index is based on bail 
0 0 schedules. Sta:lldard schedules from the counties of 
4 14 Alameda, San Ilie,go, and Sacramento wel'e used, since, 
0 0 most of the prag;roams and their clients are locatea III 
0 0 these counties. The average weighted bail in dollars 
0 0 was calculated. Zor each offense, using weights which 

equalized the relative contribution of the three 

'29 100 
schedules. The last digit in each average was then 
omitted, and a E-ew scores over 1000 ($10,000) set at 
999 ($9,990) to 'create the overall index. 

14.6 
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MARITAL STATUS AND LIVING ARRANG1!MENTS 

The marital status distribution of the sample was consistent 

with the age of the 29 cases; only 5 were married, while 15 were 

single and 9 separated or divorced. Five lived with their spouse 

and 2 others with their children, while 11 lived with their 

parents, 7 with a friend and 3 alone. Eighteen (or 62 percent) 

of the clients were lli1employed, but 10 of the 11 who were 
employed hRd full-time jobs. 

QQQQEATION AND EDUCATION 

The occup~tional status of the sample was low; the median 

on the occupational scale was only 7.2. Seven is the scale value 

for, generally speaking, uns~illed workers and 8 for laborers. 

The median numbers of years of education achieved by the sample 
was 11.6. 
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BOl,ANQ INTERCEU 

The size of the sample of clients of Solano Intercept is 26 __ all 

cases received January through June, 1975. 

The offense charged was unavailable for two individuals; 14 of the 

remaining 24 cases were below 100 on the California Offense Severity Index, 

i.e. at the low severity end. Six of these were petty theft, and three 

were assault or battery. There was one filing of a false police report, 

one unauthorized firearm and one concealed weapon. Clients charged with 

Offenses in the 100's included one for bad checks, one for welfare fraud 

and one for receiving stolen property. Solano Intercept had a much larger 

proportion of charges above the 200 level (29 percent) than either Napa 

Intercept (7 percent) or Sonoma Intercept (4 percent). These charges for 

Solano clients involved felony drunk driving, embezzlement, assault on a 

policeman, drug sales and three cases of second-degree burglary. 

EREY;IOIlS ARREST HISTOB.I 

Although data were missing for two cases, the prior offense history of 

this group was relatively limited. Six individuals had an adult 

conviction; fOUr of these cases did no jail time (2 felonies and 2 

misdemeanors) while two other misdemeanants had been sentenced to jail. 

The data show eight individuals with adult arrests. Five had been 

sentenced to probation for four individuals the most serious prior 

disposition was a juvenile conviction, but no juvenile commitments were 

recorded for these cases. 
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TABLE 

XI 

INTAKE DATA 

Project Intercept - North Bay Counties ( S,)lano) 

January 1, 1975 through June 30, 1975 

Total First Admissions __ 2_6 __ Sample Size _2_6 __ _ 

YRS OF AGE 

18-20 
21-25 
26-30 
31-35 
36-40 
41-45 
46-50 
51-55 
56 and over 
No Information 

Total 

SEX 

Male 
Female 
No I:>!fcrrmation 

ETHNIC STATUS 

Black 
Anglo 
Chicano 
Native American 
Other 
No Information 

Total 

~UENCY 

8 
10 
3 
2 
1 
o 
o 
o 
1 
1 

26 

FREQUENcY 

21 
5 
o 

26 

8 
16 
o 
1 
1 
o 

TYPE OF OFFENSE FREQUENcY 

Most Serious 
Charge at time 
of Diversion 

Against persons 6 
Against property 12 
Dang. drugs &: narc. 1 
Marijuana 0 
Sex 0 
Alcohol 1 
Against public order 1 
Mixed or misc. 0 
No Information 2 
No Offense 3 

Total 26 

PERCENT 

31 
39 
12 
8 
4 
o 
o 
o 
4 
4 

100 

PERCENT 

81 
19 
o 

100 

PERCENT 

31 
62 
o 
4 

'4 
o 

100 

PERCENT 

23 
46 
4 
o 
o 
4 
4 
o 
8 

12 

100 

150 

SEVERITY OF OFFENS~ 

Most Serious 
Charge at time 
of Diversion 

FRID.lJENCY 

No Offense 0 
No Information 2 

1 - 99 
Petty Theft 6 
Assault or battery 3 
Paraph., being in place 0 
Poss. Marijuana 0 
All others 5 

PERCENT 

23 
12 
o 
o 

19 

o 
8 

Subtotal 14 53 
100 - 199 

Poss. D.D. 
All others 

o 
3 

o 
12 

Subtotal 3 12 

200 - 299 
Poss. Narcotics 
All others 

Subtotal 

300 - 399 

400 - 499 
Burglary 
All others 

o 
2 

3 
o 

2 

1 

o 
8 

12 
o 

8 

4 

Subtotal 3 12 

500 - 599 
600 - 699 

700 - 799 
800 - 899 
900 - 999 

o 
o 
o 
o 
1 

o 
o 
o 
o 
4 

Total 26 100 

1rhe California Offense Severity Inde,~ is based on bail 
schedules. Standard schedules from the cOtUlties of 
Alameda, San Diego, and Sacramento were used, since 
most of the programs and their clients are located in 
these counties. The' average weighted bail in dollars 
waB calculated for each offense, using weights which 
equalized the relative contribution of the three 
Bchedules. The last digit in each average was then 
omitted, and a few scores over iOOO ($10,000) set at 
999 ($9,990) to create the overall index. 
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AGE, SEX AND ETHNICITY 

The d~ta indicate a rel~tive1y young sample, with 31 percent 

in the 18 through 20 category and 39 percent in the 21 through 25. 

Twenty-one of the 26 or 81 percent were males. There were 8 

Blacks (31 percent) and 16 Whites (62 percent), plus one Native 

American and one "other." No Chicanos were in the sample. 

MARITAL STATlJS AND LIVING ARRANGElVIENTS 

Consistent with the age distribution noted above, 4 indi

vidu8ls were married, while 17 were single and 5 were separated 

or divorced. Three lived with their spouse and 2 others with 

their chIldren, while 9 lived wil:,h theIr p,qrents, 6 with friends 

and 6 lived alone. 

E-1PLOYMENT, OCC,(JPATIONAL STATUS AND EDUCATION 

A very high proportion (88 percent) were unemployed. Only 

3 individuals were err~loyed, 2 full-time and 1 part-time. The 

"usual" occupp tiona1 level of this sample was higher than might 

be expected. The median of the sample on the occupationpl scale 

was 6.2. Six is the scale value corresponding to the category 

including skilled workers. The median number of years of 

education completed by this sample was 11.8. 
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SONCHA INTERCEPT 

SM-IT'LE 

The sample of clients from Sonoma Intercept consists ()f :l00 cases 

out of the 160 clients received January through June, 1975. 

OFFENSE CHARGED 

The program is oriented mainly to light-weight property 

offenders. Ninety-six of the crses had an offense charged with 

a scale value below 100 on the California Offense Severity Index 

(the low end of the scale), and 82 of these were charged wit.h 

petty theft. The others included three cases of assault or 

battery, two of glue sniffing and three of possession of marijuana. 

The only offenses above the 100 level were one of possession of 

narcotics and three of second-degree burg1Rry. 

PREVIOUS A&T.tEST HISTORY 

Acc()rding to the available data, 25 individuals had been 

arrested as adults. Data on most serious prior disposition show 

no adult felony convictions and only fifteen adult misdemeanor 

con~ctions -- ten of these with probation and five with some 

jail time. Two individuals had been committed as juveniles and 

for five others the most serious disposition was juvenile convic

tion without commitment. 

AGE, SEX AND ET'dNICITY 

The sample of clients from the project was relatively young. 

TI1irty-nine of the 100 cases were 18 to 20 years of age and 

42 others were 21 to 25. These figures compare to 19 percent and 

29 percent for the population of all the projects in the survey 

combined. Forty-two of the 100 clients were females, a greater 

1.53 Preceding page blank 



YRS OF AGE 

18-20 
21-25 
26-30 
31-35 
36-40 
41-45 
46-50 
51-55 
56 and over 
No Infonnation 

Total 

Male 
Female 
No hformation 

Total 

ETHNIC STATUS 

Black 
Anglo 
Chicano 
Native American 
Other 
No Infonnation 

Total 

TYPE OF OFFENSE 

Most Serious 
Charge at time 
of Diversion 

Against persons 
Against property 
Dang. drugs & narc. 
Marijuana 
Sex 
Alcohol 
Against public order 
Mixed or misc. 
No Infonnation 
No Offense 

Total 

I, , 

--_._- ~-----

TABLE 

XII 

IN'rAKE DATA 

Project Intercept - North Bay Counties (Sonoma) 

January I, 1975 through June 30, 1975 

Total First Admissions 

FI®UENCY 

39 
42 
9 
6 
2 
1 
o 
1 
o 
o 

'100 

FREQUENCY 

58 
42 
o 

100 

3 
77 
8 
6 
5 
1 

100 

5 

PERCENT 

39 
42 
9 
6 
2 
1 
o 
1 
o 
o 

100 

PERCENT 

58 
42 
o 

100 

PERCENT 

3 
77 
8 
6 
5 
1 

100 

PERCENT 

5 

\~O 
~ Sample Size 100 

SEVERITY OF OFFENS~ 

Most Serious 
Charge at time 
of Diversion 

No Offense 
No Infonnation 

1 - 99 
Petty Theft 
AssaUlt or battery 
Paraph., being in place 
Poss. Marijuana 
All others 

Subtotal 

100 - 199 
Poss. D.D. 
All others 

Subtotal 

200 - 299 
Poss. Narcotics 
All others 

Subtotal 

300 - 399 

400 - 499 
Burglary 
All others 

Subtotal 

500 - 599 

600 - 699 

700 - 799 

800 - 899 

900 - 999 

FR~UENCY PERCTh'T 

0 0 
0 0 

82 82 
3 3 
0 0 
3 3 
8 8 

96 96 

0 0 
0 0 

0 0 

0 0 
0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

4' 4 
0 0 

4 ,4 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

87 
2 

87 
2 
4 
o 
1 
o 
1 
o 
o 

Total 100 100 

4 
o 
1 
o 
1 
o 
o 

100 100 
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~he California Offense Severity Index is base~ on bail 
schedules. Standard schedules from the countl.e~ of 
Alameda, San Diego, and Sacramento were used, sJ.nce, 
most of the programs and their c:lients a~e ~ocate~ J.n 
these counties. The average wel.ghted ba~ J.n do~ars 
was calculated for each offense, using wel.ghts which 
equalized the relative contribution of the three 
schedules. The last digit in each average was then 
omitted, and a few scores over 1000 ($10,000) set at 
999 ($9,990) to create the overall index. 

c 

(0 ( 

proportiOn than in most of the projects. Seventy-seven indi

viduals were White, eight were Chicano and six were Native 

AmericEln, but only three were Black. 

MARITAL STATUS AND LIVING ARRANGEMENTS 

The data on marital status are consistent with the youth 

of the sample; 69 of the individuals were "single _ never married" 

and thirteen others were separated or divorced. Only eighteen 

of the clients were married. Seventeen lived with spouse and 

five others with children, while 31 were living with parents, 

28 with a friend or friends, and 17 alone. 

:BMPLOYMENT, OCCUPATION AND EDUCATION 

At the time of arr~st, 57 of the clients in the sample were 

unemployed? 24 employed full-time and 18 employed part-time. On 

the San Bernardino Occupational Scale, the two highest indi

viduals had occupRtions with a scale value of 3, on a par with 

sales managers, small businessmen, airline pilots and graduate 

stUdents. The median occupational scale seore of the sample 

was 6.9. 1~e scale value of seven applies basically to unskilled 

workers. The median numbe:c of years of school completed by the 
clients in the sample was Jl.8. 
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PROJECT CROSSROADS OAKLAND 

SAMPLE 

For Project Crossroads, the sample consists of all 55 cases 

received during July through September, 1975. Crossroads differs 

from the other projects in this survey in that clients are 

~eferred by the Public Defender's office. 

OFFENSE CHARGED 1 

With data for 51 of the cases, only 14 or 27 percent of the 

offenses charged were between one and 99 on the California 

Offense Severity Index. This compares to the 80 percent in 

that range of the 834 cases. in all projects surveyed in which 

criminal charges are involved. Thirteen or 24 percent of the 

cases involved second-degree burglary charges making this 

offenEie the single most frequently occuring offense. 

PRIOR ADULT CONVICTIONS 

.Data on the most serious prior disposition show 31 of the 

55 individuals with adult convictions, including seven with 

records of no jail time, 13 with jail time, and 11 with prison 

time. For six the most serious disposition was a juvenile 

conviction, three with and three without commitments. 

AGE -
The distribution for the 51 Gases on which age was avail

able is about the same as for the entire population of all 

projects combined, with the largest group, 16 or 31 percent, 

falling in the 21-25 age category. 

l~rcentages have been calculated on those cases 
for whom data are available, and therefore will 
not correspond exactly to those in Table. 13. 
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YRS OF AGE 

18-20 
21-25 
26-30 
31-35 
36-40 
41-45 
46-50 
51-55 
56 and over 
No Information 

Total 

SEX 

Male 
Female 
No hfcrrmation 

Total 

ETHNIC STATUS 

Black 
Anglo 
Chicano 
Native American 
Other 
No Information 

Total 

TYPE OF OFFENSE 

Most Serious 
Charge at time 
of Diversion 

Against persons 
Against property 
Dang. drugs & narc. 
Marijuana 
Sex 
Alcohol 
Against public order 
Mixed or misc. 
No Information 
No Offense 

Total 

~, ; 

--_.-------------~-------~ 

TABLE 

XIII 
INTAKE DATA 

Pr-oject Crossroads - Oakland 

July 1, 1974 through ember 

Total First Admissions 55 Sample Size 55 

F'RmUENCY PERCENT 

II 
16 
29 

7 13 
6 11 
4 7 
4 7 
2 4 
1 2 
2 4 
4 7 

55 100 

FREQUENCY PERCENT 

45 82 
9 16 
1 2 

55 100 

FREQUENCY PERCmT 

31 56 
17 31 
4 7 
0 0 
0 0 
3 6 

55 100 

FREQUENCY PERCENT 

13 24 
25 46 
3 6 
0 0 
2 4 
4 7 
3 6 
1 2 
4 7 
0 0 

55 100 
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SEVERITY OF OFFENS~ 

Most Serious 
Charge at time 
of Diversion 

FREQUENCY PERCTh'T 

No Offense 0 
No Information 4 

1 - 99 
Petty Theft 4 7 
Assault or battery 0 0 
Paraph., being in place 0 0 
Poss. Marijuana 0 0 
All others 10 18 

Subtotal 14 

100 - 199 
Poss. D.D. 0 0 
All others 1 2 

Subtotal 1 

200 - 299 
Poss. Narcotics 0 0 
All others 9 16 

Subtotal 9 

300 - 399 0 

400 - 499 13 24 Burglary 2 4 All others 

Subtotal 15 

500 - 599 2 
600 - 699 1 
700 - 799 2 
800 - 899 7 
900 - 999 0 

Total 55 

~he California Offense Severity Index is based on bail 
schedules. Standard schedules from the counties of 
Alameda, San Diego, and Sacramento were used, since, 
most of the programs and their clients are located III 
these counties. The average weighted bail in dollars 
was calculated. for each offense, using weights which 
equalized the relative contribution of the three 
schedules. The last digit in each average was then 
omitted, and a few scores over 1000 ($10,000) set at 
999 ($9,990) to create the overall index. 

( 

} 

0 
7 

25 

2 

16 

0 

27 

4 
2 

4 
13, 
0 

100 

(' 

SEx: AND ETHNICITY 

Of the sample of 54, 83 percent are males and 17 percent 

females. Thirty-one of the 55 cases in the sample (56 percent) 

are Black, a much higher proportion than for most of the projects. 

Seventeen or 31 percent are Anglo and four (seven percent) are 
Chicano. 

STABILITY OF RESIDENCE 

Some information is available relating to stability of 

residence. With data for 35 cases, 29 percent had lived 

one year or less at their present address, 43 percent had 

lived from one to eight years at their present address, and 

six individuals had lived more than eight years at their 

present address. Seventy-seven percent (27 cases) have lived 

within the county eight years or more compared to 33 percent for 

all 8roups in the study although this information was only 

available on 57 percent of all the cases in the programs 
studied. 

MARITAL STATUS AND LIVING ARRANGEMENTS 

With data for 50 cases, 28 percent were married, 40 
percent had never married, and 30 percent were separated, 

divorced, or widowed. Living arrangements were consistent 

with this. Twenty-seven percent lived with spouse and or 

children, thirty-five percent with parents, eleven percent 

with friends, and eighteen percent alone. 

EMPLOYMENT, OCCUP~TIONAL STATUS AND EDUCATIONAL IJEVEL 

At the time of arrest or contact with Project Crossroads, 

71 percent were unemployed (data on 49 cases) while 14 percent 

were employed full-time and 12 percent part-time. Based on 

self-reported occupation, the status of the Crossroads sample is 
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relatively low. Median status is 7.5 on the San Bernardino 

Occupational Scale, lower than the 7.0 which is typical for 

unskilled occupations or the 6.8 median for all project 

populations combined. The median number of years of education. 

completed by the subjects was only 12.0, however slightly lower 
than the overall median of 12.3. 

DRUG AND ALCOHOL INVOLVEMENT 

Twenty~three or 43 percent of 53 of the cases were known 

to have used drugs or some other illegal substance, ranging 

from glue or marijuana to opiates. Sixteen individuals had 

used drugs for over a year, nine of these for over four years. 

Ten individuals have undergone some kind of drug treatment. 

Twenty-three cases (undoubtedly a low figure) showed some 

problem with the use of alcohol. For nine of these individuals 

an alcohol problem had existed for over four years. Six cases 

have received some treatment for alcohol abuse. 
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PRE-TRIAL DIVERSION PROJECT 

OAKLAND INTERCEPT 

SAMPLE 

The Oakland Intercept sample of 123 includes every other 

client received by the project during January through June 1975. 

OFFENSE CHARGED 

Data for the 123 cases show that the offenses charged were 

relatively minor, 88 percent falling between one and 99 on the 

California Offense Severity Index (C.O.S.I.). This compares to 

80 percent for all the projects studied combined. Eighty-eight 

of the Oakland Intercept cases or 72 percent were charged with 

petty theft. Only Santa Rosa Intercept with 82 percent and 

San Diego Adult Deferred Prosecution with 89 percent had a 

higher proportion of petty theft cases. There were no drug 

cases at all apparently because these cases are routinely 

referred to T.A.S.C., a drug program administered by the Alameda 

County Probation Department. Four cases were charged with 

prostitution, four with malicious mischief, and three with 
resisting arrest. 

PREVIOUS ARREST HISTORY 

The data on previous arrest history in the files is 

undoubtedly incomplete, since it is based on self report

tinge Never~heless for 22 or 18 percent of the cases there 

is a known juvenile arrest, and for 18 or 15 perc6~;.t there 

is a kno~1 juvenile commitment. Also reflecting the relative 
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TABLE 

XIV 

INTAKE DATA 

Pr~trial Diver~ion Program - Project Intercept - Oakland 

January 1~ 1975 through June 30, 1975 

Total First Admissions 

YRS OF AGE 

18-20 
21-25 
26-30 
31-35 
36-40 
41-45 
46-50 
51-55 
56 and over 
No Information 

Total 

Male, 
Female 
~1o hfarmation 

Total 

ETHNIC STATUS 

~UENCY 

42 
45 
19 
6 
4 
3 
3 
1 
o 
o 

123 

FREQUENCY 

61 
62 
o 

123 

FREQUENCY 

Black 82 
Anglo 22 
Chicano 8 
Native American 1 
other 10 
No Information 0 

Total 123 

TYPE OF OFFENSE FREQUENCY 

Most Serious 
Charge at time 
of Diversion 

Against persons 7 
AgaL~5t property 110 

PERCENT 

34 
37 
15 
5 
3 
2 
2 
1 
o 
o 

100 

PERCENT 

50 
50 
o 

100 

PERCENT 

67 
18 
7 
1 
8 
o 

100 

PERCENT 

6 

248 _ Sample Size 123 

SEVERITY OF OFFENsE?-

Most Serious 
Charge at time 
of Diversior 

FREX;lUENCY 

~OU~H 0 
No Information 0 

1 - 99 
Petty Theft 88 
Assault or battery 2 
Paraph., being in place 0 
POSSe Marijuana 0 
All others 18 

Subtotal 

100 - 199 
POSSe D.D. 
All others 

Subtotal 

200 - 299 
POSSe Narcotics 
All others 

Subtotal 

300 - 399 

400 - 499 
Burglary 
All others 

Subtota.l 

500 - 599 
600 - 699 

700 - 799 
800 - 899 
900 - 999 

o 
4 

o 
6 

5 
o 

108 

4 

6 

o 

5 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

PERCEZIT 

72 
2 
o 
o 

15 

o 
3 

o 
5 

4 
o 

o 
o 

88 

3 

5 

o 

4 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

Dang. drugs &: narc. 0 
89 
o 
o 
3 
1 
o 
1 
o 
o 

Total 
123 100 

Marijuana 0 
Sex 4 
Alcohol 1 
Against public order 0 
Mixed or misc. 1 
No Information 0 
No Offense 0 

Total 123 100 
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~he California Off;~se Severity Index is based on bail 
schedules. Standard schedules from the counties of 
Alameda, San Diego,and 6acralflento were used, since 
most of the programs and their clients are located in 
these counties. The average weighted bail in dollars 
was calculated for ea'ch offense, using weights which 
equalized the relative contribution of the th:ree 
sche,!1ules. The last digit in each average wall then 
omitted, and a few scoren over 1000 ($10,000) set at 
999 ($9,990) to create the overall index. 
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youth of the project population is the fact that only six 

cases are known to have adult convictions. There are 

apparently no adult prison sentences, but there are four 

known cases of adult probation. 

The records show that for five cases the most serious 

prior disposition was juvenile probation, for fourteen it was 

juvenile commitment, for three it was adult conviction without 

jail, and for three others it was adult conviction Tdth jail. 

Only three cases were on probation and three cases on parole 

at the time of entry intr) the program. 

AGE 

Thirty-four percent were between 18 and 20 years old 

upon entry, as compared to 19 percent for all projects 
studied combined. 

SEX AND ETHNICITY 

The Intercept popUlation is unusual in sex composition, 

50 percent females as compared to only 35 percent for the 

combined population of all projects studied. Only the three 

projects jn the survey which are all female (Quest, Mustard 

Seed, and San Diego Detoxification) and one other program 

(San Diego Adult Deferred Prosecution) exceeded Oakland 

Intercept in this regard. The Oakland Project also had a 

large Black popUlation (67 percent). This proportion is 

well above that of any other program, e.g. Crossroads, also 

in Oakland (56 percent Black), and Vallejo Intercept (31 
percent Black). 
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LENGTH OF RESIDENCE IN COMMUNITY 

For 110 of the 123 cases, the length of time at their 

address at entry was unknown. However, ten individuals had 

lived in the county for at least one year, 30 others for 8 

years, and 54 others for some period longer than 8 years at 

the time of entry into the project. 

MARITAL STATUS AND LIVING ARRANGEMENTS -- ---
Consistent with the age distribution are the data on the 

marital status of the subjects in the sample; 70 percent were 

never married, 12 percent were married, 7 percent were 

separated, and 9 percent divorced. Only the San Diego PC 1000 

project and Santa Rosa Intercept approach this figure, with 

68 percent never married and 60 percent never married, 

respectively. The living arrangements of Oakland Intercept 

clients correspond to their marital status, with 42 percent 

living with parents, 21 percent living alone, 15 percent with 

friends, 11 percent with spouse, and 12 percent with children. 

EMPLOYMENT AND OCCUPATIONAL STATUS ---_.---- - ----. 

Seventy-six percent of Oakland Intercept cases were 

unemployed at time of arrest, and 40 percent had held their 

last job for five months or less. These proportions suggest 

considerable instability of employment. Almost all occupations 

(according to self report) were between 4 (service employee) 

and 8 (unskilled laborer) on the nine point San Bernardino 

scale of occupational status. With data for 110 cases the median 

occupational status is 6.6. This is close to the median of 6.8 

for all the projects' sample populations corr.bined. 
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EDUCATIONAL LEVEL 

The educational level of the Project Intercept clients is 

about average among the various projects. Based on 116 cases, 

the median number of years of education is 12.3 years; this was 

the same as the media~ for all projects combined. 

DRUG AND ALCOHOL INVOLVEMENT 

Information on drug involvement and alcohol use is almost 

nil for clients of Oakland Intercept. Although the intake forms 

include categories for both items, they are rarely used. 

Similarly there is almost no information on prior treatment for 
drug or alcohol abuse. 
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ADULT DIVERSION PROJECT - VENTURA COUNTY 

SAMPLE 

The sample of clients from the Ventura Adult Diversion Project 

consists of the total intake, 102 cases, into the project during 

the period January 1, 1974, through June 30, 1975. 

OFFENSE CHARGED 

Some 59 (58 percent) of the cases in the sample were charged 

with the offense of petty theft. The percentage of clients with 

this type of offense was lower than was the case in the samples 

from the other pre-trial diversion projects studied. In the 

San Diego Adult Deferred Prosecution Project sample, 89 percent 

of the clients were charged with petty theft. In the Oakland 

Intercept sample, 72 percent were charged with that offense. 

On the other hand, cases charged with assault and battery 

represented 22 percent of the Ventura clientele as opposed to t\'.TO 

percent in Oakland and no cases at all in San Diego. The presence 

of this large a percentage of assaultive cases in the clientele 

of the Ventura Project undoubtedly has a considerable influence 

on the character of the project and the services it renders. 

PREVIOUS ARREST HISTORY 

At the time of the arrest which resulted in their being admitted 

to the Ventura Project, 99 percent of the clients had no legal hold 

on them and one percent were on probation. No prior probation terms 

were reported by 88 percent of the clients while 11 percent reported 

one prior probation. No prior conviction or juvenile dispositions 

were reported by 73 of the 93 cases (78 percent). A misdemeanor 

was reported as the most serious prior disposition by 12 percent of 
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YRS OF AGE 

18-20 
21-25 
26-30 
31-35 
36-40 
41-45 
46-50 
51-55 
56 and over 
No Information 

Total 

Male 
Female 
No hfOTlllation 

Total 

El'HNIC STATUS 

Black 
Anglo 
Chicano 
Native American 
Other 
No Information 

Total 

~OF OFFENSE 

Most Serious 
Charge at time 
of Diversion 

Against persons 
Against property 
Dang. drugs & narc. 
Marijuana 
Sex 
Alcohol 
Against public order 
Mixed or misc. 
No Information 
No Offense 

Total 

TABLE 

X\T 

INTAKE DATA 

Ventura Adult Diversion 

October 1, 1974 throUdh March 31, 1975 

Total First Admissions __ 1_02_ Sample Size __ 1_0_2 __ 

FREQUENCY 

24 
23 
18 
9 
9 
7 
2 
5 
5 
o 

102 

FREQUENCY 

61 
41 
o 

102 

6 
73 
21 
o 
2 
o 

102 

F'REQmNCY 

28 
71 
o 
1 
1 
o 
o 
1 
o 
o 

102 

PERCENT 

24 
23 
18 
9 
9 
7 
2 
5 
5 
o 

100 

PERCENT 

60 
40 
o 

100 

PERCENT 

6 
7'-
21 
o 
2 
o 

100 

PERCENT 

28 
70 
o 
1 
1 
o 
o 
1 
o 
o 

100 
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SEVERITY OF OFF.ENS~ 

Most Serious 
Charge at time 
of Diversion 

FREQUENCY 

No Offense 0 
No Information 0 

1 - 99 
Petty Theft 59 
Assault or battery 22 
Paraph., being in place 0 
Poss. Marijuana 1 
All others 12 

Subtotal 

100 - 199 
Poss. D.D. 
All others 

Su'btotal 

200 - 299 
Poss. Narcotics 
All others 

Subtotal 

300 - 399 

400 - 499 
Burglary 
All others 

Subtotal 

500 - 599 

600 - 699 

700 - 799 
800 - 899 

900 - 999 

Total 

o 
8 

94 

o 

8 

o 

o 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

PERCENT 

58 
22 
o 
1 

12 

o 
8 

o 
o 

92 

o 

8 

o 

o 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

102 100 

IThe California Offense Severity Index is based on b~il 
schedules. Standal~ schedules from the counties of 
Alameda., San Diego, and Sacramento were used, since 
most of the programs and their clients are located in 
these counties. The average weighted bail in dollars 
was calculated for each offense, using weights which 
equalized. the relative contribution o'f the three 
schedules. The last digit in each average was then 
omitted, and a few scores over 1000 ($10,000) set at 
999"($9,990) to create the overall index. 
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those reporting, a felony by nine percent, and a juveni+e 

disposition by two percent. The clientele of the Ventura 

Project has a more extensive record of prior involvement 

in the criminal justice system than those of the other projects 

studied. For example, 95 percent of the sample admitted to 

the San Diego Project did not have a history of previous 

arrest compared to the 78 percent of the Ventura Project. 

AGE 

Some 64 percent of the Ventura sample was 30 year~ of age 

or younger. This compares to the 86 percent of the Oakland 

Intercept sample that were in that age range. At the other 

end of the age distribution, 12 percent of the clients in the 

Ventura sample were 46 years of age or older while only three 

percent of the Oakland sample were in that group. On the other 

hand, in the sample of admissions to the San Diego Deferred 

Prosecution Project 24 percent were 46 or older. Therefore, 

in terms of dealing with an older clientele, the Ventura 

Project occupies somewhat of an intermediate position. 

SEX AJlJTI ETHNICITY 

Of the s&~ple of intake into the Ventura Project, 60 per

cent were males and 40 percent females. This compares to the 

equal proportions (50% males and 50% females) in the Oakland 

Intercept sample and the preponderance of females (64 percent) 

in the San Diego Project sample. Seventy-two percent of the 

Ventura sample were Anglos, 21 percent Chicanos, and six percent 

Blacks. As is the case with other projects, the ethnic 

composition of the intake into the Ventura Project reflects, to 

some degree, the ethnic distribution in the popUlation in its 
service area. 
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MARITAL STATUS AND LIVING ARRANGEMENTS 

For the Ventura sample, 46% of the individuals were married, 

while only 32% were single and 21% separated, divorced, or 

widowed. These figures contrast with those for San Diego Deferred 

Prosecution (37% married, 43% single, and 18% separated, divorceu, 

or widowed) and contrasts even more with the Oakland Intercept 

figures (12% married, 70% single, 16% separated, widowed, divorced). 

Living arrangements of the Ventura clientele at the time of their 

entry into the project were as follows: 37 percent with spouse 

and children, .8 percent with 'children only, 16. percent alone, 

9 percent with legal spouse, 2 percent with a friend, and 

24 percent with parents. 

EMPLOYMENT .AND INCOME 

Full-time employment was reported by 49 percent of the Ventura 

clients, and seven percent were employed part-time. A status of 

unemployed was reported by 44 percent of the clients. A large 

proportion of the sample (45 percent) provided no information about 

their monthly income. However, of those for whom information was 

available, 30 percent reported income of $101 to $400, 24 percent 

$401 to $700, 33 percent between $701 and $1250, 7 percent $1251 
or more. Another six percent reported no income. Approximately 

16 percent of the clients in the total sample were receiving support 

through public welfar$ programs. 

EDUCATIONAL LEVEL 

Twenty-~hree percent of the Ventura clients had completed more 

than twelve years of education, 38 percent the twelfth grade, and 

37 percent 11 years of less. The educational achievement of this 

sample is somewhat lower than that of the San Diego sample, of which 

36 percent had completed the twelfth grade and 32 percent had 

received education beyond that point. 
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DRUG AND ALCOHOL INVOLVEMENT 

The drug and alcohol use reported by the clients of the 

Ventura program was minimal. None of the cases reported prior 

use of opiates. Only nine percent of the Ventura sample 

reported a history of marijuana use. In only one case did a 

charge of involvement with marijuana lead to participation in 

this diversion project. The use of dangerous drugs was 

reported by a single c~se only. Abstinence from alcohol was 

claimed by 72 percent of the Ventura sample while 16 percent 

reported using it without any legal difficulties or a 

psychological or physical dependence. Six percent had 

experienced legal difficulties or a dependency. For another 

six percent, alcohol was involved in their diversion case. 
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NARCOTIC EDUCATION LEAGUE RESIDENTIAL FACILITY 

OAKLAND 

The staff of CBCEP included the Narcotics Education 

League (NEL) in the list of projects they intended to evaluate. 

However, the Alameda County Regional Criminal Justice Planning 

Board had, prior to the time of this decision, received special 

funds for planning and evaluation. These funds enabled the 

region to do fairly intensive evaluations of certain projects. 

One of the projects subjected to such an evaluation was NEL (Langer, 

1975). The CBCEP staff was of the opinion that the evaluation 

model they were designing would lead to the generation of different 

evaluative data about the program than had previously been gathered 

by the regional staff. Therefore, they approached NEL with a 

proposal to do another evaluation. The senior staff of NEL felt 

that they had been evaluatsd enough and were quite satisfied with 

the existing evaluation anyway. Since the CBCEP was dependent 

upon the cooperation of the project, its staff members decided 

to turn their efforts in other directions. One of the other 

directions they chose 'was to evaluate the evaluation of NEL that 

was done by the region. This eff~rt is the subject of Appendix A. 

.-
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HUMBOLDT ALCOHOL OFFENDER DIVERSION PROJECT 

EUREKA 

SAMPLE 

The sample of cases from this project consists of 40 cases 
admitted between June 1, 1974 and June 30, 1975. 

OFFENSE CHARGED 

All of the clients admitted to this project enter 

voluntarily. Their coming into the program does not directly 

result from an action of any segment of the crimina]. justice 
system or any other agency. 

AGE -
The median age of the sample of clients of the Humboldt 

project was 45.5 years. This median is lower than the median 

for the alcohol detoxification projects in Long Beach and 

Marysville which were 47.9 and 52.1, respectively. Only one 

case in the Humboldt sample was less than 25 years of age, 
and only three were less than 30. 

SEX AND ETHNICITY 

The Humboldt project was intended to deal primarily, if not 

exclusively, with a male clientele. Accordingly, 95 percent of 

the sample was male and only five percent (two cases) female. 

The sample consisted of 32 Anglos (80 percent), 7 Native Americans 

(17 percent), and 1 Chicano (three percent). No Black clients were 
in the sample. 
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ADMINISTRATIVE ABSTRACT 

Evaluation of Adult Diversion Projects: Report No. 1 

Community - Based Corrections Evaluation Project, February 1976 

BACKGROUND OF THE EVALUATION PROJECT 

The Community - Based Corrections Evaluation Project (CBCEP) 

is funded by the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) 

through the Office of Criminal Justice Planning (OCJP)e It has 

the responsibility of evaluating 15 adult diversion projects which 

were receiving funding during the 1974 action period of OCJP. The 

projects included in the panel being evaluated fall into three 

categories: pre-trial diversion, residential alternatives to jail, 

and alcohol and heroin detoxification. As an aggregate, they have 

constituted, during the period of time the evaluation focuses on, 

what might be termed the adult diversion program in California. The 

orientation of the evaluation project is toward a program level 

evaluation rather than an evaluation of individual projects. 

The projects in the eVqluation panel are geographically 

distributed from San Diego to IDxreka. Some are in major urban 

centers, and some in small communities. Some are ethnically-based, 

employing at least partially a paraprofessional staff; and others 

are professionally staffed in the traditional bureaucratic sense. 

All of them, however, possess one fundamental characteristic; and 

that is that they are designed to minimize the penetration of their 

clientele into the criminal justice system. 

METHODOLOGY AND DESIGN OF THE EVALUATION 

The basic element in the methodology of the evaluation is an 

information system involving two forms. One of these forms is 

designed to collect information available on the client at the time 

of intake into a project and is concerned with such things as the 
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characteristics of the client, his prior criminal history, and his 

current legal status. The other form is 11sed in the follow-ups, one 

of which is at three months and the other at six months. The length 

of the follow-up period is governed by the length of time the clients 

are under the supervision of the projects. Since this tends to be 

short in most cases, the follow-up periods used in the evaluation 

are likewise short. The data generated through these forms will be 

supplemented by other information accumulated through interviews 

of the project staffs, their clients, and the managers of business 

concerns who have entered criminal complaints against people who were 

ultimately diverted into the projects. 

THE CLIENTELE OF THE PROJECTS 

The intake form was completed on a total of 1222 admissions to 

the 13 projects for which data pertaining to clientele were avail

able. The size of the samples for the individual projects ranged 

from 194 for the PC 1000 Court Diversion Project in San Diego County 

to nine for the Bay Area Quest Project. The large San Diego group 

represented a sample of those clients admitted to the project during 

the period July through December 1974. The nine admissions to Quest 

were the totality of cases admitted to the project during December 1974 
through June 1975. The samples from the various projects were admitted 

during different periods of time. This was necessitated by, among 

other things, differing start-up times from project to project. 

Age of Clients. The clients admitted to the adult diversion 

projects in the evaluation panel are relatively young. Some 60 
percent of the sample were in the age range 18-30. The exceptions to 

this generalization are the alcoholism-oriented projectB which neces

sarily have an older clientele; the median age of the clients admitted 

to the alcohol detoxification project in Marysville, for example, was 

52.1 years. 

Sex. Slightly less than two-thirds of the clients (64 percent) 
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in the total sample were males. Aside from the three projects 

which admit only females, the project with the largest percentage of 

females in its sample was the San Diego Adult Deferred Prosecution 

Project with 64 percent. This is a remarkably high percentage of 

female clients as far as any criminal justice activity dealing with 

both sexes is concerned and is in marked contrast to the PC 1000 
Project in San Diego, Yolo County Diversion Project and Project 

Crossroads in Oakland, which had percentages of women in their 

samples of 29, 23, and 16 percent, respectively. 

Ethnicity. In terms of ethnicity, 68 percent of the total 

sample were Anglos (White, non-Spanish-speaking or surnamed), 

16 percent Blacks, and 10 percent Chicanos. The ethnic distribution 

in a project's intake necessarily reflects to a considerable extent 

the composition of the community the project serves. The sample 

fro~ Project Intercept in Oakland was, therefore, 67 percent Black; 

in contrast, only eight percent of the sample from the Yolo COIDlty 
Diversion Project were Black. 

!Ype of Offense. No offense was involved in the admission of 

376 of the total sample of 1222 cases into the projects. Those 

without offenses were admitted into the detoxification projects on 

a "pre-arrest" basis. For another nine cases, no information was 
\ 

available on the offense. Of the remaining 837 cases who were charged 

with an offense, 351 (42 percent) were Charged with petty theft and 

176(01' 21 percent) with possession of marijuana. On an offense 

severity scale ranging from a low of one to a high of 999 that was 

con1tructed by the CBCEP staff using bail schedules as a basis, both 

of ~hese offenses have a scale value of less than 99. Indeed, 672 
(or 80 percent) of the charged offenders have offenses with scale 

values in the range of one to 99. Only 18 of those who were charged 

were charged with an offense having a scale value of over 500, and the 

largest group charged with a relatively "severe" offense were the 35 
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cases charged with burglary. The latter offense has a severity scale 

value of 401. In short, the vast majority of cases in the sample who 

were charged with offenses (and who were admitted because of those 

offenses) were charged with very minor offenses. Since the cases in 

this survey charged with offenses were largely admitted to pre-trial 

diversion projects, it may be said that the pre-trial diversion projects 

in the evaluation panel are dealing primarily with very minor offenders. 

As far as specific projects are concerned, 95 (or 89 percent) of the 

107 cases in the sample ,~0f admissions to the San Diego Adult Deferred 

Prosecution Project were charged with petty theft. Similarly 132 

(or 85 percent) of the sample of 155 admissions to Project Intercept 

in the North Bay Counties were charged with offenses in the severity 

ranse of one to 99. 

OVERVIEW OF PRE-TRIAL DIVERSION PROJECTS 

As the first step in a program level evaluation, the' staff of 

CBCEP looked at the pre-trial diversion projects in the evaluation 

panel as a program. Even at this early stage of the evaluation and 

even in the absence of a number of critical elements such as follow

up data, some important observations about the effectiveness and 

efficiency of pre-trial diversion projects can be made. 

Offense Severity and Restrictions on Cost Effectiveness. On the 

basis of the samples of cases admitted to the pre-trial diversion 

projects in the evaluation panel, it can be said that the clientele 

these projects are dealing with is composed to a very great extent of 

minor offenders. The projects are extending to these minor offenders 

case supervision that is in some instances more intensive than that which 

would ordinarily be provided to cases sentenced to formal probation. This 

level of supervision makes it impossible for these pre-trial diversion 

projects to be cost effective. Virtually the only factor that can 

result in a savings in costs through the utilization of the pre-trial 

diversion mechanism employed in some of the projects surveyed is the 
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avoidance of the court hearing or hearings. The savings realizable 

through this are more than offset by the cost of case supervision. 

A very substantial proportion of the cases going through the projects, 

in the absence of the projects as alternatives, would have received 

such low cost dispositions as fines and summary probation. Indeed, 

there is a possibility that many of the cases might have been dis

missed prior to prosecution. The alternative (diversion) provided' 

to prosecution and conviction seems to be one of greater cost than 

prosecution and conviction. It would seem possible to realize the 

advantages to the client and to the criminal justice system from 

diversion without incurring the increase in costs from the kind of 

supervision now provided under it. One means is to utilize an analog 

of summary probation in the diversion status. Another approach to the 

problem of costs is to increase the proportion of cases with more 

severe offenses assigned to diversion projects. Some or many of 

these cases would be sentenced to formal probationary supervision if 

they were convicted. If these cases were diverted into a project 

based on case supervision, there would be essentially no increase in 

costs arising from the alternative processing. 

The Extent of Penetration into the System and Cost Effectiveness. 

Pre-trial diversion projects have been traditionally justified on the 

basis of their limiting costs through the avoidance of processing 

cases through the courts. In general, the CBCEP staff has found it 

to be true that the pre-trial diversion projects (other than the 

PC 1000) have limited the amount of court processing. In Olle situa

tion that we have observed, on the other hand, the ~lient makes no 

less than three appearances in court before being assigned to the 

diversion project. Obviously, this is a costly procedure and in view 

of the example of other pre-trial projects unnecessary. In any event 

it seems that some considerable thinking needs to be done about a 

model diversion procedure - one that would insure a reduction in 

costs without infringing upon the rights of the client. 
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Record Keeping Procedures in Pre-Trial Diversion Projects. 

Another justification that is offered for pre-trial diversion is that 

the divertee avoids the stigma of the conviction and the disposition 

resulting from it. This is true to some extent, but unfortunately 

records of the fact of the diversion of a client which have a poten

tially stigmatizing effect are still established in a number of 

places, "ai"1d these may be readily available to other agencies at a 

later point in time. One example of such a record is the Bureau of 

Identification (CII) rap sheet. In many projects, the divertee's 

arrest is noted on the rap sheet; and if he completes the project 

satisfactorily, a notation such as "dismissed, diversion" will be 

entered on the rap sheet adjacent to the listing of the arrest. This 

kind of a record obviously is to the client's disadvantage, since the 

guilt of the individual who is diverted is at least implicit. It is, 

therefore, difficult in the face of the existence of this record to 

say that the client has been removed from the stigmatizing. influences 

of the criminal justice system as a result of his diversion. 

One project surveyed by the CBCEP, the Ventura Adult Diversion 

Project, has made a particularly significant attempt to avoid the 

establishment and communication of records of its clients. The staff 

of this project has made arrangements whereby if the Bureau or

Identification finds no evidence of a prior criminal record in response 

to an inquiry from the project, no new rap sheet is established. 

The project maintains control over all records of its intake. Accord

ingly, a client who is cited is not booked by the police but is 

processed by the project itself. No record of that arrest is estab

lished in the arresting police department, nor is the fact of the 

arrest communicated to the Bureau of Identification by the police. 

There are a number of other procedures employed by this project as 

well, all of which have the purpose of minimizing its stigmatizing 

potential. This project seems to the CBCEP staff to deserve consider

ation as a model for pre-trial diversion projects from the standpoint 
of the management of records. 
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REPORTS SCHEDULED FOR THE FUTURE 

As the title of this report indicates, this is the first report 

in a series. There will be one additional report. The next report to 

emerge from the project will present the data on the follow-l1P of the 

clientele served by these projects and the implications of these data 

for the evaluation of the projects and the adult diversion program. A 

more comprehensive evaluation of pre-trial diversion projects will be 

presented alQng with evaluations of the detoxification and residential 

projects. The report will be concluded with an interpretive program 

level evaluation encompassing all of the projects in the survey. 
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EVALUATION OF COMMUNITY-BASED CORRECTIONS 

INTRODUCTION 

In the early part of 1974, the Research Unit of the California Depart
ment of Corrections (CDC) was awarded a contract by the State Office of 

Criminal Justice Planning (OCJP) to conduct an evaluation of adult diversion , 

programs receiving Law Enforcement Assistance Administration funds through 

that planning agency. The CDC evaluation project (CBCEP), presently has a 

staff of ten people and has received an additional year of funding to con
tinue through June 30, 1976. 

Subsequent to being awarded, the original contract was altered in a 

number of ways. As finally amended in May, 1974, the contract stipulated 

that CBCEP would have the responsibility of evaluating a panel of programs 

that would include "minimally" all programs in OCJP's program category IV-l 

(IV, Disposition of Suspects, 1. Diversion) that were both in California's 

1974 Comprehensive Plan and were receiving funding or expected to receive 

funding during the fiscal year 1974 action period. The amended contract 

further stated that a total of 15 to 20 adult diversion projects in pro

gram category IV-l should be selected for evaluation. At that point, it 

was assumed that there WOuld be more than 15 to 20 programs in that cate

gory serving adults and that it would be possible to establish certain 

standards of "appropriateness" for evaluation. The panel of 15 to 20 pro

grams would then be selected from the larger pool on the basis of those 
standards. 

In actuality, the vast majority of the 105 programs in category IV-l 

in the 1974 action period served a juvenile clientele. It was therefore 

impossible to find 15 to 20 adult diversion projects in that category that 

were suitable for evaluation. The CBCEP staff then decided to look into 

the matter of the definition of diversion, a term which has been applied 

restrictively or broadly in the field of criminal justice depending upon 

the inclinations of the user. An example of a restrictive application 
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would be the limitation of its use to pre-trial intervention programs. How

ever, the meaning of the term diversion as ~t is used in general discourse 

would permit a substantially wider application, and accordingly it has been 

used by some writers in the field of criminal justice to refer to any pro

gram that attempts to "minimize the penetration" of an individual into the 

criminal justice system. I~ that sense, a post-conviction residential al

ternative to a jail program would be a diversion program, since the pene

tration of a participant in the residential program is minimized. That 

is to say, by virtue of his involvement in the residential program, the 

participant is removed from the necessity of remaining in jail, which is 

more confining and "further along" in the series of alternative dispositions 
in the criminal justice system. 

With the broader definition of diversion as a starting point, the eval

uation project staff decided that they would look at other program catego

ries than IV-I which seemed to include projects that could be considered 

to minimize the penetration of the people involved in them into the crimi

nal justice system. The intention was to locate projects in these other 

categories which seemed appropriately diversionary and which, when combined 

with the limited number of adult diversion projects from category IV-I, 

would yield or at least come close to yielding the minimum of 15 stated 

in the amended contract. ~ November, 1974, a list of 16 projects had been 

assembled by the CBCEP staff. These projects had received visits from the 

staff by that time, and th~ staff had also consulted before that with each 

of the OCJP regional planning staffs about those programs selected that 
were in their regions. 

The CBCEP staff had entered into an agreement with the then-Director 

of OCJP to submit the list of programs chosen for evaluation to a steering 

committee appointed by him for its review and recommendation@ The steering 

committee was composed primarily of representatives from the regional plan

ning stafts and members of the OCJP staff (a list of the members of the 

steering ccmmittee is presented in Appendix E). If the steering committee 

recommended the list for approval, it was then to be submitted to the Di

rector for his review and acceptance. The list was presented to the steer

ing committee on December 10, 1974, and was recommended by t~em for appro

val. The Director of OCJP subsequently accepted that recommendation. 
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Under more nearly ideal conditions, a substantially greater number 

of adult diversion projects than 16 would have been available for which 

a selection could have been made for inclusion in the evaluation project. 

Some criteria of appropriateness for evaluation could be established and 

pr:ojects chosen on the basis of them. Among the criteria which would 

seem to be appropriate in that they would contribute to the selection 

of a "representative" group of projects would be the following: 

1. The projects should be distributed throughout the state 
geographically and be reflective of the urban-rural mix. 

2. The projects should include both those that are "profession
ally" developed and administered in the traditional bureau
cratic sense and those that are based on considerations of 
ethnicity and self-help and are not "professionally" managed 
in that sense. 

30 The projects should be both large and small in terms of 
amount of funding. 

5. 

6. 

8. 

9. 

The projects should be located in counties which have a 
history of relatively low utilization of community-based 
correctional programs as well as moderate or high usage 
as manifested in such consi.derations as percentage of 
convicted felons sentenced to prison and misdemeanor con
victions sentenced to straight jail terms. 

The projects should be located in both facilitative and 
non-facilitative contexts, e.g., pre-trial diversion situ
ations when the district attorney's offices are "cooperative" 
and "uncooperative." 

The projects should have varying degrees of potential for 
"success"; the probable losers should be included along 
with the probable winners. 

The projects should offer direct services; such things as 
a transportation component which is the only service funded 
by OCJP in a multi-service project shou~d be avoided. 

The basic canditions for at least minimally satisfactory eval
uative research should be present including such things as 
adequate records and the availability of comparison groups. 

All projects in the third year of funding should be excluded. 
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In spite of the limitations of choice imposed on the evaluation 

project by the small number of adult diversion projects funded in the 

1974 action year, it was possible to select a panel of programs for 

evaluation that embodies to a considerable degree the kind of diversity 

implied in those criteria. There are projects with relatively small and 

large' budgets. Some are located in major urban centers and are 

professionally administered and staffed in the bureaucratic sense, as 

well as those which are not p~ofessionally based. The projects did 

appear, at the time of the survey and selection process, to have varying 

degrees of potential for success and, indeed, for continuity and 

survival. In fact, one progra~ had its funding through OCJP terminated 

during the course of the first year of the evaluation. Varying degrees 

of cooperation between the projects and other agencies in the criminal 

justice system could also be noted. In general, then, the projects in 

the pool to be evaluated, which are listed in Table 1, on the following 

page, constitute a heterogeneous group and would seem to represent to 

some degree the universe or potential universe of adult diversion 

programs. 

However, their heterogeneity is not of such a degree that they are 

unrelated in their focus on their objectives. The list of projects in 

Table 1 is in three groupings, pre-trial intervention, residential, and 

alcohol detoxification. These groupings are all diversionary in the 

sense of 'the definition previously discussed which states that diversion 

is the minimization of penetration into the criminal justice system. 

The pre-trial intervention programs are generally diversionary in that 

penetration into the oriminal justioe system is minimized by channeling 

cases in a direction away from a trial or formal plea, conviction, and 

sentencing. The alcohol detoxification projects provide an alternative 

outside the criminal justice system to the familiar practice of 

arresting and possibly holding, sentencing, and jailing the public 

inebriate. This alternative is made available to that segment of the 

publicly intoxicated for whom no other possibility seemed to exist for 

generations other ~han repeated arrests, the drunk tank, and summary 

processing in the courts. Two of the residential projects, one in San 

Mateo County operated by the local probation department and the other in 

San Francisco County (Quest) operated by a non-governmental contractor, 

were established for women as more constructive substitutes for jail. 

Both of these residential projects have part-time release poli-
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TABLE I 

List of Projects Approved for Evaluation by the 
Community-Based Corrections Evaluation Project 

Pre-Trial Diversion Projects 

San Diego Adult Deferred Prosecution Project (OCJP #1477) 
Yolo County Diversion Project (OCJP #1509) 
PC 1000 Court Diversion Project, San Diego (OCJP #1670) 
Project Intercept - North Bay Counties (OCJP #1690) 
Project Crossroads - Oakland (OCJP #1895) 
Pre-Trial Diversion Project (Project Intercept) - Oakland 

(OCJP #1901) 
Ventura Adult Diversion (OCJP #2064) 

Residential Projects 

Narcotic Education League - Oakland (OCJP #1907) 
Humboldt Alcohol Offender Diversion (OCJP #1945) 
Community Rehabilitation House - San Mateo (OCJP #1535) 
Bay Area Quest Project - San Francisco (OCJP #2052) 

III Alcohol and Heroin Detoxification Projects 

Women's Detoxification Services - San Diego (OCJP #1472) 
Raza Drug Effort - Sacramento (OCJP #1510) 
Alcohol Reception, Detoxification, and.Referral Center 

Marysville (OCJP #1924) 

Yolo County Detoxification Project (OCJP #2067) 
Long Beach Alcoholism Diversion Project (OCJP #1830) 
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cies and necessarily offer more opportunities for work and training 

and interaction with the community in general than does the jail with 

its policy of 24-hour-a-day confinement. The element of diversion that 

exists in those programs is the departure from the prior practice of 

total confinement. The third residential project is a recovery house 

in Humboldt County for alcoholics. This project is viewed by its staff 

as an alternative to the confinement of those arrested for and convicted 

of public intoxication. For those arrested for public drunkenness, who 

would not be confined to jail on the action of a court," the recovery 

house is intended to serve as an alternative to repeated re-arrests. 

On the basis of the fact that the projects listed in Table 1 can 

be viewed as involvjL~g a common factor, the minimization of penetration 

into the criminal justice system, it is possible to regard them as signi

ficant and representative constituents of a larger entity that can be 

called the "adult diversion program" in California. The advantage of 

conceptualizing such a program entity from the standpoint of evaluation 

is that, it makes possible what is referred to as a program level evalu

ation. In this case the program level evaluation could be conceptualized 

as the evaluation of the statewide "adult diversion program." 

The advantage of a program level evaluation lies in the possibili

ties it provides for comparing projects that supposedly have similar objec

tives and for arriving at g~neralizatiom) about the projects. In compar

ing projects, one does not of course assume that the communities hi wtdch 

they function or the relationships they have with other criminal justice 

agencies or anything else about them are precisely the same. One operates 

on the assumption that certain interesting things can be learned about a 

project by comparing it to another even if many circumstances within and 

surrounding the two projects are different. It is certainly possible, 

for example, to compare two alcohol detoxification projects in terms of 

their cost per patient per day or in terms of the overage cost for each 

patieht admitted to the project. Similarly, one can compare two pre-trial 

intervention projects in terms of the types and costs of services rendered 

by legal counsel to clients at various critical points in their movement 

through the projects. 
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With the information acquired through the program level eV'aluation, 

generalizations about such significant factors as cost effectiveness 

can be made, and models for projects can be developed embodyIng what 

has been learned in the evaluation. A program level evaluation is di

rected at a program concept itself. It attempts to deal with broad 

questions such as how the notion of pre-trial intervention has been 

applied in California. One can derive through it information about 

the range of cost effectiveness, procedures, and clients that are dealt 

with in a project category such as pre-trial intervention. If the 

evaluator is restricted to a single project, he is left. with the prob

lem of having no basis for generalization. Any evidence of cost ef

fectiveness, lack of procedural safeguards for the civil rights of 

the clientele, and dislocations between the project and other agencies 

in the 10c8.1 criminal justice system may be peculiar to that project 

alone. An alternative to the evaluation of a single project is the 

"cluster" evaluation, wherein a small number of projects (e.g., three 

to five) in each category are evaluated. This is an improvement over 

the evaluation of a single project. However, if the total number of 

projects in a category is substantially larger, the cluster evaluation 

is faced with the possibility of unrepresentativeness. 

This report is the first of two that will be produced this year 

and is divided into a n~ber of sections. The section immediately 

following (Chapter 2) contains descriptions of the individual projects, 

including such items as the history of the development of the programs, 

their objectives, financing including that from sources other than OCJP, 

facilities, staffing, criteria of eligibility, relationships with other 

criminal justice agencies, clientele served, and services rendered both 

directly and through referral. The third chapter will outline the method

ology of the CBCEP: the research designs employed and the data collection 

instruments. In the fourth chapter, the data on the characteristics 

of the intake are presented for each project. Chapter 5 contains a 

discussion of the client-related data for each project as it pertains 

to the achievement of the projects' service objectives. Chapter 6 pre-
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sents the first installment of a program level evaluation of pre-trial 

diversion projects. The seventh and last chapter contains an inter

pretive overview of the projects and the conclusions emerging from 
this evaluative effort. 

The second report, which will be released in the third quarter 

of 1976, will include follow-up data on samples of clients going through 
the projects. 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECTS EVALUATED 

This chapter of the report contains a description of each of the 
1 projects in the list of those approved for evaluation by CBCEP. 

Included in these descriptions will be the following items: 

1. Purpose and objectives of the project 

2. History of the project and a description of the facilities if 
the project is a residential or detoxification project 

3. Financing 

4. Staffing and arrangements for training 

5. Criteria for eligibility and intake and termination 
procedures 

6. Services rendered, including those by referral 

Along with a narrative description of each project, a flow-chart will 

be provided, which diagrams the movement of the client from the 

intital contact with the criminal justice system, through intake into, 

and processing within the project itself. The flow charts also 

indicate the relationships between the projects and the other parts of 

the criminal justice system. In Appendix F of this report, there is a 

summary table presenting information on each project in terms of the 

amount of funding, "s tage of developnent" (i. e. the contract year in 

which the project is presently operating and the date of termination 

of that contract year), service objectives, and outcome and cost 

effectiveness objectives. The presentation of the objectives in this 

chapter of the report also maintains the distinction between these two 

types of objectives. As defined by the CBCEP staff, the service 

objectives of a project are those pertaining to the number of clients 

that will be processed in a given interval of time and the kinds of 

services that will be rendered to the clients, e.g. individual 

1 
There is one exception to this, the Yolo County Detoxification 

Project, which did not begin to accept clients at an early enough 
point to be included in this evaluation. 
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and group therapy or development of individual education and rehabili

tation plans. The outcome and cost effectiveness objectives are expres

sions of the anticipated results of the project, e&g. reduction of in

volvement of clientele in the criminal justice system during and sub

sequent to the participation of the clients in the project and savings 

in costs resulting from reduced levels of court proceedings. 

In the descriptions of the projects in this chapter, the objectives 

are stated, with the exception of minor changes of an editorial nature, 

precisely as they are in the proposals on the basis of which the projects 

were funded. In many cases, the objectives as stated are meaningless from 

the standpoint of the evaluator, because they are expressed imprecisely 

so that it is impossible to develop any means for ascertaining the extent 

of their achievement. Other objectives are concerned with "reducing re

cidivism." In view of the widespread failure of correctional programs 

to "reduce recidivism," the fact that this is expected in this context 

is more than a little interesting. Nonetheless, the presentation of the 

objectives as originally written will give a very significant indication 

of the kinds of proposals that were being developed and funded L! Cali

fornia before and during the period of CBCEP. 

In this chapter and in Appendix F, the projects are presented in the 

tpxee·categories in which they have been divided for the purpose of CBCEP, 

the pre-trial diversion, the residential, and the alcohol and heroin de

toxification programs. 
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ADULT PROPERTY CRIME DEFERRED PROSECUTION 

SAN DIEGO 

I PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES 

This project is designed to provide an alternative to conventional 

prosecution for selected clients. As such it is a resource for the 

offices of the San Diego City Attorney, from which it receives approx

imately 75 percent of its clients, and the San Diego County District 

Attorney, from which it receives most of the rest of its intake. 

The service objectives of the project are: 

1. Di~erting ten percent of the first time adult property 
crlffie offenders from formal court prosecution. 

2. Pr?viding a more intensive level of supervision for its 
cllents than they would receive in standard probation. 

The outcome and cost benefit objectives are: 

1. Achieving the standard of an arrest-free record for 95 
percent of its clients while they are on deferred prose
cution supervision. 

2. Achieving the standard of an arrest-free record for 90 
percent of its clients during the 60 days followirlg termi
nation from the program. 

3. Generating savings in costs resulting from a reduction in 
court proceedings and custodial services. 

II HISTORY OF THE PROJECT 

The basic conception of the project came from the San Diego 

Regional Criminal Justice Advisory Committee (regional criminal 

justice planning agency). The Deferred Prosecution Project Feasi

bility Study Committee actually developed the project. This commit

tee includad representatives from the regional planning agency, 

the offices of the District and City Attorney, the Probation Depart

ment, and various consultants. The proposal was prepared in its 
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final form by Ronald Hudson, a Supervising Probation Officer in the 

San Diego County Probation Department. The funding of the project 

was approved by the Office of Criminal .Justice Planning in November, 

1973. Funds became available to the project in January, 1974. The 

staffing of the project began with the assignment of Mr. Hudson as 

project manager in January, 1974, and was completed in April, 1974. 
The project received its first ~lient in January, 1974. 

III FINANCING 

The total budget for the first year of the project was $134,836, 

of which the federal contribution was $85,699, the state buy-in $7,142, 

local hard match $4,300, and other matching funds $37,695. The total 

budget for the second year, which ran from December 1, 1974 to Novem

ber 30, 1975, was $123,678. Of this amount, the federal contribution 

was $111,311, state buy-in $6,183, and the local hard match $6,184. 

IV ·STAFFING 

The project is staffed with the project manager (Supervising Pro

bation Officer), six Deputy Probation Officers, and two clerks. The 

manager, Mr. Hudson, is a 38~year=01d Caucasian with ten years' ex

perience in the San Diego County Probation Department. The remainder 

of the staff is all Caucasian, with the exception of one Deputy Pro

bation Officer. Five of six Deputy Probation Officers are female. 

All staff members were transferred from previous assignments within 
the Probation Department. 

V INTAKE AND TERMINATION PROCEDURES 

The office of the San Diego City Attorney is the source for the 

majority of the referrals to the Adult Property Crime Deferred Prose

cution Project. The City Attorney's office processes only individuals' 

arrested for misdemeanors in the city of San Diego. The process of 

referral in the City Attorney's office can be outlined as follows: 

The Deputy City Attorney screens requests for notify warrants (a pro

cess whereby certain merchants report criminal activity to the prose

cutor in a written report without involving the police) and field 
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citations (police are called, take a report, make a record check, 

and release the offender on his promise to appear in court at a later 

date) for offenders who appear to meet the criteria of eligibility 

for diversion. Among the criteria of eligibility are:, no prior 

criminal record i low dollar value of offense, positive attitude 

on the part of the client, only a single item involved if the of

fense is one of property, no crime partners in the offense. The 

cases designated in this process are subsequently screened by one 

of the Deputy Probation Officers assigned to the project. The cases 

deemed inappropriate for diversion by the DPO are processed by the 

City Attorney in the usual manner. 

The other major source of referrals is the San Diego County Dis

trict Attorney's office. In that office, the Deputy District Attor

ney responsible for screening requests for criminal complaints is 

the source of referrals. After identifying an offender who is eligi

ble for diversion, the case is referred to the diversion project 

for background check and reportG If the case is deemed appropriate 

by the probation officer or the project staff, he will recommend 

the case for deferred prosecution outlining specific conditions 

under which the case will be supervised@ 

The courts also are indirectly involved in the referral of a 

few clients to the project. During an arraignment, the judge may 

see a defendant he feels is a good candidate for deferred prosecution. 

He will then continue the arraignment and refer the case to the prose

cutor for reconsideration. However, the decision to defer prosecution 

still remains with the prosecutor. 

Upon receipt of a referral from the prosecutor, the project as

signs the case to a Deputy Probation Officer, who contacts the defendant 

and schedules an appointment to explain the deferred prosecution pro

cess and to obtain background information. In the initial contact, 

the DPO informs the client of the following matters: 

1. Participation in the project is entirely voluntary. 
1 

2. Selection of candidates rests entirely with the prosecutor. 
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3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

The defendant has an absolute right to have his guilt or 
innocence determined in court by a judge or jury. 

The defendant retairls his right to withdraw from the pro
gram at any time he chooses. 

Prosecution will be deferred as long as the defendant re
mains in the program and conforms to all the conditions 
of the deferred prosecution agreement. 

If the defendant successfully completes the program, the 
prosecutor's file will be retired, and he will no longer 
be subject to prosecution for that offense. If a complaint 
has been filed, the charge will be dismissed. 

7. If the defendant is not accepted into the program, he will 
be prosecuted. If he is rejected, the rejection will not 
prejudice his prospects for acceptance in a formal court
granted probationary program after prosecution and conviction. 

The applicant for deferred prosecution is not required to admit 

guilt in order to be eligible for deferment.' He is informed that he 

must have the advice of counsel prior to final acceptance into the 

program. To this purpose, the defendant may contact his own attor

ney; or if he does not have funds to hire his own attorney, he will 

be provided counsel through Defenders, Inc., a firm of attorneys 

with which San Diego County contracts for the services of a public 
defender. 

If an Offender fails to meet the terms of the deferred prosecution 

agreement or is charged with committing a new offense, his continued 

partiCipation in the program is reviewed. In either case, the Deputy 

Probation Officer informs the appropriate prosecutor in writing of the 

new circumstances and recommends that the defendant be retained in 

the program or that prosecution be resumed. The final decision to 

prosecute or to continue deferred prosecution is again the prosecutor's. 

VI SERVICES RENDERED 

There is no predetermined length of supervision for the client in 

deferred prose'lltion. The average length is approximately six months. 

The frequency of contact with the supervising Deputy Probation Officer 

also varies, depending on his perception of the need of the offender. 

15 



The minimum requirement for contacts is one pe~ month, either in 

the office or in the field. The greatest number of referrals for 

services from the project are to the job development unit within 

the San Diego County Probation Department. The services provided 

by this unit are either job placement or referral to another em~loy
ment agency. 
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YOLO COUNTY YOUTH AND YOUNG ADULT DIVERSION PROJECT 

I PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT 

The purpose of the Yolo County Diversion Project is to provide 

supervision. and program services under the provisions of PC 1000 to 

those charged with minor drug offenses. A small, but growing, num

ber of individuals charged with other offenses have also received 

supervision and services from the project. The majority of these 

other offenses have been against property but some have also been 

against people, including assaultive and sex offenses. 

The service objectives of the project are: 

1. Providing for the diversion of 150 clients during its 
first year of operation. 

2. Integrating 100 per cent of its clientele into fu11-
time work, school, or training situations within six 
weeks after entry into the project. 

3" Involving 1('0 per cent of its clientele in individual 
or group therapy. 

The outcome and cost-benefit objectives of the project are: 

1. Cost savings resulting from reduction in court pro
ceedings. ~ 

2. Successful completion of the project by 85 per cent 
of the cases entering into it, 

HISTORY OF THE PROJECT 

The prQject was developed by a committee consisting of Leroy 

Ford, the Chief Probation Officer of Yolo County; Robert Jameson, 

the District Attorney of the county; and Philip Walker from the 

st.aff of the Yolo County Mental Health- Services. The project was 

approved by the State Office of Criminal Justice Planning and 
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received its first allocation of funds in January, 1974. At that 

time, one probation officer was transferred to the project as a 

Counselor. Another Counselor vms hired in FebruaIjf, and the Pro

ject Manager, Penni Clarke, was assigned in April, 1974. The pro

ject received its first clients in May and was operating at capaci

ty by September, 1974. The Director of the projeet is Leroy Ford, 

the Chief Probation Officer of Yolo County, and the project is 

housed in the offices of the Probation Department in Woodland. 

III FINANCING 

The funding for the first year of the project totaled $75,361; 

included in this were a federal contribution of $45,900 through OCJP, 

a state buy-in of $3,825, a local hard match of $2,295, and other 

matching funds of $23,341. The first year of the project with an 

extension ran from January 1, 1974, to March 31, 1975. The second 

year of the project is to run from April 1, 1975, to March 31, 1976. 

The OCJP-related segment of the second year's budget consists of a 

federal contribution of $22,950, a state buy-in of $1,275, and a 

local hard match of $1,275, for a total of $25,500; in addition to 

these funds the budget of the project included another approximately 

$43,000 made available through the budget of Yolo County. The tenta

tive budget for the third year of the project includes an OCJP-related 

portion of $12,751; of this total, $11,475 represents the federal con

tribution, $638 the st/de buy-in, and $638 the local hard match. The 

rest of the budget, approximately $73,000, will be covered by funds 

from the countYe 

IV STAFFING AND TRAINING 

The project is staffed with a Manager and two Counselors 9 The 

Manager, a 27 year old white female, and one of the Counselors, a 34 

year old white male, had previous experience as probation officers 

with Yolo County. The other Counselor is a black female, age 23. 

There have been no changes in the staff of the project since its in-
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ception. The Manager of the project carried out the initial train

ing of the two Counselors in diversion procedures. In addition, 

the staff has received training in co-therapy, family therapy, 

crisis intervention, alcoholism, and the abusive client. 

V CRITERIA FOR ELIGIBILITY AND INTAKE/TERMINATION PROCEDURES 

In the case of the PC 1000 cases, the referral procedures and 

criteria for eligibility are established by law, and diversion is 

virtually an automatic procedure for first offenders charged with 

certain types of drug offenses. In these cases the District Attor-

ney has no real invo.Lvement in the decision-making process but functions 

as a facilitator. The case is in the hands of the Judge, who, if the 

defendant meets the statutory criteria and is agreeable, will place 

him in the diversion project. The District Attorney and his staff 

of ~e Deputy District Attorneys are centrally involved in the 

selection of those cases, other than the PC 1000, who are referred 

to the diversion project. The following gp,neral criteria have been 

agreed upon by the diversion project staff and the District Attorney 
for establishing eligibility for the project: 

1. Age: The preferred age range for partiCipants in the 
project is 18-23; older people are acceptable if they 
meet other criteria. 

2. Previous History of Diversion or Probation: Those with 
a prior unsuccessful experience in probation or diver
sion as adults are ineligible. 

3. Prior Criminal Record: Only first offenders or "near" 
first offenders will be considered. 

4. Circumstances of the Offense: Since the intention of 
the project is to serve those who would benefit from 
non-criminal proceedings, the seriousness and circum
stances of the offense are important considerations. 

These Criteria, especially the last one, lend themselves to different 

interpretations. This is especially significant in vieVl of the fact 

that the screening function for diversion is not assumed by one Deputy 
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District Attorney. All nine of the Deputy District Attorneys in 

Yolo County potentially serve as screeners in referring cases to 

the project; at an earlier pOint, two of them decided not to use 

the diversion mechanism in dealing with their cases. This is no 

longer the case, however. Presently, all of them consider the 

project as a possibility for dealing with offenders. Those de

fendants appearing to the Deputy District Attorneys to be likely 

prospects for diversion are referred by them to the diversion pro
ject staff for investigation. 

The project staff interviews the client and "Significant others" 

and sometimes employers if the defendant is employed and they have 

his permission to do so. They talk with the arresting agency and 

the policemen in the town where the defendant resides regarding any 

"stop" record he may have. If he has been undergoing therapy, the 

staff attempts to obtain a release from him to get his records. On 

the basis of the information they accumulatey the project staff recom

mends for or against diversion and the amount of time to be spent in 

diversion. The recommendation and investigation is then sent back to 
the referring Deputy District Attorney. 

On the basis of information in the project staff's investigation 

and sometimes a personal interview with the defendant, the Deputy Dis

trict Attorney attempts to determine the extent to which the individual 

is involved in criminal activity. If the incident is a one-time situ

ation and it appears that the person is unlikely to become involved 

again in criminal activity, the District Attorney has the option of 

placing him in an informal probationary status and aSSigning him to 

the diversion project without filing charges. These cases are referred 

to as "pre-file." If the offender fulfills the agreement for informal 

probation, which usually is simply to stay out of trouble for a few 

months, the Deputy District Attorney will recommend the dismissal of 

the case. In the case of other offenders diverted to the project,' 

charges are filed.. These cases are referred to as "pre-plea" and 

have essentially the same legal status as those diverted in other pre

trial diversion projects. Although the final decision regarding di-
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version is in the hands of the District Attorney or Judge, the reCOID= 

mendations of the diversion staff are almost always accepted, although 

the Judge may lengthen the time to be spent in the diversion project 
beyond that recommended. 

The amount of time a defendant will spend in diversion ranges 

from six months to two years depending upon the nature of the of

fense involved and other background factors. Individuals with no 

history of drug arrests who are arrested for possession of marijuana 

and are working or going to school are generally assigned for six 

months. On the other hand, a defendant involved in a crime against 

a person is likely to be assigned to diversion for from one to two 
years. 

Prior to the review by the Judge, the Deputy District Attorney, 

the client, the client's lawyer, and the diversion Counselor meet 

to work out the general conditions (i.e. contract) for diversion; 

then the Counselor works out a plan with the client governed by 
these conditions. 

Upon successful completion of the diversion contract, the client's 

case is dismissed~ AlthQugh there is no record of a conviction in 

the case, the arrest record. remains. If the client does not comply 

with the conditions of the diversion contract, the project has a variety 

of alternatives for d~aling with him. The diversion Counselor can 

assign the person to some kind of make-up effort, or he may be assigned 

to a condition of more intensive supervision. If the diversion Coun

selor has lost track of the client, he will send the case back to 

the District Attorney for revocation of diversion and the resumption 

of prosecution. If the client is located after being at-large for 

awhile, new conditions of diversion and a new contract will be worked 

out, and diversiQn will be reinstated. Many of the cases in the Yolo 

County project whose performance has been adjudged unsatisfactory 

have involved clients whose location cannot be determined. 
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VI SERVICES RENDERED BY THE PROJECT 

The Yolo County Diversion Project has established three stages 

of diversion, and a defendant progresses from one stage to another 

depending on the amount of supervision the project staff feels he 

requires. Phase One involves intensive casework directed not only 

at treatment goals if these have been specified, but also at main

taining the defendant in or integrating him into a stable job, job 

training, or educational situation. The staff of the program usually 

is in weekly contact with the client during this phase, or the client 

is in attendance weekly in an educational or counseling program in 

some other agency. In Phase Two, the contacts are less frequent, 

and the client's situation is considered more stable. Phase Three 

involves the least supervision, and the client therein is generally 

working, going to school, or participating in a training program 

and reports to his diversion Counselor once a month by phone or 

mail. 

The project makes extensive use of referrals to outside programs 

in working with its clients. Among these are publicly operated drug 

education, alcohol education, and mental health programs and privately 

operated resources offering free services to people with problems in 

the areas of drugs, alcohul, or mer:ltal health. Both standard public 

agencies (Employment, Rehabilitation and CETA) and special projects 

are used as means for providing the clients with employment counseling, 

vocational training and information, and job referrals. The diversion 

project also has some funds to pay for special services for its clien

tele. For example, these funds could be used to buy financial coun

seling for a client with acute monetary problems that lead to his .. 
writing bad checks. One other distinctive feature of this project 

is that it requires some of its charges to perform volunteer work 

gQ part of their diversion plans. This volunteer work is done in 

such settings as a youth bureau, a police department, and an emergency 

residential facility for people with dr,lg problems. 
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PC 1000 COURT DIVERSION PROJECT 

SAN DIEGO 

PURPOSE AND OEJECTIVES 

The purpose of this project is to provide a program of 

short-term, outpatient counseling and educational services 

to individuals diverted into it under the provisions of 

Section 1000 of the Penal Code. This statute allows first 

offenders of drug laws who have favorable employment or 

service records, educational backgrounds, and family ties 

and who demonstrate motivation for treatment to be diverted 

to community programs for a minimum of six months for educ

ation, treatment, and rehabilitation services. 

The service objectives of the project are: 

1. Diversion from court prosecution of 80 
persons charged with minor drug offenses 
per month. 

2. Development of an appropriate; education, 
treatment and rehabilitation plan for each 
client. 

3. Provision of short-term treatment on a 
crisis basis to assist in alleviating drug
related problems. 

The outcome and cost benefit objectives of the project are: 

1. Reduction of the involvement of the clientele 
in the criminal justice system during and 
s~bsequent to program partieipation. 

2. Generating cost savings through reducing the 
volume of court proceedings. 
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II HISTORY OF,_THE PROJECT 

The PC 1000 Court Diversion Project is a specialized act

ivity of the Drug Education for You (DEFY) Program, a county-wide 

program for preventing drug abuse through education and treatment. 

DEFY is operated by the Department of Substance Abuse of San Diego 

County. The PC 1000 project utilizes some of the staff members 

of DEFY and operates from the DEFY facility. The original 

proposal for this project was written by Charles Pennell, the 

coordinator of the DEFY program the submitted to the regional 

criminal justice planning board in June 1973. Due to a delay 

in processing the application at state and local levels, the 

period of the initial OCJP grant was reduced to eight months. 

This grant was awarded in January 1974 and made retroactive to 

November 1973. The project became operational well before OCJP 

funding was available, receiving its first client in July 1973. 

III FINANCING 

.,; i 

For the initial grant period from November 1, 1973 to 

June 30, 1974, the total funding was $65,775. Of this $49,331 

was the federal contribution, and the other matching component 

amounted to $16,444. No state buy-in or local hard match was 

included in the budget for this initial period. The second 

year's operating budget was $66,552. Of this total~ the Federal 

contribution was $49,914, the state buy-in $4,160, and the 

other match $12,478. Financing by OCJP was terminated after 

the second year due to incorporation of the project into the 

regular budget of the San Diego County Substance Abuse Department. 
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IV STAFFING AND TRAINING 

The grant allows for seven full-time positions, including 

a Senior Social Worker, three Social Workers, a Drug Abuse 

Counselor, a Health Education Associate, and clerical support. 

All social workers are required to have the degree of MSW. The 

staff is hired through the procedures of the civil service 

system in San Diego County. One of the skills stressed in 

hiring staff is the ability to speak Spanish. The staff is 

required to participate in training sessions which deal with 

pharmacology and drug abuse, crisis intervention, and psych

iatric assessment techniques. Each staff member also serves 

an'internship on the 24-hour emergency hotline operated by DEFY. 

V CRITERIA FOR ELIGIBILITY AND INTAKE AND TERMINATION PROCEDURES 

The criteria of eligibility for diversion under PC 1000 

are stated in that section of the penal code, and diversion is 

virtually an automatic procedure in San Diego county for those 

charged with certpin types of drug offenses as first offenders. 

The clientele for this project are initially screened in and 

referred from the San Diego County Probation Department. All 

defendants referred to the PC 1000 project receive an inteke 

assessment from a Social Worker on the staff. This assessment is 

generally completed in two contacts or less. As part of the 

assessment process, each client takes the Comrey Personality Test. 

On the basis of the assessment, the client is assigned to either 

the education or the treatment track in the project. An appropriate 

treatment or education plan is drawn up with each client. If 

the client performs satisfactorily in terms of this plan, 
the charges will be dismissed. 
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VI SERVICES RENDERED 

For those in the treatment track, the PC 1000 project pro

vides on a direct service basis approximately 25-hours of 

individual cOIDlseling and in addition group counseling, family 

counseling, emergency counseling, and a 24-hour emergency tele

phone hot-line. By referral a number of additional services 

including medical, legal, transportation, housing, and methadone 

maintenance are provided. A substantial number of clients are 

also referred to a psychiatric clinic which provides day care 

services as well as family, group, and individual counseling. 

The education track of the project requires attendance at three 

meetings of two hours' duration each. The education sessions 

are concerned with the following areas: the nature and implic

ations of the diversion statute (PC 1000), drug issues and the 

client's drug knowledge, and resources in the community for 

assisting the client with his problems. 

The caseloads of the project staff average 15 clients, and 

each staff member is responsible for 5 new assessments each week. 

The minimum number of contacts required of the client with the 

project is fou:r appOintments totaling no less than six hours. 
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PROJECT INTERCEPT 

NAPA, SOLANO, AND SONOMA COUNTIES 

PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES 

Project Intercept was proposed as a pre-trial intervention 

project offering services to first offenders. The project is 

particularly interesting in that it serves clients in three 

different counties from three sub-offices. The sub-offices are 

in Santa Rosa in Sonoma County, Napa in Napa County, and Vallejo 

in Solano County. Some significant variations in the procedures 

for selecting and referring clients for the project exist among 

the three counties. The service objective of the project is to 

divert an unspecified number of first offenders from normal 

jUdicial processing, providing them with supportive services to 
encourage a non-criminal life style. 

The outcome and cost benefit objectives are the following: 

1. Reducing the recidivism and criminal behavior 
of the clients 30 percent in the first and 
subsequent·years. 

2. Demonstrating the economic practicability of 
the pre-trial alternative represented in this 
project. 

II HISTORY OF THE PROJECt 

The SonoIr.a County Probation Department is the proponent of' 

record of the project and represents the Probation Departments 

of the other two counties. The Sonoma County Probation Depart_ 

ment, as the administrator of record of the project, has entered 

into a third-party contract with the North Bay Human Development 
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Corporation for the proVlslon of services. The North Bay Human 
Development Corporation (NBHDC) was founded in 1968 and has 

developed and administered an extensive array of programs, many 

of which have been publicly funded, dealing with problems of 

health, education, welfare, employment, and legal services in 

the Chicano community and among other disadvantaged groups as 

well. The development of Project Intercept in this three-county 

area resulted from the cooperation of a number of individuals, 

representing federal as well as local bodies. Leon Leiberg of 

the U. S. Department of Labor was one of the initiators of the 

project. George Ortiz, the President of NBHDC and the ori6inal 

Director of the project played a fundamental role in the planning. 

Other participants included representatives of the Probation 

Departments and District Attorney's offices in the three counties, 

the Napa County Bar Association, and the staff of the North Bay 

Regional Criminal Justice Planning Board. Funding for the 

project was approved by the State Office of Criminal Justice 

Planning in June 1973. Funds became available to the project 

in August 1973, and George Ortiz was hired as project director 

the same month. In January 1975, Mr. Ortiz moved on to other 

concerns in NBHDC and another director, Adolfo Garcia, was hired. 

In Sonoma and Solano Counties, the project became operational in 

August 1973. In Napa County, it got underway in January 1974. 

III FINANCING 

The budget for the first year of the project contained a 

federal contribution of $102,228 and other matching funds of 

$43,170 for a total of $145,398. 
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IV STA FFING 1l.ND TRAINING 

v 

The NBHDC was founded by Chicanos and originally was primarily 

concerned with the Chicano community. Project Intercept has 

necessarily had a broader ethnic distribution in its clientele and 

the staffing has reflected this. As of the end of November 1975, 
there were 13 staff members on the project. Of these two are 

black, six Mexican-American, four non-Spanish surnamed white, and 

one Asian. The Director of the project is Mexican-American. Four 

staff members were assigned to Solano County, six to Sonoma County, 

and two to Napa as of that date. The remaining position is that 

of the Director of the project. Seven of the positions were 

supported by the OCJP grant, the other six, by funds from the 

Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA) and Adult Work 

Experience (AWE) Programs. These programs are intended to place 

people into on-the-job training situations, and the North Bay 

Project Intercept has served as one of these. The project has 

trained people in counseling and clerical work, including tele

typing. The senior counselors serve as trainers. 

CRITERIA FOR ELIGIBILITY AND INTAKE AND TERMINATION PROCEDURES 

Project Intercept in the North Bay counties is designed to 

serve individuals aged 18 to 30, with no previous convictions as 

adults and no serious juvenile records. They should, further, not 

be on formal or informal probation and be unemployed, underemployed, 

or subject to the loss of their present employment because of the 

arrest. The fact that this project operates in three counties and 

receives clients who have been processed in a number of superior 

and municipal court districts has made it impossible to establish 

a uniform procedure for selecting and admitting clients. 
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In Solano County, the project does not function as a pre-trial 

intervention project at all. All of the clients admitted from the 

Fairfield and Vallejo Municipal Courts and the Solano County Superior 

Court have been sentenced to probation with participation in Project 

Intercept as a condition thereof. 

However, successful participation in Project Intercept does not 

lead to a termination of probation automatically. The policies of 

the Fairfield and Vallejo Municipal Courts are similar. Again there 

is an assignment to Project Intercept as a condition of probation 

and no automatic termination of probatinn even though performance 

while in the project is satisfactory. All of the participants in 

Project Intercept in Solano County whose cases are adjudiciated 

in that county's courts are referred directly from the Probation 

Department. 

In Sonoma County, the screening of clients for the project 

begins in the pre-trial period, and the staff of the project is 

actively involved in this. A representative of the project meets 

with a representative, in turn, from each of a number of other 

agencies in the local criminal justice system, the Probation Depart

ment, the District Attorney's Office, the Public Defender'S Office, 

and OR Unit to ascertain which cases in the roster of pending 

arraignments are eligible or suitable for the project. The Deputy 

Public Defenders are particularly active in this process. 

If, as is usual, the defendant does not already have counsel 

or cannot afford it at the time of his arraignment, which takes place 

during his first appearance in court, he will be assigned a Deputy 

Public Defender. The Deputy Public Defender or other counsel will 

explain Project Intercept to the defendant if the latter appears to 
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be eligible for it. If the defendant then wishes to participate 

in Project Intercept, the counsel will recommend it to the court 

at the time of the defendant's second hearing. In a few instances, 

the recommendation comes from the judge, the'Project Intercept 

Counselor, or even the District Attorney. In any event, if 

the judge considers the defendant a possibility for the project, 

he postpones the case to allow the project time to work with 

the defendant. Subsequent to this, the defendant appears for 

a third hearing. If there has been a meeting of minds between 

him and the project, the defendant will be granted a continuance of 

90-180 days during which he will be participating in Project 

Intercept. At the end. of this period, the defendant will return 

to court. If his participation in the project and his adjustment 

in the community have been satisfactory, the charges against him 

will be dismissed. The procedure in the Superior Court in Napa 

. County for processing participants in Project Intercept is 

essentially the same. 

SERVICES RENDERED 

One of the major emphases of the project is job placement. 

Many of its clients are placed on jobs in Manpower projects that 

are already operated by the NBHDC. Project Intercept has. drawn 

upon funds available from the Comprehensive Employment Training 

Act, Adult Work Experience, and On-the-Job Training programs in 

placing its clients. The project has referred clients to local 

educational institutions, such as Napa Community College, for 

educational programming. The project also makes referrals to the 

usual array of other services, including health and mental health. 
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PROJECT CROSSROADS 

OAKLAND 

, 

I PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES 

Project Crossroads is located in the Office of the Public Defender 

in Alameda County and is intended to be a service to that office. The 

project deals in the pre-trial stage with defendants who are charged 

with felonies and serious misdemeanors and are clients of the Public 

Defender. The purpose of the project is to assist defendants in ob

taining non-legal services and to stabilize or improve their position 

in the community during the pre-trial period. This involves developing 

a program with and for the client that may include such things as a 

job, education or training, drug treatment, and mental health services 

and making the appropriate efforts at placement and referr.a1. The staff 

of Project Crossroads works with defendants in a mutual effort to estab

lish new contacts and activities in the community for the defendant. 

The attorneys and the staff inform each other about case activities • 

When information becomes available about the defendant's potential 

for remaining :in the community it may be communicated to the court. 

The Regional Criminal Justice Planning Board for Alameda County 

has stipulated that Project Crossroads more adequately define objectives 

as a condition for second year funding. However, the data collected 

by the Evaluation Proj ect (CBCEP) staff vlere on a sample of the first 

year's clients and are germane to the objectives of the first year. 

Therefore, the objectives stated here are the original ones from the 
first year's proposal. 

The first year service objectives of the project. were as follows: 

1. Referring 300 defendants to jobs, treatment, or assistance 
programs in the first year of operation. 

2. Providing direct and indirect occupational, educational, 
SOCial, and emotional services to defendants. 

Enhancing the ability of defendants to obtain employment 
and/or be involved in an appropriate educational program. 
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The outcome and cost benefit objectives for the first year of the 

project were as follows: 

1. Reducing the rate of future criminal activity of defendants 
served by the project to a level significantly below that of 
a comparison group. 

2. Establishing conditions whereby both the percentage of de
fendants paying restitution and the total amount of resti
tution paid will be greater in the service group than in a 
comparison group. 

II HISTORY OF THE, PROJECT 

Project Crossroads is an outgrowth of the interest of the Public 

Defender of Alameda County, James Hooley, and his staff in having a 

unit within the office which could provide non-legal assistance to de

fendants during the pre-trial stage. The project was approved by the 

State Office of Criminal Justice Planning, with the first contract year 

of the project beginning in July, 1974. 

The usual delays were experienced, and the project actually got 

underway in November, 1974. The position of Program Coordinator was 

filled in that month with Dan Dixon, who continues in that role, and 

two of the three Service Worker-Counselors and the Stenographic positions 

were initially filled in December, 1974 and January, 1975. The first 

client was received into the program in December, 1974. 

III FINANCING 

The total OCJP budget for the first year of operation of the pro

ject was $58,809. Of this $50,000 was in federal funds, $2,778 in state 

buy-in, $2,778 in local hard match, and $3,253 in other matching funds. 

Because of the delay in starting the project, the first year's grant was 

extended to December 31, 1975. The second year budget includes a federal 

contribution of $50,000, a state buy-in of $2,778, and local matching 

funds of $12,211 for a total of $64,989. 

IV STAFFING AND TRAINING 

The project is staffed with a Program Coordinator and three Service 

Worker-Counselor positions. The salary schedule for these positions is 

tied to the pay scales for Social Workers employed by the County of Ala

meda. The requirements for the jobs include education and experience in 
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the fields of employment counseling, social work, drug or narcotic 

treatment, psychology, parole, and probation. To this point, staff 

members of both sexes and of minority ethnicity have been hired by 

the project. One of the staff members is also an ex-offender. Two 

Assistant Public Defenders have been assigned to mainta~ liaison 

between the staff of the project and the attorneys on the staff of 

the Public Defender. One of the Assistant Public Defenders is con

cerned with the relationship of the project to Superior Cottrt cases. 

V CRITERIA FOR ELIGIBILITY AND INTAKE AND TERMINATION PROCEDURES 

Project Crossroads is intended to deal with any defendant repre

sented by the Public Defender's Office. Defendants are not referred 

to Crossroads if they qualify for those diversion projects in Ala-

meda County which deal with minor offenders. Project Crossroads serves 

both male and female clients, primarily in the age range 21 to 30. 

The services of the project are available to all Assistant Public De

fenders in Alameda County who are providing the legal defense for 

clients in need of non-legal assistance. Clients may be accepted by 

Crossroads on a "special service" or "full service" basis. The special 

service client is referred for a specific service at the request of 

an attorney, e.g. getting SSI benefits for a defendant, providing 

transportation for interviews, arranging for another program to work 

with defendant. Some specific requests have been made on behalf of 

persons not in the pretrial period and the project has responded. 

The full service clients are referred to the project by the Assistant 

Public Defenders for a full array of,assessment, planning, and follow-
... \.' 

up services. The staff will keep a case open as long as the defendant 

is amenable to the self help process. The staff of Project Crossroads 

is not involved in the legal aspects of cases. 

With the client referred for full services, the staff attempts to 

plan a program with and for him that will develop his potential and 

integrate him into the community. When services are available, ap

propriate referrals will be madeo Any defendant referred·to 
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the project has the option of refusing to participate without any 

penalty. If he does agree to participate, the project will assist 

him to the extent· it can.. It will also inform the Public Defender 

handling his defense of positive steps to be taken by the defendant 

towards better community standing. The attorney may choose to use 

this information to aid the court in arriving at an appropriate dis
position. 

IV SERVICES RENDERED 

The project, when fully staffed, has the capacity for processing 

15 to 25 newly admitted full service cases per month. The average 

caseload for a Counselor is approximately 35 clients. The staff of 

the project provides, on a direct basis, counseling, transportation, 

and job placement services. The project has established an extensive 

network of services by referral, including family counseling, mental 

health, drug and alcohol treatment, legal counseling, social welfare, 

education, vocational trainin§ and food and housing. The project may 

obtain written letters of recommendation for a defendant. It may work 

with probation and work furlough representatives. The project tries 

to give support to defendants by following up on referrals and insuring 
that quality services are being provided. 

( 
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PRE-TRIAL DIVERSION PROJECT 

OAKLAND INTERCEPT 

I PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES 

The Project Intercept organization in Oakland is a third

party contractor carrying out service and screening functions 

within a pre-trial intervention program. It seeks to provide 

services to economically disadvantaged first offenders to help 

them integrate into the community and reduce the likelihood of 

their becoming further involved in the criminal justice system. 

The service objective of the Oakland branch of the project, 

which is the concern of this evaluation, is diverting 500 persons 

from prosecution in the courts per year. 

The outcome and cost benefit objectives for the project are: 

1. Assuring a significant decrease in future criminal be
havior on the part of project participants compared to 
the level of such activity in a comparison group. 

2. Gaining significantly more favorable dispositions from 
the courts for alleged first offenders as evidenced by 
the dismissals and fewer fines and incarcerations for 
the project participants compared to dispositions re
ceived by a comparison group. 

II HISTORY OF THE PROJECT 

In 1970 Project Intercept began operating in Southern Alameda 

County with an office in Hayward serving the San Leandro-Hayward 

Municipal Court. In January 1974, a north county office was opened 

serving the Oakland Municipal Court. Subsequently, in September 
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1974, a third office was opened, which provides services to the 
Berkeley Municipa~ Court. _ 

III FINANCING 

Project Intercept in Alameda County has received funding 

from the Manpower Administration of the U.S. Department of Labor 

since March 1971. At that point in time, the project was totally 

funded from that source. Since then, grants from other sources 

have been obtained, including revenue sharing funds and the Office 

of Criminal Justice Planning e Money from the OCJP grant became 

available in June, 1974 and is used as part of the funding for the 

operations in the Oakland office of Project Intercept. The first 

year OCJP grant totaled $66,667 and conslsted of a federal contri

bution of $50,000, a state buy-in of $4,167, a local hard match 

of $2,500 and another match of $10,000. The second yearts gr~nt 

totals $79,140, of which $71,226 is the federal component, $3,957 

the state buy-in, and $3,957 the local hard match. The second 

year of the project extends through June 30, 1976. 

IV STAFFING AND TRAINING 

The three units of the project in Alameda County are under 

the administration of a single Director. Beneath him is an 

Assistant Director who has the responsibility of program activ~ties 

within the project. Each of the offices is supervised by a Senior 

Counselor, who has the responsibility for caseload management and 

direction of counseling services. There is a staff of seven Human 

Service Workers and one Job Developer in the Oakland office of the. 

project reporting to the Senior Counselor. Most of the staff 

members are bi-lingual (Spanish-English). Each Counselor is 

assigned to one department of the Oakland Municipal Court, and 

his c8seload comes exclusively from that department. 
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Each counselor participates in an in-service orientation 

training period of one month. The training is carried out by 

the Senior Counselor and the other Counselors. After the initial 

period of training, the Counselor is assigned to a court and be

gins to develop a caseload. The entire staff of the project 

participates in semi-annual "retreats", which feature special 

training experiences in techniques of assessment, group counsel~ 

ing, and individual counseling. 

CRITERIA FOR ELIGIBILITY AND INTAKE AND TERMINATION PROCEDURES 

Project Intercept in Alameda County is sponsored by the 

District Attorney. While the District Attorney is not directly 

involved in administering the project, he is responsible for 

monitoring the project and establishing the criteria for eligi

bility. The criteria for eligibility are the following: 

1. Age 18 to 45. 

2. Unemployed, underemployed, or job in jeopardy 
as a result of the arrest. 

3. A charge of a misdemeanor offense. 

4. One or more of a TIQmber of other factors, 
including high school drop-out or increas
ing absenteeism, indigence or poverty, 
receiving public assistance, having a 
physical handicap which adversely affects 
employability, minority group membership, 
lack of marketable skills, and negative 
family circumstances. 

One means of recruiting participants for the project is through 

the action of the Counselor himself. The Counselor receives arraign

ment calendars which are obtained by the project in advance of each 

day's proceedings. When a defendant has a record of little or no 
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previous criminal involvement, the Counselor will contact the defendant 

personally or will notify the Public Defender that the person may be 

eligible for the project. The Counselor is also present during all 

sessions of the court where clients who are eligible for this project are 

appearing for arraignment. That assures that all potential participants 

are received. Either the Public Defender, District Attorney, Judge, or 

project Intercept Counselor may request a 10 to 14-day continuance for a 
,$ .... ~ -.' 

iJl. r 
,},;., 

case for the purpose of giving him the opportunity of having a screening 

interview with the Intercept Screening Committee. If the project deems 

him eligible, the Counselor returns to court after the initial 

continuance with a letter accepting the client and outlining the services 

to be delivered. If the defendant, defense attorney, prosecutor and 

Judge agree to referral, the defendant's case is continued for a minimum 

of 90 days and he is referred to Project Intercept without the entering i. 

of any plea. If the defendant is found ineligible by the project, or if 

the District Attorney or the Judge do not consent to the referral, the 

defendant returns to court. A date for entering a plea is also set if 

that occurrs. ~ 
Jail/ 
Released 

After acceptance into the program, the development of a specific Arrest/ 
O.R., Bail 

treatment plan and the completion by the client of a 30-day probationary 
Citation 

period, the Counselor the client is assigned to submits a progress report 
Remains 

4 In 

to the court. The report recommends either termination from, usually in 
Community 

cases of non-cooperation with the treatment plan, or continuation in the 

program. If the participant performs adequately in terms of the 

treatment plan and is not rearrested, Project Intercept will return to 

court requesting that the charges against him be dismissed. By prior 

agreement with the District Attorney, the criminal charges will then be c 
dismissed. 
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VI SERVICES RENDERED 

The principal form of treatment utilized in the project is 

group counseling, supplemented by individual counseling and 

specialized j~~placement and employability development services 

(placement in vocational training). Since participants are in 

the program for a m~um of 18O-days, no long-term form of 

treatment is possible. With this in mind, Counselors are taught 

to look for certain problem behaviors and to attempt to work 

with the client in changing them, applying "mild" forms of therapy 

and emphasizing circumstances at that moment. For more severe 

behavioral problems, participants are referred to community mental 
health agencies. 

The Oakland variant of Project Intercept is also responsible 

for the follow-up of its clients for a period of one year after 

they leave the project. The clients are required to contact the 

staff for purposes of interviews at intervals of three, six, and 

twelve months. The follow-up interviews are conducted by the 

Senior Counselor and are primarily information-gathering in 

purpose, accumulating data about earnings, employment, and fur
ther encounters with the criminal justice system. 
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ADULT DIVERSION PROJECT - VEHTURA COUNTY 

I PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES 

The Ventura County Adult Diversion Project is ml expression 

of a desire of local criminal justice agencies to develop alterna

tives to conventional processing for certain types of offenders. 

The deferred prosecution approach in Ventura County is premised on 

the notion that there are many cases where the protection of the 

public does not require a sentence of formal probation (with or 

without jail as a condition) but where a sentence of summary pro

bation or a fine does not provide the rehabilitative experience 

needed to prevent recidivism. The Ventura County Adult Diversion 

Project is designed to provide those rehabilitative experiences 
for cases where formal probation is not indicated. 

The service objectives of the project are: 

1. Diversion from prosecution of 250 of the minor mis
demeanor offenders referred to the District Attorney 
for complaint. 

2. Supervision of 70 "high risk" O.R. release defendants 
who in the absence of the project would be denied ~-~~
release, thereby reducing the jail population. 

The outcome objective of the project is: 

1. 70 perc~n~ of those cases completing the program wIll 
not rec~~~v~te, with recidivism defined as any new 
arrest ~thin one year of termination. 

II HISTORY OF THE PROJECT 

The project was originall~r proposed by the Ventura Regional 

Criminal Justice Planning Board and Ventura County Correction Services 

Agency (Probation Dept.). Douglas Hansen was responsible for plan

ning, organizing and implementing the project for the Ventura County 

CSA. Funding for the project was approved by the State Office of 
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Criminal Justice Planning effective October, 1974. Douglas Hans~n 

was appointed project manager in October, 1974, and the first client 

received in the same month. The office of the project is located in 

a private building separate from the office of the CSA. 

III FINANCING 

The total budget for the first year of operation was $108,000. 

Of this $97,200 was the federal contribution, $5,400 the state buy

in, and $5,400 local hard match. The first year of the contract was 

extended to end December 31, 1975, to accomodate an incremental de

velopment of staff. The second year's operating budget totals $55,555 

(for a six month period). Of this amount, the federal contribution is 

$50,000, the state buy-in $2,77S, and the local hard match $2~775. 

Third year funds of $175,000 federal money plus state and local match 

have been approved. 

IV STAFFING AND TRAINING 

The project is staffed with one Supervising Deputy Probation Office y 

(Mr. Hansen), five Deputy Probation Officers, and clerical support. All 

of the DPO's on the project staff have been recruited from the Ventura 

County CSA. The project manager is a 36 year old male Caucasian. Two 

of the Deputy Probation Officers presently on the staff are female. 

One of the DPO's is a Chicano and the rest Anglo! In addition, one 

half-time research assistant and one half-time clerk are paid by the 

project and assigned to the District Attorney's office. 

Formal training of the project staff has been accomplished through 

the utilization of existing training programs in the Probation Department .• 

The staff has participated in a number of workshops offered by the Depart.,. 

ment including the following: role identification, individual counseling 

skills, clinical-level techniques of individual casework, co-leadership 

of group counseling sessions, family crisis intervention, active listen

ing techniques, minority sensitivity, and the utilization of community 

resources in client treatment. The project director has also attended 

management training sessions concerning systems analysis,' and evaluation 

techniques. 
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.:::RITERIA FOR ELIGIBILITY AND INTAKE AND TERMINATION PROCEDURES 

The Ventura County Deferred Prosecution Project is designed to 

serve primarily individuals who are charged with misdemeanor proper

ty crimes, victimless sex offenses, the less serious public distur

bances, and offenses committed during family disputes. Defendants 

charged vuth the following offenses are excluded from the program: 

felonies except those that can be filed as misdemeanors under Sec

tion 17 (b) 4 of the Penal Code, crimes involving serious violence, 

sex offenses involving children, all traffic offenses, all drug 

and alcohol offenses, all non-support and welfare fraud cases, and 

cases involving SUbstantial restitution payments. To be considered 

for the project, a person need not be a first offender; however, 

he must be a person who is otherwise a good citizen and whose crimi

nal record discloses no pattern of criminality and no recent serious 

charges. 

The first step in the intake procedure is the referral to the 

project by the Deputy District Attorney who has the responsibility 

for screening of cases to locate those which appear to be eligible 

for deferred prosecution. Assisting him in this screening function 

is a half-time law clerk, whose salary is paid out of project funds c 

Upon receipt of the referral, the project contacts the client9 ;nform== 

ing him that deferred prosecution is available and that he has been 

referred by the District Attorney,. The client is instructed by form 

letter that he must apply in person on or before a specific date and 

that failure to respond will be considered a rejection of the pro

gram leading to a filing of a complaint~ If a client fails to apply, 

the District Attorney is immediately notified and normal prosecution 

procedures are resumed. If the client applies, the staff of the pro

ject carries out a thorough investigation of his background, social 

history, prior record, and personal problems. If the client is deemed 

eligible for the project and desires to participate, an appointment 

is arranged with defense counsel. The services of the Public Defender 

are available to those who cannot afford their own counsel. The ap

plicant and his defense counsel are provided with all arrest reports 
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and the proposed voluntary probation agreement including proposed 
terms and conditions based on needs assessment between the client 

and the caseworker. The coun8el advises the applicant of his rights 

and explains the ramifications of participation in the deferred prose

cution program. If the applicant decides he wants the deferred prose

cution option, he and his attorney sign the Adult Diversion Project 

Agreement. 

When the client signs the agreement, he enters into the supervision 

of the project. The goals and objectives for the client are again ad

dressed, and a detailed planfor achieving them is formulated by the 

project counselor together with the client. Contact during the early 

days of supervision is frequent and is decreased as the client progresses 

through the project. 

In the event of additional arrests or other violations of the con

ditions of the agreement or the client's indicating a desire to terminate 

from the program, the District Attorney is notified and presented with 

a recommendation a~ to whether revocation should occur. If revocation 

is decided upon, supervision is terminated and prosecution resumed. When 

the client has participated in the program for one year, the deferred 

prosecution agreement automatically expires, and the District Attorney 

notifies the appropriate agencies that charges have been dismissed. 

Termination can occur as early as six months upon the recommendation 

of the project and the concurrence of the District Attorney. 

SERVICES RENDERED 

The Ventura County Adult Diversion Project is designed to supply in

tensive supervision to and coordinate various treatment resources for 

clients. Among the direct services provided by the project are individual 

counseling, family counseling, group therapy, job development, and emer

gency services. The following services are available to the clientele 

on a referral basis: job training, employment counseling, education 

services, legal assistance, housing and food, intensive psychological 

service and therapy and medical services. Many of the services by referral 
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are provided through the Unified Corrections Project, another program 

in Ventura County. This project supplements the programs of existing 

agencies, such as the Employment Development Department ~~d the Depart

ment of Vocational Rehabilitation, in assisting or further referring 

those cases requiring job placement services and psychiatric or other 

medical assistance, where no ability to pay is present. 
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NARCOTIC EDUCATION LEAGUE RESIDENTIAL FACILITY 

OAKLAND 

PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES 

The Narcotics Education League (NEL) viaS incorporated in 

January 1971 for the purpose of providing the Chicano Community 

of Oakland with educational, preventive, and rehabilitative 

services for drug users and narcotic addicts from that COffi.

munity. One of the services of NEL is a drop-in center for drug 

users in the East Oakland-Fruitvale area. 

Supplementing this is the project discussed in this report. 

This is a short-term residential project specifically directed 

at treating Chicano addicts in a milieu reflecting the Chicano 
culture. 

The service objectives of the project are: 

1. Providing direct and indirect social, emotional, 
educational, and economic services to drug-involved 
residents of sufficient quality to assist them in 
making the transition to a drug-free life in the 
community. 

2. Developing a data system that will serve to provide 
a uniform information base for all halfway house 
projects. 

The outcome and cost benefit objectives of the project are: 

1. Lowering the rate of future criminal activity 
on the part of individuals served by the project 
Significantly below that of a comparable group 
not served by the project. 

2. Lowering the rate of parole and probation revocation 
for individuals served by the project Significantly 
below the level of a comparable group not served by 
the project. 
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3. Insuring that 50 percent of the clients admitted 
to the residential project will successfully 
meet its requirements for length of residence 
and employment. 

II HISTORY OF THE PROJECT AND FINANCING 

The Narcotic Education League emerged from the efforts of 

a small group of concerned ex-addicts, representatives from the 

local office of the State Employment Development Department, and 

members of the Spanish-Speaking Information Center. Recognizing 

the growing problem of drug abuse in the Chicano community and 

the need for a drug counseling center, the group met with repre

sentatives from Chicano organizations in the Oakland area to 
obtain their support. 

NEL submitted a proposal for a $188,309 drug prevention pro

gram to the Alameda County Comprehensive Drug Abuse Program in 

November, 1970. Full funding was not awarded by this program; 

however, it provided a $15,000 grant for a drop-in center. This 

center was opened in 1971 with three paid staff members and a 

number of volunteers. During this early period, the staff and 

Board of Directors of NEL reaffirmed their position that existing 

residential drug programs were not appropriate for the Chicano 

heroin addict. In August, 1972, they formulated plans for a 

short-term residential drug program that would offer treatment 

to Chicano addicts within a Chicano cultural milieu. In October, 

1972, NEL submitted a $75,000 proposal for a residential facility 

to the Comprehensive Drug Abuse Program. Anticipating the approval 

of funding, NEL signed a lease in February, 1973, for a large 

house in the Dimond area of Oakland. Formal approval came in March, 

1973, and the first resident moved into the facility in April, 1973. 
The Project Coordinator~ Juan Covarrubias, and the Administrative 

Assistant, Luis Jaramillo, were hired in March, 1973, and continue 
in their positions. 
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STAFFING AND TRAINING 

The residential project staff consists of six persons, all 

of whom are bilingual in Spanish and English. The positions 

on the staff are the previously mentioned Project Coordinator 

and Administrative Assistant and a Court Liaison Worker, a 

House Manager, and two Counselors. All are full-time positions, 

and all have been filled by Chicano ex-addicts. The majority 

of the people hired for the staff have had less than a high 

school education. As of June 1975, the two counseling positions 

had been filled by nine different persons, the high turnover rate 

being due in part to the extremely low salaries received by the 
counselors. 

The majority of the members of the staff have participated 

in drug training seminars presented by the Institute of Social 

Concerns in Oakland. Training experiences have also included 

on-site visits to other drug treatment programs in the Bay Area. 

CRITERIA FOR ELIGIBILITY AND INTAKE AND TERMINATION PROCEDURES 

No referrals are made directly to the residential program. 

All screening and interviewing for the residential" program take 

place in the drop-in center. The initial interview is regarded 

as a particularly critical and difficult process, especially 

since most of the candidates for the residential program are 

referred by agencies in the criminal justice system. NEL is 

therefore faced with the difficult task of identifying and 

screening out addicts who are not particularly motivated to 

change their drug habits but would rather do time in a comfort
able setting. 

In the process of determining whether the addict desires 

treatment rather than "jailing" in a program, NEL staff ex

plore the following areas with the addict: the nature and 
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extent of his involvement with heroin, his motivation to stay 

clean, the extent of his identification with Chicano values, tus 

street reputation, and his prior experiences in treatment. The 

decision as to whether the addict needs a shQrt-term residential 

treatment program is reached by a consensus on the part of the 

addict and the staff. If the addict feels that he wants a differ

ent drug program, the NEL staff will provide the necessary infor

mation and referral. 

V SERVICES RENDERED 

Each addict admitted to the residential project is assigned to 

a counselor. The counselor and the resident discuss the addict's 

goals, aspirations, and motivation for entering the program. To

gether they develop an individualized plan and refer to the plan 

as the client progresses through his residency, utilizing appropri

ate resources in the community where medical, legal, or other needs 

of the client have been identified. For legal services, NEL re

tains an attorney on the staff and also has access to legal services 

programs in the community. During the later stages of the resident

ial treatment project, emphasis is placed upon educational advance

ment and preparation for employment subsequent to release. The 

State Department of Rehabilitation has assigned a counselor to NEL 

for 16 hours a week to assist clients in working out vocational re

habilitation plans and enrolling in the desired programs. 

There are four stages in the project which total to yield an. 

average length of residence of 180 days. The first stage is called 

the "Candidate" stage and lasts a minimum of 30 days. In this stage, 

the client is oriented, and much of the basic planning is done with 

the counselor. From there, the client proceeds to the "Familia" 

stage, where much of the treatment takes place. The third stage is 

the "Veterano" stage, in which the client assumes the role of a 

counselor to residents who are in the earlier stages of the project. 

Upon completion of the Veterano stage, which lasts a minimum of 90 

days, the client "graduates" from the program. (Some successful 

clients prefer to leave the project omitting the Veterano staga) 
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After the successful client leaves the project, with or without 

completing the Veterano stage, he enters the Aftercare stage, in 

which he is integrated into a series of follow-up activities, which 

last at least one year. 

During the early period subsequent to release, the client is 

expected to participate in weekly individual or group rap sessions 

at NEt. The frequency of contact tapers off until meetings are 

scheduled once every 60 days. If the client is on probation or 

parole, the NEL staff communicates regularly with his probation officer 

or parole agent. The client is also expected to notify the project 

of any change of address while he is still in the Aftercare stage. 
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HUMBOLDT ALCOHOL OFFENDER DIVERSION PROJECT 

EUREKA 

I PURPOSE AND OEJECTIVES 

The Eumboldt Alcohol Offender Diversion Project offers a recovery 

house program for alcoholics. A recovery house provides its clientele 

with a longer period of treatment than an alcohol detoxification center 

(a mean of approximately 60 days in the Humboldt project as opposed 

to the 72-hour standard generally maintained, more or less, by de

toxification facilities). Some of the clients admitted to the re

covery house have gone through a short-term detoxification immedi

ately prior to admission, and some have been admitted without this. 

Some of the clients treated in the project have been 8.dmitted di

rectly from jail, and some have not. It should be not..;., 'I.,R+ this 

project was placed by the OCJP staff in Category IV-I, DispC3it--,-~n 

of Suspects, Diversion. It should be noted further that this cate

gory may be a poor place for the project, since the category seems 

to be intended primarily for pre-trial diversion projects, and pre

-arrest alcohol detoxification projects. The project is apparently 

one that was considered desirable for funding, and there was a little 

rr stretching" done to find the most likely category in which funds 

were available for allocation to support it. 

However, the point is made by the project and regional planning 

staffs that the project is concerned with diversion from the criminal 

justice system in that during the period of the client's residence 

in the recovery house the client is not likely to be arrested for 

public drunkenness and, indeed, risks such an arrest only if he 

violates the fundamental rule of the project, which is no drinking. 

A violation of this rule leads to an expulsion from the recovery 

house, at least temporarily, and exposes the person expelled to re

arrest for public intoxication. Therefore, according to this argu

ment, the recovery house automatically functions as a diversion 
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mechanism, which serves to lower the number of arrests for drunken

ness. To the extent, of course, that the project has an impact on 

the client beyond the point that he is actually resident in its 

facilities, there should also be a reduction in arrests. The latter 

possibility gives the project an even greater potential for being 

diversionary. 

The service objectives of the project are as follows: 

1. Providing a program for treating 40 percent of persons 
identified as public inebriates or alcoholics who con
tact criminal justice and mental health agencies during 
the year. 

2. Providing counseling services to 90 percent of the public 
inebriates referred to the program. 

3. Providing residential treatment to 20 recovering alcoholics 
per month. 

The outcome objectives of the project are as follows: 

1. Insuring that 50 percent of the participants with at least 
two weeks of residential treatment, will have made improve
ments in their overall life situations. 

2. Bringing the recovering alcoholics to the point where they 
will have periods of extended sobriety not indicated by 
their pre-project experience. 

II IITSTORY OF THE PROJECT 

The project is operated by a third party contractor, the Eureka 

Twelfth Step House, Inc., a non-profit corporation concerned with pro

viding services to alcoholics. The Executive Director and founder of 

the Eureka Twelfth Step House, William Dimmick, is the program director 

and prime mover of the Humboldt Alcohol Offender Diversion Project. 

The official Director of the project is D. Mo Bramwell, M.D., the Di

rector of Humboldt County Mental Health Services, the agency contracting 

with the non-profit corporation for the delivery of the recovery house 

services. Prior to obtaining OCJP funding for the project, Mr. Dimmick 

had operated his recovery house with minimal salaries for himself and 

his wife, who is his principal assistant, initially paid out of the 

budget of the Humboldt County Sheriff's Office and subsequently out of 

the budget of the Humbo14t County Mental Health Services. At one 

time or another, repre83ntatives of the Sheriff's, District Attor

ney's, and ~Qblie Defender's offices have joined Mr. Dimmick and 

Dr" Bra.ll.well in planning the project" Michael Burns, the former 

Executive Officer of the North Coast Planning Board, which is the 

regional criminal justice planning agency, was also involved in 

the planning and actually wrote the proposal. OCJP funding for the 

project was approved in June, 1974, and became available the same 

month. At the beginning of the relationship between the Humboldt 

Project and the Community Based Corrections Evaluation Project, the 

former was housed in two large houses in Eureka separated by a 

distance of approximately one mile. Since then, one of the houses 

has been vacatedQ To take the place of this, a house located across 

the street from the original project house has been leased. The two 

houses combined have a bed capacity of 17. 

III FINANCING 

The total. budget for the first year (which ended June 30, 1975) 

of the OCJP-supported component of the services of the Eureka Twelfth 

Step House was $66,374, of which $48,000 was the federal contribution, 

$2,667 the state buy-in, $2,666, the local hard match, and $13,041 the 

other match. The funding for the second year (ending June 30, 1976) 

includes a federal component of $42,358, a state buy-in of $2,353, 

and local hard-match of $2,353 for a total of $47,064. In the proposed 

third year budget which will cover through June 30, 1977, the federal 

contribution is reduced to $25,477, the state buy-in to $1,415, and 

the local hard match to $1,416. The rest of the budget of the recovery 

house projec~ and its supportive services ($26,000) will be und~rwritten 

by funds available through the Short-Doyle program. 

IV STAFFING AND TRAINING 

The project has a staff of four. The Executive Director, William 

Dimmick, is a 50 year old Caucasian, who ·describes himself as a "re

covering alcoholic." This, he says, means that for an alcoholic the 
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issue of sobriety is never entirely settled, so a sober alcoholic is 

recovering rather than recav~red~ Mre DLmmick is a former justice 

court judge and businessman, with considerable experience in working 

in alcohol treatment programs. Two of the other staff members are 

recovering alcoholics as well. One of the staff members has a Master's 

Degree in Psychology. All staff members are Caucasian, and one of them 

is a woman and the wife of Mr. Dimmick. Mr. Dimmick serves as the train

er in the program, drawing upon his experience in the field of alcohol
ism and his attendance at consortiums and seminars. 

V CRITERIA FOR ELIGIBILITY AND INTAKE/TERMINATION PROCEDURES 

All of the clients received by the project are voluntarily admitted. 

In the early stages of the project, a very large percentage of its in

take was initially contacted in the local jail by Mr. Dimmick. He inter

viewed during this early period approximately 85 percent of the cases 

jailed on a charge of public drunkerJ1ess for the purpose of describing 

his project to them and determining whether they would be interested 

in partiCipating in it subsequent to their appearances in court. Since 

then, more and more of the public inebriates arrested in Eureka have 

been released on own recognizance or in accordance with Section 849 (b) 

2 of the Penal Code. The result is that by the time Mr. Dimmick gets 

to the jail (and he gets there early in the morning) most of the potent-, 

ial candidates for his program have been released. At this point, he 

is able to interview only about one-fourth of those arrested for public 

inebriation. He has served for some time as a counselor to the Eureka 

Municipal Court on alcoholism and alcoholics, preparing work-ups which 

outline possible programs for dealing with individual cases. Presently, 

clients are referred to or received by the project from a number of 

sources other than. the jailor courts. Among these are the Department 

of Rehabilitation, County Mental Health Services, parole and probation, 

Salvation Army, and the local hospitals. A significant number of 

clients are also self-referred or referred by their families. DuJ~g 

their stay in the recovery houses, the clients are free to come ru1d 
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go as they wish. If they return showing evidence of intoxication or' 

drinking, they will be asked to leave until they become sober at which 

time they may return. FurtherIDQrei any eVidence of drinking on the 

premises of the house itself will lead to the temporary exclusion of 

the drinker. Both of these types of drinking behaviors are in violation 

of House Rule No.1, which Mr. Dimmick regards as one of the essentials 

of the project. A client may also be discharged involuntarily if he 

appears to have found a home in the recovery house. Other than in 

these two types of instances, the clients leave voluntarily. 

VI SERVICES RENDERED 

The range of services offered to its clients by the Humboldt Alco

hol Diversion Project continues to expand. At this point, each client 

entering the recovery house receives a cornplete medical examination, 

including most appropriately for this group a chest X-ray. One of the 

focuses of the medical examination is upon indications of nutritional 

deficiencies, and these are dealt with through means of a controlled 

diet or vitamin therapy. Dental services are also available. The 

medical. a.nd dental services are provided by referral and are financed 

by Medi-Cal. Each client receives individual counseling from the staff 

of the project. The clients themselves hold their own group counseling 

sessions, beyond which there is a lot of informal interchange among 

the residents on ma.tters pertaining to alcoholism. Job development 

and employment counseling services are offered by the staff. Vocational 

training is available to clients through the United Redwoods Workshop, 

w'hich will have 25 slots available for referrals from the project as 

of the beginning of the year (1976). This figure will accomodate virtu

ally all of the residents in the house. Each person employed in the 

workshop is eligible for compensation at the minimum wage level. The 

money will be used by the recipients in part to pay board and room 

charges at the recovery house. Liaison is maintained with the local 

Alcoholics Anonymous organization, and the residents are encouraged to 

participate in its activities. 
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COMMUNITY REHABILITATION HOUSE PROJECT 
,> SAN MATEO 
"'" 

I PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES 

The Community Rehabilitation House Project in San Mateo is designed 

to provide an alternative to incarceration for the adult female of

fender. This alternative is placing her in a small non-institutional 

setting, either directly from jail, where she has been sentenced as 

a conditioll of probation, or from the community where experiences 

of intense' emotional stress or situational crises are making it dif

ficult for her to adjust while on probation. The non-institutional 

facility operated by the project is called Mustard Seed. 

The service objectives of the project are: 

1. Providing an alternative to incarceration which will keep 
190 female offenders out of jail per year. 

2. Providing a shori-term crisis alternative to temporary or 
long term incarceration. 

The outcome and cost benefit objectives of the project are: 

1. Reuucing the cost of jail by establishing as an alternative 
a short period in a residentially-based therapeutic commu
nity. 

2. Reducing recidivism, family disorganization, and the in
terruption of employment. 

II HISTORY OF THE PROJECT 

The Community Rehabilitation House Project arose from a general 

dissatisfaction going back a number of years over inadequate facilities, 

the available programming, and the kind of programming possible for 

women offenders in the San Mateo County Jail. Women had been housed 

in a 20-bed unit in the main jail, which often was overcrowded and 

offered little or nothing in the way of work furlough opportunities, 

volunteer programs of any scope, or tutoring and other educational 

activities. The San Mateo County Probation Department is the principal 
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planner and developer of the Community Rehabilitation House Project 

and has operated it from the beginning. The Probation Department 

had been dissatisfied with the jail programs in the county for both 

men a~d women for a long period of time. It first planned and put 

into operation a residential alternative to jail for menl which 

proved to be effective both in terms of the objectives of managing 

recidivism and reducing costs. 

On the basis of this experience, the department decided to plan. 

a counterpart program for the adult female offender, and out of this 

planning effort emerged Mustard Seed. The residential projects for 

both female and male offenders are administratively located in one 

of the divisions of the Probation Department. Reporting to the chief 

of that division is Jerry Harpe~, a Supervising Probation Officer II, 

who is the administrator of both houses with the working title of 

Director of Community Rehabilitation Houses. 

The project was funded by the Office of Criminal Justice Planning 

in October, 1973, and funds became available during the same month" 

The Project Director, Ruth YOlL~ger, a Supervising Probation Officer I, 

was assigned to the project in October, 1973, and has remained with it 

since then. The re~idential facility was obtained in April, 1974 and 

consists of an older home located in the city of San Mateo in the central 

part of the county and in an area which is convenient to stores and 

transportation. The first client was accepted by the project in May, 

1974, and the project quickly became operational in terms of client 

capacity. 

III FINANCING 

The total funding for the first year of the project was $194,992, 

including a federal contribution of $130,198, a state buy-in of 

$10,850, a local hard match of $45,650, and another match of $8,244. 

The second year budget includes federal funds in the amount of $115,120, 

a state buy-in of $6,395, and a local hard match of $32,546, to add up 

to a total project cost of $154,061. 
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IV STAFFING AND TRAINING 

The Project Director is a 41 year old Caucasian female. She is 

assisted by a Probation Officer II, who is responsible for the super

vision of all clients in the project and those who have completed the 

program. There are two full time House Counselors II, and three part

time House Counselors Ii four of the counselors are Caucasian and one 

is Black. The Community Worker III is a 26 year old male Mexican

American. The project also has a part-time Research Psychologist who 

is responsible for evaluating the project and assisting in screening 

clients, and a part-time Psychiatric Consultant. 

The treatment model for the project is group-oriented using be

havior modification and reality therapy. Much of the training has 

been provided by the Psychiatric Consultant who has had a continuing 

relationship with the project. 

V CRITERIA FOR ELIGIBILITY AND INTAKE/TERMINATION PROCEDURES 

The plan of the project for "half-way out" cases calls for the 

admission of a woman offender after she has served some time in jail, 

primarily jail assigned as a condition of probation. To be eligible, 

the offender must not have had a history of chronic drug use or sales, 

or a history of assaultive behavior or escape. 

A few clients serving straight jail sentences may be admitted into 

the project, but they must be granted "parole" for that purpose by the 

county "paro::'e board," consisting of representatives from the Probation 

Department, the Sheriff's Office, and the community. 

Participation in the project is voluntary on the part of the client, 

and women convicted of both felonies and misdemeanors are eligible. 

The principal source of referrals for the half-way out client is 

Sergeant Marilyn Howard, the supervisor of the wO!l1en's unit of the coun

ty jail in Redwood City. Once the client is referred to the project, 

her case is reviewed by a screening committee that consists of a Coun

selor, the Research Psychologist, and a Prob)tion Officer assigned to 

the house. If the screening committee decides to accept the case, it 
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is returned to court for a modification of sentence, and the of

fender will then be cormnitted to Mustard Seed. Crisis cases are 

required to meet the eligibility criteria previously listed and 

be deemed by the screening committee to be otherwise suitable and 

in need of a more structured program than is available through 

ordinary probation. The crisis cases are retained in the house an 

average of two weeks, and their placement there requires an action 

of the court. Upon release from the project both the half-way out 

clients who were assigned to the house as a condition of probation 

and the crisis clients cont~~ue on regular probation caseloads. 

SERVICES RENDERED 

The program for the clients (other than the short-term crisis 

cases) is designed to be 90 days in length. It is based on the con

cept of a therapeutic community involving the approaches previously 

mentioned, behavior modification and reality therapy. These compon

ents are the basic thrust of the project; however, the staff tries to 

adapt techniques to clients' needs. The project refers its clientele 

to various outside agencies for supportive services, including San 

Mateo County Mental Health Services, the Drew Hospital (for dental 

work), and the San Mateo County Service League (for family and job. 

counseling). The latter is a privately administered organization 

receiving funding from both private and public sources, i.e., the 
United Bay Area Crusade. 
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~AY AREA QUEST PROJECT 

PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES 

Quest, a residential project for women located in San Francisco, 

is intended to offer a constructive alternative to incarceration by 

providing an array of socio-therapeutic and supportive services 

both on site and through referral to outside agencies. Quest accepts 

women directly from the courts who are sentenced to the project as 

a condition of probation. The residential phase of the project 

lasts six months, and the client may receive counseling on an out

patient basis for another year beyond release. 

The service objective of the project is to provide direct and 

indirect social, emotional, educational, and economic services of 

sufficient quality and quantity to residents to assist them in 

making the transition to community life. 

The outcome and cost benefit objectives of the project 

are the following: 

1. Reducing criminal activity for the participants 
in the project significantly below a baseline 
provided by a comparison group. 

2. Reducing the level of probation revocations for 
the project participants below that of a comparison 
group. 

3. Producing cost savings through the elimination or 
reduction of expenditures for child welfare benefits 
and generating cost benefits through maintaining the 
offender in a tax-paying capacity. 

II ~ORY OF THE PROJECT 

·The Bay Area Quest Project is operated by a non-profit corp

oration established in December 1973 by two nuns of the Roman 

Catholic Church, Sister Catherine Donnelly, SNJM, and Sister 

Rebecca Rodriquez, CSJ. The conception of and the planning for 
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the project were outgrowths of the Sisters' experiences in working 

in transitional programs for offenders over a number of years. 

Quest is sponsored by the Mayor's Criminal Justice Planning Council 

(the regional criminal justice planning council for the City and 

County of San Francisco). However, since the project has a 

multi-regional service area, it is included in and financed as part 

of the state action plan by the Office of Criminal Justice Planning. 

III FINANCING 

The funding of the project was approved by OCJP in July 1974. 
The Executive Director of the project, Sister Catherine Donnelly, 

was officially hired during the same month; and funding became 

available to Quest in November 1974. A temporary residential 

facility was obtained in November and the first client was accepted . 
in December 1974. This first facility was in the Ashbury Heights 

district of San Francisco. The project had a great deal of diffi

culty in securing a pe.rmanent location of adequate size. However!. 

they now have a permanent facility, a large house located in the 

northern part of the city, which has a bed capacity for 20 clients. 

At this point, a number of criminal justice jurisdictions 

have contracted en a fee-for-service basis with Quest for services 

for specific clients. ~ohg these are the probation departments 

of San Francisco, Contra Costa, Solano and Sonoma Counties. The 

United States Bureau of Prisons was the first agency to contract 

with Quc:st; this co~tract was signed in January 1975. other 

counties have indicated an interest in contracting with the project, 

including Alameda, Marin, Napa, and Santa Clara. Finally, inquiries 

have come from three counties (Contra Costa, Santa Clara, and Marin) 

about the possibility of Quest's establishing facilities in those 

counties. 
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IV STAFFING AND TRAINING 

V 

The F~ecutive Director of the project is a 53 year old female 

caucasian, who formerly taught in a college operated by the Roman 

Catholic Church. The Program Director is a 35 year old femru.e 

Mexican-American, who is a former teacher and principal in 

Catholic elementary schools. The Clinical Director is a 33 year 

old female caucasian, and the Vocational Director is a 39 year 

old female caucasian. The Vocational Director has the respons

ibility for vocational counseling and arranging for vocational 

training and job placement. The remainder of the staff consists 

of four part-time house counselors, two night supervisors (one 

full time and one part-time). These individuals represent di

vergent sex, ethnic and age groups. 

Responsibility for the training of staff is in the hands of 

the Clinical Director, who has a background in clinical counsel

ing. Since much of the counseling in the project is carried out 

in groups, much of the training of the staff is concerned with 

the group counseling or therapy process a.s it relates to such 

matters as the family, marriage, drug abuse, sexual identity, 

alcoholism, and obesity. 

CRITEl~IA FOR ELIGIBILITY AND INTAKE AND TERMINATION PROCEDURES 

Women are referred to the Bay Area Quest Project from 

municipal, superior, and federal courts on the basis of mutual 

agreements among the project staff and the judges, the prosecut

ing attorneys, and the probation departments in whose jurisdictions 

the cases are being processed. The Program Director of the project 

conducts an interview with the potential client in jailor in 

the offices of a probation department after receiving an application 

on her behalf for admission to the project. Subsequent to this 

initial screening interview the woman comes to the residential 

facility to meet with an assessment committee composed of the 
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Program and Clinical Directors and two residents; the residents 

serve on a rotating basis. This committee interviews the woman 

and makes a final determination as to her acceptability to the 

project. No woman will be taken into the project who has not 

signed a statement to the effect that she freely chooses to 

enter the project and that she agrees to work out a mutually 

acceptable contract with her counselor. At any point in this 

process of review, Quest retains the right to refuse the referral. 

The usual groD...l1ds for not accepting a referral are an uncooperative 
attitude or a lack of motivation on the woman's part. 

The project will not accept referrals of women offenders who 

need intensive psychiatric care, because it does not have the staff 

or the facilities for providing it. If a woman is accepted into 

the project and shows that she is too emotionally disturbed to 

cope with employment or other aspects of the program, she will be 

referred back to the agency whose jurisdiction she is under for 

another disposition. The project will also not accept a client 

who is heavily involved in drugs. Since the project allows its 

clients a great deal of freedom to go outside the facility, the 

staff feels that the d~ug-involved client represents a risk both 

to herself and to the rest of the participants because of the 

likelihood of her bringing in drugs and inducing others to use 
them. 

VI SERVICES ~DERED 

A counselor is assigned to each client upon her entry into 

Quest. This counselor will usually stay with the client while 

she is in the residential facility ffi1d continue working with her 

during the follow-up period of one year after she leaves the 
residence. Various kinds of group counseling are offered by 

the staff; however, it is mandatory for every client to be 

involved in the following groups: the house meeting (staff and 

residents), the consciousness raising group, and the psychiatric 
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workshop. In designing, continuing, and modifying the treatment 

contract for each client, Quest utilizes certain community agen

cies for referrals and consultation. These agencies are both 

public and private and offer services relating to the areas of 

drug abuse, alcohol abuse, child abuse, family counseling, sex

ual counseling, ethnic counseling, and general medical services. 

The project also refers clients to agencies offering vocational 

training and other educational services. One of the significant 

features of Quest's program is the freedom of movement the cli

ents have outside the residence during the day for purposes of 

securing services, receiving training, or pursuing employment. 

The client works out a schedule with the counselor assigned to 

her; she is then responsible for maintaining that schedule. 

Each resident is expected to sign in and out when she leaves 
and returns to the residence. 
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WOMEN'S DETOXIFICATION SERVICES PROJECT 

SAN DIEGO 

PURPOSE AND OEIJECTIVES 

The Women's Detoxification Services Project in San Diego 

provides a short-term detoxification program to female heroin 

addicts. This detoxification project is administered by Nar _ 

cotics P~evention and Education Systems, Inc. (NPESI). NPESI 

is a private, non-profit organization which is itself funded 

by the Model' Cities Program of San Diego. 

The service objectives of the project are: 

1. Providing detoxification and supportive 
follow-up assistance for one to six 
months to 185 female heroin addicts per 
year. 

2. Admitting approximately equal proportions 
of new clients referred from law enforce
ment agencies and former clients. 

3. Providing outpatient counseling and medical 
services to clients not receiving detoxifi
cation. 

The outcome objective of the project is to assure that 15 
per cent of those female addicts detoxified will have a minimum 

period of abstinence from heroin use of six months • 

.;.;;.H;;;.;IS;.;;T~0.;.;;.RY;;.....;;0_F_T_H_E_P_R_0~1 

The Women's Detoxification Services Project was origin

ally planned by Henry Collin in 1971 during his tenure as Dir

ector of NPESI. The staff of the criminal justice planning re

gion (San Diego Regional Criminal Justice Planning Advisory 

Committee) assisted NPESI with the preparation of a grant appli

cation. Funding for the project was approved by the State 
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YRS OF AGE 

lB~20 

21-25 
26-30 
31-35 
36-40 
41-45 
46-50 
51-55 
56 and over 
No Information 

Total 

SEl{ 

Male 
Female 
No Iafo-rmation 

Total 

El'HNIC STATUS 

Black 
Anglo 
Chicano 
Native American 
other 
No Information 

Total 

TYPE OF OFFENSE 

l>!ost Serious 
Charge at time 
of Diversion 

Against persons 
Against property 
Dang. drugs & narc. 
Marijuana 
Sex 
Alcohol 
Against public order 
Mixed or misc. 
No Information 
No Offense 

Total 

TABLE 

XVI 

INTAKE DATA 

Humboldt Alcohol Offender Diversion 

June 1, 1974 through Aug.ust 7, 1975 

Total First Admissions __ hO __ Sample Size __ 40 __ 

o 
1 
2 
6 
5 
6 
9 
6 
5 
o 

40 

FREQUENCY 

38 
2 
0 

40 

FREQUENCY 

0 
32 

1 
7 
0 
0 

40 

r~UENCY 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

40 

40 

PERCENT 

o 
3 
5 

15 
13 
15 
23 
15 
13 
o 

100 

PERCENT 

95 
5 
0 

100 

PERCENT 

0 
80 
3 

18 
0 
0 

100 

PERCENT 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

100 

100 

SEVERITY OF OFFENS~ 

Most Serious 
Charge at time 
of Diversion 

FR~UENCY PERCENT 

No Offense 40 
No Information 0 

100 
o 

1 - 99 
Petty Theft 
Assault or battery 
Paraph., being in place 
Pass. Marijuana 
All others 

511btotal 0 

100 - 199 
Poss. D.D. 
All others 

Subtotal 

200 - 299 
Poss. Narcotics 
All others 

Subtotal 

300 - 399 

400 - 499 
Burglary 
All others 

Subtotal 

500 - 599 

600 - 699 

700 - 799 
800 - 899 

900 - 999 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

~,'otal 40 100 

~he California Offense Severity Index is hased on bail 
schedules. Standard schedules from the counties of 
Alameda, SaIl, Diego, ,and Sacramento were u~ed, since 
most of the progrem3 and their clients are located in 
these counties. The average weighted bail in dollars 
was calculated for each offense, usL~g weights which 
equalized the relative contribution of the three 
schedules. The last digit in each average was then 
omitted, and a few scores over 1000 ($10,000) set at 
999 ~$9,990) to create the overall index. 
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£LACE OF RESIDENCE 

Information on place of residence was available for 36 of the 40 

cases in the sample. Thirty of the cases (83 percent) indicated a 

residenoe inside Humboldt County. Trinity, Mendocino and Sonoma 

Counties were claimed as the place of residence by one client each; 

and Oregon was designated by three clients as their place of 

residence. The very large percentage residing in Humboldt County 

seems to conflict with the conception of the alcoholic population as 

being substantially transient. There are two possibilities for 

accounting for this apparent conflict. One possibility is that the 

population of individuals in Humboldt County at anyone time that has 

a problem with alcohol suitable for a recovery house type of program 

is considerable. Possibly those who are relatively residentially 

stable are channeled toward the project either by their own 

inclinations or the actions of others. Another possibility is that 

the residence indicated in the project's reocrds is simply the clients 

residence in the community just prior to entry into the project, and 

in some cases it could have been a very temporary one. 

HISTQIU .QE INVQLVEMENT WIIH ALCQHOI. 

One matter of interest that the staff of this project sought to 

obtain information about was the length of time each client of the 

project felt that he had had a serious drinking problem. Twenty-two 

of them (55 percent) reported a serious drinking problem 16 or more 

years in duration, and one person reported having a serious drinking 

problem for more than 40 years. The clients were asked what their 

longest period of voluntary abstinence from alcohol was during the 

period they regarded themselves as problem drinkers. All but one of 

the 40 clients gave information on this point. No subject claimed a 
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voluntary period of abstinence of longer than two years, and 21 

of them asserted that their periods of voluntary abstinence were 

six months or less. Obviously, all of these data about the 

history of the involvement of the clients of this project with 

alcohol are likely to be somewhat inaccurate because of the 

unreliability of the memory of the respondents. On the other 

hand, it doesn't seem possible to regard the clients of this 

project as anything other than a hard-core group of alcoholics. 

PRIOR TREATMENT FOR ALCOHOLISM 

For 34 of the 40 cases in the Humboldt project sample, 

information was available about prior participation in treat

ment programs for alcoholics. No less than 32 of the 34 clients 

had some kind of experience with Alcoholics Anonymous. For 14 

of the 32 it was the only type of treatment they had received, 

for the others, it was one of two or more forms of treatment. 

The second most frequent type of treatment for alcoholism 

experienced among the members of this sample was treatment by 

a private physician. Ten of the clients reported this; nine of 

these ten had also participated in A.A., however. The next most 

frequent form of treatment was involvement in a public ally 

subsidized residential program. This was reported by five clients, 

four of whom had also been involved in A.A. 
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THE SAMPLE 

COMMUNITY REHABILITATION HOUSE 

SAN MATEO 

(Mustard Seed) 

Our sample consists of the fifteen women first admitted to 

Mustard Seed between July 1, 1974 and December 31, 1974. This 

is about half the number the project is designed to serve, but 

since the first client had been accepted only in May, 1974, they 

had not reached their full capacity by the end of the year. 

OFFENSE SEVERITY AND CRIMINAL HISTORY 

The women in this project have all been convicted of a crime prior 

to entry into the residence which serves as an alternative to .. 

incarceration. The severity of the offenses, therefore, reflects 

reduced charges which is not the case in any of the other projects 

in this study except Quest. Charges against the women in Mustard 

Seed range from a low severity of 13 (public drunkeness) and 31 

(petty theft) to 719 (felony possession of amphetamines for sale) 

and two cases of manslaughter (829). Six of the women had no 

record of previous adult arrest or conviction, while the re-

maining nine had records of from one to eight previous adult 

convictions. ,This indicates a group of clients with longer 

histories of criminal activity and some clients with more 

serious offenses than those served by the pre-trial diversion 
projects. 

AGE, SEX AND ETHNICITY 

All of the clients of Mustard Seed are women. Nine of 

them are between 21 and 30 years of age, five are between 31 

and 45 years of age and one is fifty-two. Ten of the clients 

are Anglo, four are Black and one is Eurasian. 

MARITAL STATUS AND LIVING_~RRANGEMENTS 

At the time of a:rl'est five of these women had been living 

with either a legal husband or a common-law husband, three of 
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TABLE 

XVII 

INTAKE DATA 

Community Rehabilitation House - San Mateo (Mustard Seed) 

July 1, 1974 through Decemb~r 31, 1974 

Total First Admissions 

IRS OF AGE 

18-20 
21-25 
26-30 
31-35 
36-40 
41-45 
46-50 
51-55 
56 and over 
No Information 

Total 

Male 
Female 
No ~fO'rmation 

Total 

El'HNIC STATUS 

Black 
Anglo 
Chicano 
Native American 
Other 
flo Information 

Total 

TYPE OF OFFENSE 

Most Serious 
Charge at time 
of Diversion 

~UENCY 

0 
5 
4 
1 
2 
2 
0 
1 
0 
() 

15 

FREQUENCY 

0 
15 
0 

15 

~UENCY 

4 
10 
0 
0 
1 
0 

15 

~CY 

Against persons 4 
Against property 6 
Dang. drugs & narc. .3 
Marijuana 1 
Sex 0 
Alcohol 0 
Against public order 0 
Mixed or misc. 1 
No Information 0 
No Offense 0 

Total 15 

PERCENT 2 

PERCENT 

PER~T 

PERCENT 

15 

2 . 
No percentages are computed because of small sample. 
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Sample Size 15 

SEvrnITY OF OFFENSEl 

Most Serious 
Charge at time 
of Diversion 

FR~UENCY PERCENT 

No Offense 0 
No Information 0 

1 - 99 
Petty Theft 1 
Assault or battery 2 
Paraph., being in place 0 
Poss. Marijuana 0 
All other!3 3 

Subtotal 6 

100 - 199 
Poss. D.D, 0 
All others .3 

Subtotal 
.3 

200 - 299 
Poss. Narcotics 1 
All others 1 

Subtotal 2 

300 - 399 1 

400 - 499 
Burglary 0 
All others 0 

Subtotal 0 

500 - 599 0 
600 - 699 0 
700 - 799 1 
SOO - 899 2 
900 - 999 0 

Total 15 

Irhe California Offense Severity Index is based on bail 
schedules. Standard schedules from the counties of 
Alameda, San Diego, and Sacrame.'1to were used, since 
most of the programs and their clients are located in 
these counties. The .average weighted bail in dollars 
was calculated for each offense, using weights which 
equalized the relative contribution of the three 
schedules. The last digit in each average was then 
Omitted, and a few scores over 1000 ($10,000) sec at 
999 ($9,990) to create the overall index. 
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these households included childrer.. Five of the women had eeen 

living alone or with a woman friend, two women had been living 

with their children, two had been living with their parents and 

one had been resident in a Halfway House. Five of the women were 

legally married at the time of arrest, five were divorced and 

five \v-ere legally single. Twelve of the fifteen women had 
living children. 

EMPLOYMEN'L SOURCE OK. INCOME, AND EDUC!1~ 

At the time of their arrest, thirteen of these women were 

unemployed, one was working full-time and one was working part

time. Seven of the women's records indicate that they had 

never been employed, five had held their last-joe less than 

five months and th~ other three had held their last job six to 

ten months. Seven of these women had been receiving public 

assistance or disability compensation at the time of arrest, 

one was supported by a halfway house, two were self-supporting 

and two depended on a current or for.mer husband for their 

primary support. Three women reported criminal activity as 

their only major source of income prior to arrest. Seven 

women had completed high school and cne had completed one year 

of schooling beyond high school. There was nl) information on 

one woman, but the rest (six) had completed some high school. 

DRUG AND ALCOHOL INVOLVEMENT 

Ten of these women reported no use of opiates, four women 

reported legal proelems associated with use an.d one client's 

current case involved h~roin. Twelve women reported no use of 

any Q4:,her drugs, while three women reported use and legal problems 

with the use of other drugs. Twelve women reported either no 

use of alcohol or no problems connected with use of alcohol, 

while two women reported legal difficulties with use and one 

woman's current case involved alcohol. This information on 

involvement with drugs may partially reflect the fact that the 

project staff do not feel this is a suitable placement for 

women addicted to heroin. 
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BAY AREA QUEST PROJECT 

'I'HE SAMPLE 

The study group consists of the nine women first admitted to 

Quest from December 1974 through June 1975. These are the first 

clients admitted to this residential program. The program moved 

twice during this time to obtain a permanent site suitable for their 

clientele and the desired level of client inta~e had not been 

achieved by the end of this study period. The data on these subjects, 

then, reflects only some of the possibilities of this program if it 

were fully operational. 

OFFENSE SEVERITY AND CRIMINAL HISTORY 

The women in this program have all been convicted of a criminal 

offense and are placed in the house as a condi.tion of probation as an 

alternative to incarceration. Therefore, unlike the pre-trial diversioli 

projects, the charges at the time of admission to the program represent 

some reduction from the original charges for most cases. The 

women in this project have been convicted of crimes, varying in 

severity from 31 (petty theft) and 41 (driving under the influence 

of alcohcl), through S29 (bank rObbery). Four cases of the nine 

were for grand theft. Five of the women had no record of previous 

adult convictions, while the other four had from one to seven 

previous adult convictions. Only two women reported no previous 

arrest a.Y!d one woman reported eight previous adult arrests. None 

of t.he women had been in prison before the current case, but four of 

them had completed at least one previous adult probation sentence 

and four others had served jail sentences. 

MARITi\L STATUS AND LIVING ARRANGEM]l~T 
-~. ". ----

Four of the women in this program were legally married at the 

time of arrest, one was divorced and four were legally single. Five 
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TABLE 

XVIII 

INTAKE DATA 

Bay Area Quest Project - San Francisco 

December 1974 through June 30, 1975 

Total First Admissions __ 9 __ Sample Size 9 

.!ftS OF AGE 

18-20 
21-25 
26-30 
31-35 
36-40 
41-45 
46-50 
51-55 
56 and over 
No Information 

Total 

SElC 

~!ale 

Female 
No Th.fo-rmation 

Total 

ETHNIC STATUS 

Black 
Anglo 
Chicano 
Native American 
other 
No Information 

Total 

TYi'E OF OFFENSE 

Most Serious 
Charge at time 
of Diversion 

~UENCY 

2 
4 
2 
o 
o 
1 
o 
o 
o 
o 

9 

FREQUENCY 

0 
9 
0 

9 

~UENCY 

3 
4 
1 
0 
1 
0 

9 

FREQUENCY 

Against perBons 2 
Against property 6 
Dang. drugs c!: narc. 0 
Marijuana 0 
Sex 0 
Alcohol 1 
Against public order 0 
Mixed or misc. 0 
No Information 0 
~ Offen.se 0 

Total 9 

PERCENT 

PERCENT 

PERcmT 

~o percentages are computed because of small sample. 

SEVERITY OF OFFENSE?-

Most Serious 
Charge at time 
of Diversion 

~UENCY PERCnlT 

No Offense 0 
No Information 0 

1 - 99 
Petty Theft 1 
Assault or battery 0 
Paraph., being in place 0 
Poss. Ma!'ijuana . 0 
All others 1 

Subtotal 2 

100 - 199 
Pass. D.D. 0 
All others 1 

Subtotal 
1 

200 - 299 
Poss. Narcotics 0 
All others 5 

Subtotal 5 

300 - 399 
0 

400 - 499 
Burglary 0 
ill others 0 

Subtotal 0 

500 - 599 0 
600 - 699 0 
700 - 799 0 
800 - 899 1 

900 - 999 0 

'l'otal 9 

~he California (Offen':le Severity Index is based on bail 
Bchedules. Standard schedules from the counties of 
Alameda, San Dflego, and Sacramento were used, since 
most of the prargrams and their clients are located in 
these counties~ The average weighted bail in dollars 
was calculated ~or each offense, using weights which 
equalized the l:\elative contribution of the three 
schedules. Th~ last digit in each average was then 
omitted, and a: ,ifew scores over 1000 ($10,000) set at 
999 (.$9,990) tel create the overall index. 
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of the women had living children. l?ive women indicated they 

were living with their parents at the time of arrest, (one of 

these was a live-in domestic, who spent weekends at home), one was 

living with her children, one was living alone, and there was no 

information orr two women • 

EMPLOYMENT!~OURCE OF INCOME AND EDUCATION 

Six of the women in this project were unemployed at the time 

of arrest, one was employed part-time and for two women this 

information was missing. Three of the women indicated their 

"usual occupation" as "none," one as unskilled, one as domestic, 

two as sales clerks and two as secretaries. Prior to arrest three 

of the women had depended on their own employment as their primary 

source of income, five had received public assistance of some kind 

and one listed her major source of income as criminal activity. 

Five of the women had some high school education but had not 

graduated and four of tha women are high school graduates. This 

coincides with the objectives of this program to select women in 

need of job training and support their efforts to improve their 

skills. 

DRUG AND ALCOHOL INVOLVEMENT 

Six of the v.l0men reported no use of opiates, tvlO reported use 

without legal difficulties and one woman had had legal problems with 

use of opiates. There was no information about use of other drugs by 

one woman, four women reported no use of other illegal drugs, two 

reported use of other illegal drugs without legal problems, one 

woman reported previous legal problems with use of other drugs and 

one woman's current case involved possession of methamphetamine. 

With regard to use of alcohol, information was missins for one 

woman, five women reported no use or no problems with use, one 

woman had encountered legal difficulties with use of alcohol, 

one woman indicated physical and psychological dependence on alcohol 

and one woman's current case was driving under the influence of 

alcohol. The project staff have not felt that heroin addicts are 

suitable clients in this kind of open door residence program and the 

drug use history reflect this position. 
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WOMEN'S DETOXIFICATION SERVICES PROJECT 

SAN DIEGO 

SAMPLE 

The sample of clients from this project consists of every 

client, 60 in all, admitted between January 1 and June 30, 1975. 

OFFENSE CHARGED 

The participation of 58 of the sample of 60 clients in this 

project was not'associated with the filing of new criminal charges 

against therr.~ Only two of the clients had charges pending against 

them. One of these clients was charged with pl'ostitution and the 

other with petty theft. At the time of admission to the project, 

nine of the clients (15 percent) were on parole either as felons 

or as civilly committed narcotic addicts, and eleven (18 percent) 

were on probation. Presumably, the referral of these clients to 

the project was made by their parole agents or probation officers; 

also, presumably, the referral was viewed by both the client and 

the parole or probation functionary as an alternative to revocation 
in response to drug use. 

The clients admitted to this project are relatively young 

when compared to all the projects' samples. Almost two-thirds of 

them, 38 (63 percent) were 25 years of age or younger. Five of them 

were under 21. Only three clientd were over 35 with none over 45. 

SEX, ETHNICITY, AND MARITAL STATUS 

Although the project serves both men and women, Jt initially 

sel~ed only men. The OCJP funding served to expand its services to 

the female clientele, and therefore all the clients in this sample 

were women. The project's facility is located in a predOminantly 

Chicano area in the city of San Diego. However, only 12 percent of 

the clients in the sample were Chicanos, with 63 percent Anglos 
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and 18 percent Blacks. Of the 55 cases who reported marital status, 

25 (45 percent) were single-never married, 15 (2'7 percent) 

married, and 14 (25 percent) separated or divorced. 

:EMPLOYMENT 

The vast majority (51 or 88 percent) of the clients for 

whom employment information was av,ailable were unemployed at 

the time of admission to the program. Two clients were employed 

full-time and another five were emplo1red part-time. For two 

cases no information on employment ·was available. 

EDUCATIONAL LEVEL 

Clients who had completed II years of education or less 

comprised 33 percent of the sample. Twelve years of education 

was completed by 29 cases (48 percent). Ten cases (17 percent) 

completed some education beyond the twelfth grade. 

DRUG INVOLVEMENT 

Since the San Diego project is primarily a heroin detox

ification service, there was an indication in the records of 

all but one of the 60 clients in the sample of opiate use. 

Information on length of drug use was available for 56 of the 

clients. The use of drugs for four years or more was reported 

by 23 of them (41 percent). Nine of the clients (16 percent) 

had drug use histories of one year or less. The remaining 24 

clients (43 percent) had used drugs for from one to four years. 

P~OUS ADMISSIONS TO PROJECT 

The information accumulated in the records of this project 

concerning the experiences of its clientele in drug treatment 

projects other than itself was very incomplete. However, the 

project had been operating long enough for some of the clients 
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YRS OF AGE 

18-20 
21-25 
26-30 
31-35 
36-40 
41-45 
46-50 
51-55 
56 and over 
No Information 

Total 

Male 
Female 
No IPtfcrrmation 

Total 

ETHNIC STATUS 

Black 
Anglo 
Chicano 
Native American 
Other 
No Information 

Total 

TYPE OF OFFENSE 

Most Serious 
Charge at time 
of Diversion 

Against persons 
Against property 
Dang. drugs & narc. 
Marijuana 
Sex 
Alcohol 
Against publiC order 
Mixed or misc. 
No Information 
No Offense 

Total 

TABLE 

XIX 

INTAKE DATA 

Women's Detoxification Services - San Diego 

January 1, 1975 throueh June 30, 1975 

Total First Admissions 60 ____ f;amp1e Size __ 60 __ 

~UENCY PERCENT 

5 8 
33 55 
16 27 
3 5 
2 3 
1 2 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

60 100 

FREQUENCY PERCENT 

0 0 
60 100 

60 100 

FRFJ:lUENCY PERCENT 

11 18 
38 63 

7 12 
0 0 
2 3 
2 3 

60 100 

FREX:lUENCY PERCENT 

0 0 
1 2 
0 0 
0 0 
1 2 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

58 97 

60 100 
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SEVERITY OF OFFENSEt 

Most Serious 
Charge at time 
of Diversion 

FREX:lUENCY ~tIT. 

No Offense 58 97 
No Information 

1 - 99 
Petty Theft 
Assault or battery 
Paraph., being in place 
Poss. Marijuana 
All others 

Subtotal 

100 - 199 
Poss, D.D. 
All others 

Subtotal 

200 - 299 
Poss. Narcotics 
All others 

Subtotal 

300 - 399 

400 - 499 
Burglary 
All others 

Subtotal 

500 - 599 

600 - 699 

700 - 799 
800 - 899 

900 - 999 

1 
0 
0 
0 
1 

0 

2 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

2 
0 
0 
0 
2 

0 

3 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

Total 60 100 

1rhe California Offense Se~erity Index is based o~ bail 
schedules. Standard schedules from the counties of 
Alameda, San Diego, and Sacramento were used, since 
most of the programs and their clients are located in 
these counties. The average weighted bail in dollars 
was calculated for each offense, using weights which 
equalized the relative contribution of the three 
schedules. The last digit in each average was then 
omitted, and a few scores over 1000 ($10,000) set at 
999 ($9,990) to create the overall index. 



in the sample to have had previous admissions to it. Nineteen 

of the 60 clients (32 percent) had a prior ~dmission. Fourteen 

(23 percent) of the clients had one previous admission, three 

(five percent) had two previous admissions, and two (three per
cent) had three previous admissions. 
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SAMPLE 

c 

ALCOHOL RECEPTION, DETOXIFICATION, 

AND REFERRAL CENTER 

MARYSVILLE 

The sample of cases from this project consists of the first one 

hundred cases admitted to it. The period of time that those cases 

were admitted was from November 1, 1974, through January 31, 1975. 

AGE 

Only eight of the 100 cases (eight percent) in the Marysville 

Project sample were 30 years of age or under. The same percentage 

was in this age group in the sample of admissions to the Long Beach 

Detoxification Project. The median age of the Marysville clients 

was 52.1 years compared to the median of 47.9 of the Long Beach 
Project. 

SEX AND ETHNICITY 

In the Marysville Project sgmple 1 89 percent of the cases were 

males and 11 percent females. The same percentage of males was in 

the admissions to the Long Beach Detoxification Project. Seventy-six 

percent of the Marysville sample were caucasians, ten percent Chicanos, 
nine percent Blacks, and two percent Native Americans. 

MARITAL STATUS AND LIVING ARRANGEMENTS 

More of the clients in the Marysville project sample were 

divorced (41 percent) than were in any other category of marital 

status. Twenty-one percent were Single-never married, and 12 percent 

were in each of the categories separated and married. Thirteen percent 

of, the clients were widowed. In the Long Beach sample, the percentage 

of clients divorced (27 percent) was substantially lower ilild the 

percentage single-never married (32 percent) substantially higher. 
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YRS OF AGE 

18-20 
21-25 
26-30 
31-35 
36-40 
41-45 
46-50 
51-55 
56 and ova 
No Information 

Total 

Male 
. Female 

No bformation 

Total 

El'HNIC STATUS 

Black 
Anglo 
Chicano 
Native American 
Other 
No Information 

Total 

TYPE OF OFFENSE 

Most Serious 
Charge at time 
of' Diversion 

Against persons 
Against property 
Dang. drugs &: narc. 
Marijuana 
.Sex 
Alcohol 
Against publiC order 
Mixed or misc. 
No Information 
NQ Of:f!mse 

Total 

TABLE 

xx: 
INTAKE DATA 

Alcohol Reception, Detoxification and Referral Center - Yuba City 

November If 1974 through January 30, 1975 

Total First Admissions 

~UENCY PERCENT 

1 1 
2 2 
5 5 
5 5 
9 9 
9 9 

11 11 
25 25 
33 33 
0 0 

100 100 

FREQlJ]NCY PERCENT 

89 89 
11 11 
0 0 

100 100 

FREQlJ]NCY PERCTh"T 

9 9 
76 76 
10 10 
2 2 
1 1 
2 2 

10.0 100 

FREQlJ]NCY PERCENT 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

loa 100 

100 100 

100 ____ Sample Size __ 1_00 __ 
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SEVERITY OF OFFENS~ 

Most Serious 
C"narge at time 
of Diversion 

PERCllIT 

No Offense 
No Information 

100 
o 

100 
o 

1 - 99 
Petty Theft 
Assault or battery 
Paraph., being in place 
Poss. Marijuana 
All others 

Subtotal 

100 - 199 
Poss. D.D. 
All others 

Subtotal 

200 - 299 
POSSe Narcotics 
All others 

Subtotal 

300 ~ 399 

400 - 499 
Burglary 
All others 

Subtotal 

500 - 599 

600 - 699 

700 - 799 

800 - 899 

9ClO - 999 

Total 

o 

o 

o 

o 

0 

0 
0 

0 

0 

0 

o 

o 

o 

o 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

100 100 

~he Calif.ornia Offense Severity Index is based on bail 
schedules. Standard schedules from the counties of 
Al&~eda, San Diego, and Sacramento were used, since 
lfi05t of the programs and their eliems are located it. 
these counties. The· average weighted bail in dollars 
was calculated for each offense, -using weights which 
equalized the relative contribution of the three 
schedules. The last digit in each average was then 
omitted, and a few scores over 1000 ($10,000) set at 
999 ($9.990) to create the overall index. 
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Living alone were 68 percent of the clients in the Marysville 

sample. Twelve percent were living with their parents and seven 

percent with their legal spouses. Almost the same percentage 

(67 percent) of the sample from the Long Beach project were 

living by themselves. The next largest group, those living with 

their legal spouses, constituted 12 percent of the Long Beach 
sample. 

EMPLOYMENT AND OCCUPATIONAL STATUS 

Of the clients in the Marysville sample, 79 percent were 

unemployed at the time of their admission to the project. 

Another three percent were unemployed due to disability. 

Eleven percent of the clients were employed full-time and 

three percent part-time. The percentage of unemployed clients 

in the Long Beach sample was lower, 68 percent. However, one 

factor contributing to the higher percentage of unemployment 

in the Marysville sample is that many of them were agricultural 

laborers who were seasonally unemployed. Indeed, 52 percent 

of the 87 cases from that project on whom occupational information 

was available were classified as laborers. The next largest 

category, 25 cases or 29 percent, were unskilled workers. In 

comparison, 32 percent of the 117 Long Beach clients on whom 

information about occupatioh was available were laborers. 

EDUCATIONAL LEVEL 

Twelve percent of the 90 clients entering the Marysville 

Detoxification Center for whom information was available had 

completed more than 12 years of education, and 32 percent had 

completed 12 years. Thirty-six percent haq completed eight 

years or less. Of the 129 admissions to the Long Beach project, 

15 percent had completed eight years of education or less, and 

35 percent had completed more than 12 years. 
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PRIOR A.R.roSTS FOR DRUNKENNESS 

The Marysville project collected information by means of self 

reports on the number of times each client had been arrested for 

public drunkenness or drunken driving in the year prior to 

admission. Half of the clients (50) reported no arrest in the 

previous year. Of the other half, 17 of the cases reported one 

arrest and 19 either two or three arrests. Eleven clients 

reported anywhere from four to ten arrests, and three reported 

16 or more. The client with the most arrests in the previous 

year reported a total of 50 arrests. 
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LONG BEACH ALCOHOLISM DIVERSION PROJECT 

SAMPLE 

The sample of cases for this project on which data were 

collected consists of 178 new admissions to the project from 

January 1 through March 31, 1975. 

OFFENSE CHARGED 

Police referrals accounted for 61 percent of the admis

sions in the sample; 36 percent were walk-ins. since the 

project is pre-arrest in natu~e, none of the clients admitted 
were charged with a criminal offense. 

AGE 

As would be expected~ the clientele of the Long Beach 

Project tends to be substantially older than that of· the 

pre-trial diversion projects. The median age of the 172 

clients in the sample for whom information was available was 

47.9. The median age of the sample of clients admitted to 

the detoxification center in Yuba County was 52.1. In 

contrast to these median ages are those, for example, of the 

samples from the Ventura Adult Diversion and the San Diego 

Adult Diversion Projects which were 26.6 and 26.5 years, 

respectively. Only four percent of the clients of the Long 

Beach Project and only three percent of these of the Yuba 

Project were 25 years or less in age. 
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YRS OF AGE 

18-20 
21-25 
26-]0 
31-35 
36-40 
41-45 
46-50 
51-55 
56 and over 
No Information 

Total 

SEX: 

Male 
Female 
No InfC1.t'!Mtion 

Total 

ETHNIC STATUS 

Black 
Anglo 
Chicano 
Native American 
Other 
No Informa.tion 

Total 

TYPE OF OFFENSE 

l.fost Serious 
Charge at time 
of Diversion 

Against persons 
Against property 
Dang. drugs &: narc. 
Marijuana 
Sex 
Alcohol 
Against public order 
Mixed or misc. 
No Information 
l\b Of.(.'ense 

Total 

---- ---'- ------

TABLE 

lOa 

INTAKE DATA 

Long Beach Alcoholism Diversion Project 

January 1, 1975 through March 31, 1975 

Total First Admissions 178 Sample Size 178 

~UENCY PERCENT SEVERITY OF OFFENS~ 

1 1 ~.f05t Serious 
5 3 Charge at time 
8 5 of Diversion 

17 10 FREQUENCY PERClliT 
15 8 

178 100 23 13 No Offense 
36 20 No Information 0 0 
29 16 
38 21 1 - 99 
6 3 Petty Theft 

Assault or battery 
Paraph., being in place 

178 100 
Poss. Marijuana 
All others 

Subtotal 0 0 
FREQUENCY PERCENT 

100 - 199 
Poss. D.D. 158 89 All others 18 10 

2 1 
Subtotal 0 0 

178 100 200 - 299 
Poss. Narcotics 
All others 

FREQUENCY PERGmr 

Subtotal 0 0 1 1 
158 89 300 - 399 0 0 17 10 

0 0 400 - 499 
0 0 Burglary 
2 1 All others 

178 100 Subtotal 0 0 

500 - 599 0 0 
FREQUENCY PERCENT 600 - 699 0 0 

700 - 799 0 0 

800 - 899 0 0 

900 - 999 0 0 

0 0 
0 0 Total 178 100 0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

lThe California Offense Severity Index is based On bail 0 0 
schedules. Standard schedules from the counties of 0 0 
Alameda San Diego, and Sacramento were used, since 0 0 most of' the prQgrams and their clients are located in 0 0 
these counties. The average weighted bail in dollars 178 100 
was calculated [or e<l,Ch offense, using weights l'lr..ich 
equalized the lrIelative contribution of t,he three 
schedules. The last digit in each average was then 17B 100 
omitted, m:d a few scores over 1000 ($10,000) set at 
999 {$9,990) be create the overall index. 
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SEX AND E1'llliJ.9.ill: 

Of the sample 89 percent were males and ten percent females. 
, . 

These are essentially the same percentages cif males and females 

as in the sample selected from admissions to the Alcohol Reception, 

DetOxification, and Referral Center Project in Marysville. .The 

latter is the other alcohol detoxj.fication project included in 

the panel of projects being evaluated by CBCEP. Eighty~nine percent 

of the sample of admissions to the Long Beach Project were Anglo, 

ten percent were Chicano, and only one percent (one case out of 

the 176 on which information was av~ilable) were Black. The low 

percentage of Blacks is somewhat interesting. In the 1970 census, 

approximately five percent of the population of the city of Long 

Beach were found to be Black. The expectation of the authors of 

this report is that Blacks would be overrepresented among the 

public inebriate popUlation and therefore "at risk" for admission 

to this population. If that expectation is justified, then the 

question is why were Blacks miSSing from the sample of the 

clientele of this project to such a degree? 

Any numcer of possible explanations suggest themselves. The 

police may tend not to pick up Black inebriates, or if they do, 

they may tend to arrest them and take them to the police station. 

Or the areas in which the Black inebriate is likely to congregate 

rna;y be outside of the project's catchment area; it may be much 

more convenient for the police to make some other disposition 

because of the distance involved is traveling to the project. Or, 

one other interpretation, the Black client may be resistant to 

becoming a "walk-in" client of the detoxification project. 

MARITAL STATlJ§, AND LIVING ARRANGEMENTS 

Of the cases in the Long Beach sample for whom information 

was available 35 percent were single and r.ever married, 16 percent 
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married, 41 percent separated or divorced, and eight percent widowed. 

Paralleling the large proportion of the sample reported as single, 

separated or divorced and widowed v:as the. fact that 66 percent of 

the 178 cases were living alone at the time of admission. 

~PLOYMENT AND OCCUPATIONAL STATUS 

Of the 150 clients in the Long Beach sample on whom data were 

available, 121 or 81 percent were unemployed. Only eight percent 

of the cases were employed full-time. Another five percent were 

unemployed due to disability. The sample taker. from the clientele 

of the detoxification project in Yuba County included 7S percent 

unemployed and another three percent unemployed as a result of a 

disability. Twelve percent of the latter project's clients were 

employed full-time and three percent part-time. 

Information on type of occupation at time of adIT.ission was 

available on 117 of the Long Beach sample. Of these clients 32 

percent were laborers, and 32 percent were tradesmen or skilled 

factory workers. Another 16 percent reported sales and managerial 

activities as their occupation. In contrast, more than half (51 

percent) of the sample of 88 clients of the Yuba Project, upon 

which information was available reported laborer as their occupation, 

and another 28 percent were unskilled workers. The difference in 

the occupatior.al distribution reflects the urban setting of the 

Long Beach Project as opposed to the rural one of the Yuba Project. 

The existence of agriculture as a major employer in the 

Marysville-Yuba City area means that there are a large number of 

agricultural laborers potentially available for detoxificatior. services. 
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EDUCATIONAL LEVEL 

Information was available on the educational level of 129 of 

the 178 clients in the Long Beach sample. Of these, more than 

two-thirds (68 percent) reported completing 12 years or less of 

formal education and the remaining 32 percent more than 12 years. 

In the sample from the Yuba Project only 13 percent indicated 
more than 12 years of schooling. 
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AN OVERVIEW OF PRE-TRIAL DIVERSION PROJECTS 

I PURPOSE OF THE OVERVI~ 

This overview is envisioned as the first step in a program level 

evaluation of adult diversion projects. As such, its perspective is 

limited in two respects. First of all, it is limited only to pre

trial diversion projects, one of three categories of projects that 

we have included in what we have. conceptualized as the "adult diver

sion program" in California. The second limitation is one of con

tent even with respect to the pre-trial diversion projects. We are 

concerned in this section of the report only with some of the questions 

that might be raised about pre-trial diversion projects in an evalu

ation. Other topics pertaining to these projects, including such 

major ones as cost effectiveness, will be left for the next report. 

Also left for that report will be any attempt at an integrated eval

uation of the three categories of adult diversion projects. The 

matters relating to pre-trial diversion projects that will be dis
cussed in this section are the following: 

A. The extent of penetration into the criminal justice 
system associated with the procedures employed in the 
projects. 

B. The kinds of records that are established on an indivi
dual's partiCipation in the projects. 

C. The implications of the distribution of offenses with 
which the clients of pre-trial diversion projects are 
charged. 

II EXTENT OF PENETRATION INTO THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM 

For the purpose of this evaluation project, a diversion project 

was defined as one that minimized the penetration of its participants 

into the criminal justice system. The basic premise of the pre-trial 

diversion project is that the individual charged with a criminal of

fense will be removed or diverted from regular criminal justice pro

cessing prior to its completion. This "early" removal is usually' 
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justified on the basis of two factors. One is that savings are 

realized in the costs of adjudicating cases, and the other is that 

the defendant himself by being diverted avoids. the stigl!l~ that would 

result from his being convicted and sentenced. Presumably these 

justifications and the benefits that they promise would lead to some 

uniformity of procedures followed among pre-trial diversion projects. 

However, the information gathered by the staff of CBCEP suggests that, 

this is not the case. There are, in fact, striking differences in 

the extent of penetration into the criminal justice system that occur 

in the pre-trial diversion projects included in its survey, and these 

differences are of consequence in determining whether it is possible 

for a project to attain either of the objectives implicit in the two 

basic justifications. To illustrate the differences in the extent 

of penetration into the criminal justice system, two pre-trial diver

sion projects will be c'tiscussed" 

The procedure u~ilized in the first of these, the Ventura Adult 

Diversion Project, represents the outcome of a conscious effort to 

remove its clientele from as many of the usual points of contact with 

the criminal justice system as possible. The other project, Project 

Intercept in Sonoma County (Santa Rosa), represents the opposite, as 

its clients are moved through more points in the regular criminal 

justice procedure than is the case with any other pre-trial diversion 

project surveyed in this evaluation. Most of the clients coming into 

the Ventura Adult Diversion Project have been cited for the offense 

which leads to their involvement with the project. The citations, 

of course, indicate a date by which the person cited must appear at 

the local police station to be booked. However, immediately after 

being issued, the citations are sent to the complaint review section 

of the District Attorney's office. At this point a determination is 

made about whether a complaint should be issued and whether a defendant 

appears to be eligible to participate in the diversion project. If he 

appears to be chargeable and to be eligible, he will be referred to 
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th~ project. Its staff will interviaw the defendant to determine 

if he is appropriate and if he Wru1ts to be diverted to the project. 

During this process, he will also have the advice of counsel. If 

the defendant and the project staff agree that the project is appro

priate for him, he will be admitted and no booking will occur. The 

client becomes involved in the project without an appearance in court. 

There are still a few cases of people who eventually are diverted 

into the project who are not issued a citation when arrested. These 

people are brought to the police station and booked subsequent to 

their arrest by the police officer. With the exception of the book

ing procedure, however, these cases are handled exactly as the others. 

The procedure employed in Ventura is greatly different; from that 

involved in assigning cases to Project Intercept in Sonoma (Sant.a Rosa). 

The procedure in Sonoma County takes the clients through the usual 

booking procedure and no less than three appearances in court before 

he is diverted to Project Intercept. The first appearance is for 

arraignment and appointment of counsel if the person does not al-

ready have and cannot afford to hire his own. If the client appears 

to be eligible for and is desirous of participating in Project Inter

cept, his counsel will recommend it at the second hearing before the 

court; or the initiative may come from the Judge, Project Intercept 

Counselor, or Deputy District Attorney. In any event, if placement 

in the project appears appropriate to the Judge, the defendant's 

case will be postponed for purposes of allowing the project to screen 

him. If all goes well between the defendant and the project, he ~akes 
a third appearance before the court. At that time he will be granted 

a continuance of 90 - ISO days with the understanding that he will 

be participating in Project Intercept during that time. 

To smmnarize, the difference in procedures in the two projects 

is arrest and booking by the police department in Sonoma County and 

three court appearances prior to the assignment to the diversion pro

ject as opposed to a short-circuiting of the booking process in 
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Ventura County with most of its cases and the absence of any court 

appearances at all prior to the assignment to the project. Among 

other things, the involved procedure in Sonoma County makes the show-

ing of any saving'> in court costs impossible. Indeed, more court ap

pearances would be involved, on the average, than if the cases which 

are to be diverted were prosecuted normally. Since pre-trial diversion 

projects have been justified, in part, on the basis of their potential 

for reducing court costs, this places that project in an awkward position. 

On the other hand, the Ventura project is in a very good position, 

from the standpoint of costs, since it can point to savings arising from 

a procedure which involves a minimum of penetration into the criminal 

justice system. This procedure does not entail a loss to the client 

of any of his rights even though he does not appear in court prior to 

intake $ Indeed, as will be discussed below, the Ventura project shows 

an unusual sensitivity to those rights. However, very importantly, the 

Ventura project, by virtue of the limited degree of penetration of its 

clients into the system, develops savings in probation, court prosecution 

and defense costs which offset, at least in part, the costs of the direct 

servicas it provides to its clientele. 

III A.IJPROACHES TO THE KEEPING OF RECORDS IN PRE-TRIAL DIVERSION pROJECTS 

One of the frequently cited benefits of diversion to the person who 

is charged with a crime is that as a result of his participation in the 

vol~tary probation alternative he does not end up with a record of a 

conviction. This is of considerable advantage to the dive~ee for a 

number of reasonse Just one of there is the fact that in the State of 

California an employer may no longer legally ask an applicant for a job 

whether or not he has ever been arrested. He may only ask if the indivi

dual has been convicted of an offense (with exceptions depending upon 

whether the record has been expunged or sealed). The successful client 

of a pre-trial diversion project is in the happy position of having no 

conviction for the offense that led to his getting into the project and 

no need, therefore, to respond positively to that question with a refer
ence to that offense. 

r r 
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A number of crit~'.cs of pre-trial diversion projects, hovJever, 

have asserted that the diverted case accumulates far more in the 

way of records than the proponents of pre-trial diversion would lead 

one to believe. Mintz and Fagan (1975), for example, assert that 

some PC 1000 projects do not arrange for the expungement of the arrest 

record of the successful participant. Under the PC 1000 alternative, 

the record (in such places as the rap sheet) indicates "Dismissed, 

PC 1000" or "Dismissed, Diversion." The existence of this kind of 

notation in the record means that the full potential for de stigma

tization that should be possible through diversion is not realized. 

To the individual reading a record of dismissal achieved through 

participation in a diversion project the notion of an implicit guilt 

of the offense charged is conveyed. Otherwise, the question could 

be asked, why should the client have been involved in the project? 

Indeed, the likelihood of guilt is suggested to the reader of the 

record by his knowledge of the circumlocutions surrounding the issue 

of guilt, e.g. the acknowledgement of the client of "moral responsi

bility" for the offense charged as a condition for being diverted. 

There are two alternatives for dealing more adequately with the prob

lem of records in the context of diversion. The first is to utilize 

the statutory mechanisms for expungement and sealing embodied in 

Sections 1203.4 and 1203.45 of the Penal Code. 

The second alternative which is probably superior, is to estab

lish as few records as possible outside the project itself. This 

approach is well represented in the procedures of the Ventura Adult 

Diversion Project. As previously indicated, the project maintains 

control over all records of its intake. As a result, no record of 

~ particular arrest is established in the police departments, nor 

is: the arrest communicated from the police department to the Bureau 

of' Identification (ell). The project itself communicates with the 

BUL'eau to find out if there is a record of previous arrest, however, 

no new rap sheet is established if there is no such record. Ordinar

ily a rap sheet weuld be established for the case for whom there is 

no previous record with the notation of the arrest for the charge 
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leading to the diversionary process. If the client successfully 

completed the diversion program, the record of the arrest would 

still remain with "DiSmissal, Diversion" (or something similar) 

indicated as the disposition. The basic principle underlying the 

Ventura project's record keeping policy is that diversion from 

the criminal justice system should mean that an absolute minimum 

number of indications of a defendant's involvereent in the system 

should be left around to be available in the future for the inspect

ion of other agencies, criminal justice or otherwise, involved with 

the client. The fewer the places in which records are maintained, 

of course, the less likely the information about the diversion will 

slip outside of the systere through irregular channels. In practice, 

this prinCiple has led the Ventura project to policies such as not 

transferring the records of a project case to the general files of 

the Probation Department, CSA, even though the project is within the 

administrative control of that organizationQ Therefore, if the case 

should corne to the attention of probation at a later period, the 

record of his participation in the project, favorable or otherwise , 
would not be available to the investigating probation officer. In 

fact, the latter would know, given the safeguards employed~ of the 

participation in diversion only if the client should volunteer the 
information. 

The same determination to avoid the creation and communication of 

records is evidenced by the Ventura project at other points in the pro

cess as well. This determination is an expression of the notion that 

if you justify diversion as a mechanism for reducing the stigmatizing 

effects of contact with the criminal justice system, then you really 

shouldn't leave evidence of the contact scattered here and there that 

is readily available to ether ageTIcies in the field. The notation 
"Dismiss 1 D' '" a, lvers~on may not mean something a great deal different 

from a conviction to a probation officer investigating a case in connect

ion with a subsequent conviction and he may so note it in his report. 

The same thing may be true of the judge who reviews the probation offi= 
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cer's report in the process of arriving at a decision about a sentence. 

Logically, if the avoidance of stigmatizing the diverted client is 

desirable, then easily accessible records of the fact of diversion 

should not exist. The question really is what is meant by diversion. 

If the record of a diversion is available to be held against the 

defendant in a later prosecution, can it really be said that he was 

diverted in the first instance? If the meaning of the term diversion 

is taken literally, a previous successful diversion should not be 

treated as a previous conviction and be available to probation officers 

and others to he regarded as a negative indication about the person. 

The fact is that the diverted case has not been fully adjudicated and 

no conviction exists. At the present time, one of the most feasible 

means of restricting access to records of diversion is to limit the 

number of places in which records pertaining to diverted cases are 

entered. The approach to ~he maintaining of records utilized by the 

Ventura Adult Diversion Project is one that will insure that the 

diverted client has in fact been diverted in the literal sense of the 

term. Therefore, the Ventura approach should be considered as a 

model for other pre-trial diversion projects to follow. 

IV THE CLIENTELE OF PRE-TRIAL DIVERSION PROJECTS 

A frequent criticism of pre-trial diversion projects across the 

country is that they deal almost solely with individuals who are 

charged with minor offenses, and in dealing with them, they extend 

services of a kind and cost that would ordinarily be provided to a 

clientele who had been not only charged but also convicted of much 

more serious charges. The distribution of offenses with which the 

defendgnt~ participating in the pre-trial diversiQn prQjects surveyed 

by the CBCEP are indicative of the same circumstances. The clients 

of these project.s are charged primarily with minor offenses but not 

convicted of them, md they are receiving services which would ordi

narily be extended to offenders cQnvicted gf more serious offenses 

who receive a disposition of probation. 

In some pre-trial projects, in fact, the staff-client ratio is 

richer than that in the probation department in the same county. This 

would probably be justified by the administrators of the projects on 
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the basis of the fact that the period of assignment 'to their super

vision is short, and therefore the clients are all receiving "entry 

level" services. These services are necessarily more intensive than 

those received by many or most of the cases on probation, since the 

sentence to probation is generally for a greater length of time. Con

sequently, the total probation caseload which is cOI.posed of both enter

ing and relatively long term cases could be managed with a lower staff 

to client ratio than the diversion caseload, which does not have the 

"cushion" of longer term clients to the same degree. Nevertheless, 

the staff-client ratio in the diversion projects is more than a little 

interesting because of the nature of the offenses of their clientele. 

The fact that the pre-trial diversion projects deal primarily 

with lightweight cases places them in a difficult position from the 

standpoint of demonstrating cost effectiveness. If no court appearance 

is involved in the process of the client's admission, as is the case 

with most pre-trial diversion projects, then this represents a saving 

in costs compared to those that would be incurred if the client were 

prosecuted. However, the savings resulting from not prosecuting the 

case must be balanced against the costs of maintaining him in the case

load of the diversion project. Inevitably, the cost of the supervision 

would be greater than the savings from the avoidance of prosecution, 

simply because the cost of prosecuting the minor offender is generally 

relatively small. The cost of supervision must also bA I'elated to the 

cost of the post-sentence services received by similar clients who have 

been prosecuted and convicted. Ordinarily the prosecuted counterparts 

of a very sizable proportion of the diverted clientele would be fined 

or placed on a short period of summary probation, the latter of which 

is an alternative of little cost and the former one of financial advan
tage. 

An additional observation made widely about pre-trial diversion 

projects is that their clientele includes not only cases who would be 

p~os~c~ted in the absence of the diver-sion alternative but clients 

who would not be prosecuted without that alternative. That is, 

the existence of the supposedly less stigmatizing penalty embodied 

in the diversion process promotes the use of that process for very 
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minor offenders who in the past would have had the charges either 

not filed against them or dismissed "in the interest of justice" 

or because of insufficient evidence. l At this point in the devel

opment of the CBCEP, the authors are in no position to say conclusive

ly whether or not this is occurring in relation to any of the pre

trial diversion projects in this survey. However, it is probable 

that it is happening in some instan~es. This circumstance has im

plications for the criminal justice system that extend beyond the 

response to the defendant of the official agencies in that system. 

For example, does the existence of an alternative which is supposed 

to be less dama.ging to its clientele induce a business firm to re

port apparently non-criminally oriented people that its staff has 

apprehended in petty thievery on the assumption that they will be 

diverted rather than prosecuted. If this kind of thing is happen

ing, then the issue of the cost effectiveness of pre-trial diversion 
projects becomes even more complex. 

In later reports, the CBCEP staff will attempt to develop more 

specific information on the cost effectiveness of pre-trial diversion 

projects. It is difficult to escape the conclusion even at this early 

point in the evaluation, however, that pre-trial diversion projects 

represent a very expensive R.lteri:lative as long as they are restricted 

to dealing with the clientele they are presently handling, with its 

over-representation of youthful first offenders charged with minor 

offenses. Two solutions to this problem suggest themselves. One is 

lIn this kind of context, it would be impossible to say how frequently 

insufficient evidence actually exists and how frequently it is used 

as a rationalization for avoiding prosecution in the face of adequate 

evid.ence. If the evidence would have any substantial probability of 

being ruled as insufficient in the absence of the diversion alterna

tive, there exists a significant question pertaining to civil rights 
in relation to diversion projects. 
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to retain the principle of diversion, continue to deal with the same 

kinds of minor offenders, but discard the element of quasi-probationary 

case superfisicn. The other is to expand the clientele to include a 

larger proportion of more serious offenders of the kind who would ordi

narily receive a disposition of probation if they were prosecuted, con

victed, and sentenced. 

The adoption of the first policy would involve the creation of a 

diversionary equivalent of summary probation; that is, the defendants 

diverted would not be required to report to a c'ase supervisor operating 

as a staff member of a diversion project. They would simply be carried 

on the books for a defined period of time and terminated upon the ex

piration of this period if they were arrest-free and had met other stan

dards. The cost of the diversion process would be reduced by eliminat

ing the case supervision, . and the demonstration of cost effectiveness 

would, therefore, be made much easier even with a clientele primarily 

consisting of minor offenders. This suggestion will engender much re

sistancei and since it is not new, it undoubtedly already has. The 

use of a diversion alternative free of supervision for minor offenders 

would undoubtedly cause some people to feel that a group of miscreants 

would be getting off scotfree. There seems to be built into the con

cept of diversion, for the rr~nor offender, the notion of an exchange 

of case supervision for prosecution and conviction. It appears that 

these offenders must in the minds of many people jump through some hoops; 

and if they don't get convicted, the feeling is that they should at least 

have to report to a case supervisor. It would seem worthwhile to attempt 

to change this way of thinking. 

The adoption of the second policy, the assignmeLt to diversion pro

grams of a greater number of "heavier" offenders is obviously dependent 

upon sornt) kind of a.n evolutionar;y~ process.. If one were to suggest that 

the voluntary probation alternative involved in diversion be utilized 

primarily for offenders, who if prosecuted and convicted, would be sen

tenced to formal probation, one would provoke some heated discussion. 

2W 
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Yeti ultimately, this would seem to be the way to make more satis

factory use of voluntary probation at least in the Bense of cost 

effectiveness. More than a few of the administrators of pre-trial 

diversion projects indicate an uneasiness about the kinds of cases 

that predominate in their programs and a desire to handle greater 

numbers of cases charged with more severe offenses. However, they 

express the position that diversion projects are still in their ex

ploratory and developmental stages, and under those conditions it 

should be expected that the clientele would be charged with less 

seyere infractions. I With the passage of time, they expect that 

they will be dealing with a larger number of cases, charged with 

offenses of greater severity. Whether or not this trend emerges 

remains to be seen. There is, however, a precedent that can be 

cited in the case of formal probation itself. Over a period of 

years, there has been a general trend toward sentencing a greater 

proportion of those convictea of severe offenses to probation as 

well as those who have records of prior involvement in crime. Per~ 

haps this will eventually happen with pre-trial diversion projects 

as well. However, this will take some time, and in the meantime, 

some effort should be made toward eliminating the requirement of 

case supervision for many of the kinds of clients who are presently 

processed in diversion projects. 

It appears to the authors of this report that there are a number 

of serious problem9 in the pre-trial rtiversion program in California. 

These problems are of such magnitude as to suggest that the projects 

constituting the program cannot expect to reach their basic objectives 

------------------------------------------
lIt shoula. l:::e noted that the Ventura Ad.ult Diversion Project has 
targeted a I!heavier" caseload from the beginning. They have not 
limited admissions to first offendersj they have screened clients 
for the seriousness of presenting problems as well as severity of 
offense and accepted only those in need of treatment; and they 
have accepted battery and sex offenses of a type rarely encountered 
in pre-trial diversion projects. 
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those concerned with cost effectiveness and those concerned with 

benefiting the client by removing the stigma of criminal justice 
processing from him. 

With respect to cost effectiveness, the conclusion must be that 

the projects appear to add new costs to criminal justice processing 

rather than to reduce old or pre-existing costs. They do this by 

extending high cost services to a clientele basically composed of very 

minor offenders who would have previously received little or nothing 

in the way of services. The cost of this extension of services does 

not appear to be offset by savings resulting from the reduction in 

court costs achieved through diverting clients. 

The efforts of the projects at destigmatizing the clients are 

limited by the lack of restrictions on the number of places that 

records are maintained. One of the basic objectives of pre-trial 

diversion is relieving the client from the labeling resulting from 

conviction. A system of record-keeping and communication that main

tains and transmits a record of an arrest and a disposition of "dis

missal, diversion" in a document as accessible as a rap sheet doesn't 

meet the objective of avoiding the labeling of the client. The indivi

dual who has such a notation on his rap sheet will be seen by many 
, people subsequently reviewing the rap sheet as guilty of an offense. 

This is inevitable, since the guilt of the client is implicit in the 

fact of his diversion, even though he has not been convicted of an 

offense. Therefore, it is important to utilize a procedure for 

accumulating and transmitting recO:t'ds of diverted clients which at 

the least prevents the notation of the diverted case on a document 

of the accessibility of a rap sheet. I 

It is apparent, therefore, that some thinking needs to be done 

about what the purpose of a diversion project should be. Hopefully, 

this would lead to the expan~ion of the clientele to include more 

serious offenders, the development of alternative models of diversion 

for different kinds of clients, and the establishment of record systems 

which would minimize the number of places where the fact of participation 

in a diversion project would be noted. 
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APPENDIX A 

A REVIEVI OF THE 

"EVALUATION REPORT OF THE NARCOTICS 
EDUCATION LEAGUE'S RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT 

PROGRAM FOR CHICANO HEROIN ADDICTS" 

George Sing 

This review will focus upon the project impact discussed 

in the first section of the report entitled "Summary of Major 

Findings and Recommendations." (Langer, 1975, pp 4-5) 

The extent to which one can conclude that the findings 

are a function of the treatment program's efforts will then 

be discussed from the perspective of research-evaluation 

requirements. The report states that "During the first year 

the project met all its practical,) cQntractural objectives. 
~hese objectives are as follows: 

1. "Maintain 40% of all clients referred by 
the courts and law enforcement agencies 
for at least 45-days. 

2. "TltVenty percent of those clients complet
ing the 90-day proeram will be free from 
further criminal justice involvement for 
at least six months. 

3. "Place at least ;:~C/fo of the clients served 
into training or some form of emplQyment .• ' 

The, findings related to these objectives are then stated: 

1. "The projects overall retention rate is 
43.1 percent beyond 45-days •••• Using 
the 45-day period ••• we find that NEL's 
client retention rate is nearly twice that 
of other local drug treatment programs. 
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2. " • • addict s who graduat ed from the 
program had no further criminal justice 
involvement within six months after 
graduation. 

3. "... NEL is highly cost effective • • 
• for every dollar invested in NEL the 
return to the community is a minimum of 
$5.40. 

4. "NEL' s treatment cost per client day 
is $18.36, one of the lower rates among 
drug treatment efforts. 

, 
5. 11 ••• NEL is also management efficient. 

For every administrative dollar NEL 
provides $3.30 worth of direct client 
service; this compares with $.06 worth 
of service for every TASC administrative 
dollar. 

6. "A survey of Criminal Justice and COIn.'
munity Agency personnel revealed that 
over two-thirds of the respondents felt 
-that NEL was doing a good or excellent 
;job in treating Chicano Heroin Addicts. 

7· ". • • the project placed nearly one out 
of every three clients into an employment, 
vocational reha.'tfilitation or educational 
program." 

The first three items above involve the issue of program 

effectiveness. Findings 4 and 5 are related to efficiency. In 

examining these findings and statements of the project's impact 

several issues have impressed this reviewer as of particular 

importance in relationship to program evaluation, effort[3 in 

general as well as the NEL attempt in particular. 

They are: 

1. The general evaluation issue - what causes, 
determines or is related to what? This 
involves the relationship between research 
design and the conclusion or inferences which 
one can make. 

2. Drug treatment evaluation criteria in 
relationship to drug use and abstention. 
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3· Cost benefit analysis and methodological 
evaluative concerns. 

4. Management efficiency. Actually, this 
was the starting point for this critique. 
Subsequently the decision was made to 
expand the review which generated the 
other issues discussed here. 

5. Comparison of programs. 

These issues all overlap and are intertwined to some extent. 

The first item, the general evaluative issue of what-caused-what 

is a key theme in dealing with each of the other issues. 

THE GENERAL EVALUATION ISSUE 

In the methodology section of the report (Langer, ~ 

...Q.,i:ki p. 126) the stat ement is made that: "First and foremost, 

the study provides individuals concerned with policy and 

funding decisions an understanding of how effectively and 

efficiently the project is pe:L"forming." 

It is the contention of this reviewer that the evaluation 

methodology employed in the study simply does not allow any 

kind of unambiguous assessment of the project's effectiveness. 

Furthermore, this reviewer finds the efficiency issue of 

questionable significance and/or meaning given that the 

effectiveness issue has not been resolved. 

The above assertion concerning the ambiguity of the find

ings regardifi3 program effectiveness is related to the trad

itional research hue and crYi short of a rigorously ~ople

mented experimental design one is not able to make any con

clusive statements about the effectiveness of treatment. 

The individuals referred to by Langer, who are concerned 

with policy and funding decisions, do not seem to like to hear 

this research/methodological admonition. One of the reasons for 

the diglike appears to be a perspective which, defines the 

rigorous requirements of research as some sort of esoteric 
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in-group creation. Actually, there is nothing esoteric about 

the logic of experimental design; the logic is very common 

sense oriented. It simply tries to make sure that when we do 

something and observe that something else occurs that what 

occured was in fact a result of what we did. 

The continual accumulation of evidence demonstratipg the 

ineffectiveness of a wide variety of social program/treatment" 

efforts has resulted from the implementation Qf more and more 

rigorous research designs. Bennett (1973) discusses the 

"disappearance" of purported correctional treatment effect s 

when the random assignment of subjects to experimental and 

control groups was utilized. A study listed in the biblio

graphy of the NEL report but not referred to in the body of 

the report demonstrated the ineffectiveness of a halfway 

house for narcotic addicts when the random assignment of 

subjects was used. (Bercochea and Sing, 1971) The general 

theme here is that when cne takes closer and closer looks 

one finds less and less. 

DRUG TREATMENT EVALUATIVE CRITERIA IN 

RELATIONSHIP TO DRUG USE AND ABSTINENCE 

The general methodological concerns expressed earlier 

focused upon the question of determining whether observed 

client outcome data could in fact be attributed to a part

icular treatment intervention effort. In the NEL findings, 

the retention, and recidivism rates are presented as 

indicators of how effective the project's treatment attempts 

were. The implicit assumption regarding the retention rates 

and the explicitly stated assumption with regard to the 

recidivism data is that if the drug addict is not in a 

treatment program he or she continuously uses heroin on a 
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day to day basis. (See "Project Impact" section, Langer, 

QIl. m.; pp 83 - 124). No consideration is given to the 

possibility that the addict abstains for periods of time 

comparable to those attributed to program participation,e.g. 

"over 43 percent of the clients are still in treatment 

45 days after they were admitted" and that "addicts who 

graduated from the program had no further criminal justice 

involvement within six months after graduation." 

This reviewer found the assumption of continuous day·· 

to-day heroin use highly questionable. In examining abst

inence data in Bernacki (p. 112, 1973) rather lengthy per

iods of voluntary abstention are reported. In response to 

a question concerning the longest period of voluntary 

abstention the following results were obtained. 

Longest Period of Voluntary Abstention 

Less than 1-3 4-6 7-12 13 mos. 2 yrs. 
1 month mos. mos. mos. 2 yrs. plus 

Number 89 186 89 109 71 52 

Percent 7.1% 14. CJfo 7.1% 8.7% 5.7% 4.2% 

No 
Answ. 

279 

22.4% 

The data indicate that 40.6 percent of the subjects reported 

periods of abstinence of one month or longer, 25.7 percent four 

months or longer, 18.6 percent seven months or longer, and nearly 

10 percent reported a longest period of more than one year. It 

should be emphasized that these responses represent the longest 

period of voluntary abstention; that is, one could have abstained 

for some unknot~ number of shorter periods. 
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Data reflecting the number of voluntary abstentions 

also presented. 

Number of Abstentions 

None One Two Three Four Plus 

Number 236 299 230 132 191 

Percent 18.9% 24.0% 18.~"% 10.6% 15.3% 

*It is unclear from the report as to whether these 
represent No Answers or Not Applicables. 

are 

"' 

NA* 

160 

12.8% 

Coupling these two sets of data together indicates that all 

addicts no not continuously use heroin on a day-to-day basis. 

Some number of addicts on one or more occasions and for varying 

periods of time voluntarily abstain from heroin use. 

The relevance of this for treatment evaluation efforts 

involves the general methodological inference-drawing problems 

discussed earlier in this section. Unless' a rigorous experimental 

control group design has been used we are unable to conclude 

whether retention or recidivism rates are a function of a part

icular treatment effort. 

COST BENEFIT ANALYSES AND 

METHODOLOGICAL/EVALUATIVE 

CONCERNS 

In the earlier discussion of methodological/evaluative 

requirements the position was take that rigorous experimental 

research is necessary in order to determine if what occurs-is 

in fact a result of what we have done. More formally this 

deals with the attempt to assess the relationship between 

treatment and variations in some outcome or criterion variable. 
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The position which this reviewer finds himself taking 

is that the use of cost data in no way obviates the rigorous 

research methodology required to unambiguously assess the 

effects of treatment effort. If an evaluation does not employ 

a rigorous experimental design the relationship between treat

ment and outcome is just as questionable whether the criterion 

variable is expressed simply as a recidivism rate or as some 

kind of dollar cost figure. 

"The findings stated that ". • • NEL is highly cost effect

ive • • • for every dollar invested in NEL the return to the 

community is a minimum of $5.40." This figure is arrived at 

by the use of several formulas involving estimates of the costs 

of heroin addiction, the costs of processing the addict through 

the criminal justice system, program costs and recidivism data. 

The key ingredient in this cost estimate is the "old friend or 

foe" of drug program evaluators - - recidivism rates or more 

appropriately the other side of the coin, lengths of time that 

the addict is drug/crime free. 

I emphasize this as the key ingredient because the central 

evaluation issue is the same whether or not more "sophisticated" 

cost data is used. The central evaluation issue is the one 

discussed earlier and is related to the methodological problems 

of determining whether the results observed may in fact be 

attributed to the treatment program. The actual observed re

sults are recidivism data. Because of the lack of a rigorous 

experimental design one is not able to state whether the out

come data is a function of the treatment program (s). As 

noted above drug use and abstinence data indicates varying 

periods of voluntary abstinence in the careers of heroin addicts. 

However the major point to be made here is that the use of 

sophisticated cost formulae and indices does nothing to clarify 

the basic questionable relationship between the treatment effort 

and the basic outcome data. 
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In fact it this reviewer's growing impression that the use 

of cost data is somehow seen as making rigorous methodological 

and evaluation requirements of little or no concern. 

MANAGm~NT EFFICIENCY 

The ~aluation Report of the Narcotics Education League's 

Residential Treatment, Program for Chicano Heroin Addicts" (NEL) 

was brought to this reviewers attention because of content rele

vant to cost benefit analysis. Staff of CBCEP questioned the 

validity of the management efficiency comparison made in the 

report. Although I didn't understand the precise nature of the 

problems thought to be involved in the questionable comparison, 

it appeared to have something to do with the allocation of 

administrative/service costs in two programs which were being 

compared in terms of efficiency. The validity of the comparison 

is also related to the kinds of programs being compa.red: NEL 

which is essentially a residential treatment facility and 

Treatment Alternatives to Street Crime (TASC) which is 

essentially a referral service to residential treatment 

facilities. 

The management efficiency comparison (Langer, .2.£. cit., 

pp 109 - 112) begins by establishing a "Raw Administrative 

Cost Ratioll for NEL which is the ratio of "Administrative 

Services" to the "Total Proj ect Cost." This ratio is taken 

as an index of the efficiency with which project management 

delivers services to cli8nts. Because some NEL administra

tive staff also manage a drope-in center as well as the 

residential treatment program, an adjustment is made to the 

above cost ratio. This adjusted figure indicating a greater 

relative efficiency is then compared with the administrative 
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to service cost ratios of several other progrmfls. The re

port states that in "comparing NEL with TASC we find that 

the former provides the same level of client service for 

half the money." (Langer, 1975; p. 111) 

COMMENTS: 

1. This reviewer finds the above comparison inappropriate 

in that the services delivered by the two programs are 

not comparable. The services of NEL are those of a 

residential treatment facility operating in the fash

ion of a therapeutic community. The services of TASC 

tlinclude the interviewing of clients in the jails, 

conducting diversion and diagnostic assessments, plac

ing eligible addicts in drug treatment programs, paying 

for their treatment, and providing follow-up during the 

treatment process." Essentially TASC is a way of getting 

clients into and paying for drug treatment programs. 

(Langer, ..Q12. £i!;:.. p. 90) (See Waldorf, et al., 1974 for 
an evaluation of TASC). 

2. The raw and adjusted ratios computed for NEL became 

a warning signal for this reviewer. Why were adjust

ed rates ~ computed for the other projects utilized 

in the comparison? It just seems reasonable that the 

complexities of budgets, staffing, and project compon

ents, related to administration and services in these 

other projects would have warranted some kind of 

similar adjustment. It is this reviewer's impression 

that a consideration of such project budget complex

ities particularly with reference to TASC would high

light point number one above - the program services 

of TASC and NEL are simply not comparable. 
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3. This reviewer also fLDds the TPBC cost data used in 

the NEt report objectionable. The data are taken 

from an appendix of the TASC evaluation. I take the 

authors' placement of this analysis in the appendix 

as significant. (Waldorf, et a1. 7 .2£. cit., pp 133 

- 136) The TASC evaluators precede the cost esti

mates with many warnings to the reader: "it was 

impossible to compute any viable analysis of the 

costs and benefits of TASC." (Waldorf, et al., 

Ope cit., p. 134) Further qualifications are --
dispersed throughout the cost computations and data 

interpretations: "the evaluation project decided 

that the best way of arriving at rough (emphasis added) 

costs was to use actual money disbursement " 

(Waldorf, et a1.,2J2...0 cit., p. 135) 

The NEL report presents the TASC data as solid facts 

without any reference to the TASC evaluators' warn-

ings and qualifications. The TASC report also states 

that "there are no cost ratios available for programs 

comparable (emphasis added) to TASC, so there is no 

means of determining how cost effective TASC is"(Waldorf, 

et ale ,,2£. cil., p 136). The emphasis is added to 

further reinforce the point made by this writer above: 

NEL and TASC should not be compared. 

Note- this reviewer has not looked at all of the 

other programs used in the NEL comparison, but a 

reasonable belief would seem to be, that similar 

lacks of comparability would be foUnd. 
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to service cost ratios of several other programs. The re

port states that in "comparing NEL with TASC we find that 

the former provides the same level of client service for 

half the money." (Langer, 1975; p. Ill) 

COMMENTS: 

1. This reviewer finds the above comparison inappropriate 

in that the services delivered by the two programs are 

not comparable. The services of NEL are those of a 

residential treatment facility operating in the fash

ion of a therapeutic community. The services of TASC 

tlinclude the interviewing of clients' in the jails, 

conducting diversion and diagnostic assessments, plac

ing eligible addicts in drug treatment programs, paying 

for their treatment, and providing follow-up during the 

treatment process." Essentially TASC is a way of getting 

clients into and paying for drug treatment programs. 

(Langer, .Ql2. cit. p. 90) (See Waldorf, et al., 1974 for 

an evaluation of TASC). 

2. The raw and adjusted ratios computed for NEL became 

a warning signal for this reviewer. Why were adjust

ed rates not computed for the other projects utilized 

in the comparison? It just seems reasonable that the 

complexities of budgets, staffing, and project compon

ents, related to administration and services in these 

other projects would have warranted some kind of 

similar adjustment. It is this reviewer's impression 

that a consideration of such project budget complex

ities particularly with reference to TASC would high

light point number one above - the program services 

of TASC and NEL are simply not comparable. 
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3. This reviewer also finds the TASC cost data. used in 

the N~ report objectionable. The data are taken 

from an appendix of the TASC evaluation. I take the 

authors' placement of this analysis in the appendix 

as significant. (Waldorf, et al., .£J2.. cit., pp 133 

- 136) The TASC evaluators precede t~e cost esti

mates with many warnings to the reader: "it was 

impossible to compute any viable analysis of the 

costs and benefits of TASC." (Waldorf, et a1., 

Ope cit., p. 134) Further qualifications are ---- -
dispersed throughout the cost computations and data 

interpretations: "the eValuation project decided 

that the best way of arriving at rough (emphasis added) 

costs was to use actual money disbursement • • • " 

(Waldorf, et a1., 2l2.! cit., p. 135) 

The NEL report presents the TASC data as solid facts 

without any reference to the TASC evaluators' warn-

ings and qualifications. The TASC report also states 

that "there are no cost ratios available for programs 

comparable (emphasis added) to TASC, so there is no 

means of determining how cost effective TASC is"(Waldorf, 

et ale , £E.. cit., p 136). The emphasis is added t.o 

further reinforce the point made by this writer above: 

NEL and TASC should not be compared. 

Note- this reviewer has not looked at all of the 

other programs used in the NEL comparison, but a 

reasonable belief would seem to be, that similar 

lacks of comparability 1'1Ould be found. 
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4· In the management efficiency discussion above, the 

index computed in the NEL report was used as 

indication of how efficiently management delivered 

services to clients. The figures used were budget 

items. The essential question to this reviewer is 

to what extent budget figures represent what was 

actually done, either by aruninistrators or service/ 

program staff. Of related importance is the proble

matical relationship between what management does 

and the delivery of sel~ices. On the one hand there 

appear to be programs that "run themselves" with 

negligible if any administrative control, and on the 

other hand there are programs which show little 

evidence of functioning even though there may be a 

great deal of administrative time and effort involved. 

The general point is simply that budgets tell us little 

if anything about what is actually done. 

COMPARISONS OF PROJECTS 

A wide variety of people appear to be interested in the 

relative efficiency of treatment projects. It is this review

er's impression that many people believe that projects can 

somehow be compared even though some number of them have not 

been subjected to a rigorous eValuative effort- believe that 

even though a program has not been rigorously evaluated its 

results can still be compared with other programs. 

The voices of project administrators and treatment people 

seem to echo in this researcher's ears _ "Even though we 

can't rigorously evaluate the project give us at least a rough 

idea of how well the project is doing compared to other projects." 

Yes a rough idea can be given, but this reviewer has strong 

reservations as whether any real meaning can be extracted from 
such comparisons. 
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Even in the situation where the projects compared have 

been rigorously evaluated, unless all subjects were from the 

same population, subject characteristics could still be the 

key ingredient in whatever project differences were observed. 

Relevant to the issue of controlling for subject character

istics it is interesting to note some data presented in the 

NEL report. In examining TASC - NEL retention rates for 

Chicano addicts, data for various subject characteristics 

are presented. The desirability of using subject character

istics as control variables is mentioned (p. 90). The per

centage of clients found in NEL and TASC is presented for 

different "Age Groups", "Years Using Heroin", and "Prior 

Treatment" (Langer, .£Q. cit., P 91). However, retention 

rates are not presented for the cow.parative categories of 

these variables. The interesting point to note is that 

the NEL clients may well be considered to be better 

treatment candidates and thus have higher retention rates. 

The NEL subjects were younger - 65.5% were 25 or younger 

compared to ~.2.9% for TASC; and fewer had prior treatment 

exposure - 36.2% compared to 45.7% for TASC. The data 

which is presented for "Years Using Heroin" is incomplete 

i.e. it is presented for only 79.3% of NEL's clients and 

94.3% of TASC's clients. 

These data suggest the possibility that differences 

betweun retention rates for the two projects may to some 

extent be a function of client characteristics. However, 

the key point is that we simply d.on't know what the rates 

for these projects would be unl~ss a rigorously employed 

research design is used. 
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The problems in comparing outcome data for various 

drug projects was noted in one of the earliest, compre

hensive critiques of follow-up studies (O'Donnell, 1965). 
The non-comparability of definitions of recidivism, 

lengths of follow-up periods, subject characteristics, 

and program operations were identified as factors which 

made drug treatment project comparisons of dubious 

validity. In relation to problems of defining recidi

vism, this reviewer has had particular experience wi.th 

the outcome data presented for one of the comparison 

programs reviewed in the NEL report. A 74 percent 

6-12 month recidivism rate is indicated for the California 

Rehabilitation Center (p. llg). The source for this data 

is a report which :Ls not cited in the bibliography. 

However, a report (Beckett and Sing, 1973) presents one 

year follow up data. for each year's releases from 1966 through 

1970. This report indicates recidivism figures of 6~, 7~, 

74%, 69%, eilld 59% for male addicts released in 1966 through 

1970. The changing rates were not attributed to any change 

in program effectiveness but were described as reflecting 

rather substantial changes in policies regarding decisions 

to return out-patients to the institutional phase o~ the program. 

The major point to be made here is that recidivism data reflect 

a large number of factors other than treatment effectiveness. 

Consequently the comparison of different program outcome rates is 

a highly questionable procedure. 
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APPENDIX B-1 

ADULT DIVERSION PROJECTS 
FIRST CONTACT INTERVIEW SHEET 

NAME OF PROJECT _________ _ OCJP NO. _________ _ 

ADDRESS __ ._._._. ____________________ _ PHONE ___________ _ 

INTERVIEWER _._._._. _ .. _________ ....JDATE _______ .REGION ___ _ 

PERSONS INTERVIEWED ___ ........,~=~;O;.;O...O. ......... _____ ._~_. _. _k _________ _ 

SOURCES AND APPROXIMATE AMOUNTS OF FUNDING (Other Federal, State County, City, 
private agencies, etc.) 

CLIENT REFERRAL SOURCES List all sources and get approximate percentage from 
each. (Police, D.A., Probation, Courts, Parole, private agencies, etc.) 

NUMBER OF CLIENTS SERVED IN YEAR? ______ _ 

TYPES AND SOURCES OF DATA COLLECTED Get copies of documents and review some 
completed records. 

SOURCES OF INFORMATION: 

Police r.eports 
Probation reports 
Intake interview 
Referral dOQuments 
Other sources 

QUALITY OF COMPLETED RECORDS: Goo~ 

TYPES OF INFORMATION: 

Education 
Family 
Arrest record 
Convictions 
Drug use 
Employment 
Prior treatment 
Other 

Poor_ 

PROGRAM PARTICIPATION Do they record assignment, attendance, outcome? 

Counseling 
Educational, vocational programs 
Arrests 

Referrals 
Employment record 
Drug use 

FOLLOW-UP AFTER LEAVING PROGRAM Describe what is done and whether every client 
is followed up or only some. 

Arrests Alcohol involvement Drug use 

EVALUATION What is being done now and by whom? Has an evaluation been 
completed and by whom? Was it of use to you? Has a comparison or control group 
been used for evaluation? Who gathers evaluation data? What do you want from 
an evaluation? Obtain copies of evaluative reports if available. 
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APPENDIX B-2 
ADULT DIVERSION PROJECTS 

INTERVIEW OF PROJECTS SELECTED FOR EVALUATION 
ON-SITE MANAGER 

Name of Project _______________ --- OCJP No. ______ ~~;===~=="'._. 

Address ____________________ Phone __________ ~_ 

Interviewer ___________ Date ________ Region _____ _ 

Name and Title of On-Site Manager: _________________________________ __ 

Other persons present during interview _____ . __________________________ __ 

fCQject HistQCY: 

1972 __ ~L ___ ~~L~~LL. __ .. LL __ ~.LL~-.LL~~.~L_.~~L~~L~~L~~L~.~,~.~(--
Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec 

1973 ( ..• L L L ( L .f L. ( L. f .L. 
Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec 

1974 / / / / / ~ / / / / / ~ 
Apr May June July Aug Sept Qct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar 

1975 / / ~ .1. I. I. .,L . I. I. I. t. I. . 
Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec 

Indicate on the scale above: 

1-
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 

8. 
9. 

10. 

Date OCJP funding approved. 
Date funds were available to project: 
Date first director was hired. 
Date person being interviewed was hired for present position. 
Date first client was accepted. 
Date project was fully operational in terms of client caseload. 
Dates of any sUbstantive changes in funding, explain or operational 
policy, (indicate nature of these changes). 
Date facility obtained. (residential only) 
Date facility was fully operational. (residential only) 
Date this funding year ends, including extensions of time if any. 

Who was responsible for planning this project? 
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Interview of On-Site Manager (continued) 

Who wrote the proposal? Their position and organization at the time? 

What agencies or groups in the community participated in the devleopment of this 
project? Was there resistance from any agencies or organized groups? 

What has been the role of the regional planning staff in the development and 
implementation of the project? 

List project objectives as listed in "Report to the Steering Committee" and make 
notes of objectives listed in the proposal. Ask the respondent to review these 
objectives and record any modifications mentioned. 

Which of the following serviees are offered by your project? 

DMV 
Individual counselling 
Family cQunselling 
Group therapy 
Job Training 
Job Development 
Employment counselling 
Education services 
Legal services 
Emergency services 
Food 
Housing 
Transportation 
Methadone Maintenance 
Medical services 

Dicect 

What services would you like to provide that you are currently unable to provide? 
Why are you unable to provide these services? 

What part do medical professionals play in providing services, general oversight 
and/or planning? 
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Interview of On-Site Manager (continued) 

Do you conduct urinalysis tests? For what drugs? How often? Surprise testing? 
Are staff included in the testing program? 

What agencies do you use most for referrals? Obtain name of contact person in each 
agency mentioned. 

Do any of the following affect eligibility for admission to your program? 

1. Specific referring agnecy? (court, etc.) 
2. Residence 
3. Age 
4. Sex 
5. Income 
6. Legal status (type of offense? stage 

processing?) 

.. 

How do your clients hear about the program? Do you think all eligible clients know 
of the program? Do (or someone else) 

Approximately what percentage of clients are referred to the project by: 

.% 
.. % 

---------% ,% 
------_% 
---------% 
---------'% 
---------% 

Self 
D.A. 
Police 
Probation 
Courts 
Parole 
Public Defender 
Other projects (specify) ___________ _ 

For the agency with the highest number of referrals ask for name and address of 
person within that agency who coordinates or facilitates referrals to this project. 
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Interview of On-Site Manager (continued) 

Are there any groups that you are not serving who you think would be suitable for 
this program? Specify? 

Service PQQulat1Qo: 

What percentage of project clients are voluntary? 

The approximate racial ethnic breakdown of the present clients is: 

American Indians 
Anglo 
Black 
Mexican American 
Other Spanish Surname 
Asian 
Other (specify) 

Age distribution of clients currently in treatment: 

. % Under 18 
% 18 - 20 

.% 21 - 23 
• % 24 = 26 

% 27 - 29 
% 30 - 32 
% 33 - 35 
% 36 - 38 
% 39 41 
% 42 - 44 

.% 45 - over 

The average age of clients is 

What is your tratement capacity? 

How many clients were served during December, 1974? __________ Was thl'S sal? w u u ._ 

Have any clients been rejected because of lack of space in the program? ________ ~_ 
How many? __ _ 

What percentage of your clients have a history of alcohol abuse? 

What percentage of your clients have a history of drug abuse? _ w 

What. percentage of your clients are on: 

.. % Probation /I 

.. % Parole IF 
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Interview of On-Site Manager (continued) , 

Outline the various steps from arrest. or .,initial contact to acceptance of a client 
into the program. If several different routes are commonly used, outline each. 
Include estimates of time between stages. 

Describe how this process worked prior to the implementation. What generally 
happened to this type of client? 

Can you describe the progress of a representative client through the program? 
(intake, residence while in project, associations, mandatory participation? 
optional participation? direct services? referrals? how long does client 
stay? how does client support self? periodic progress review to courts? 
perform~nce contacts?) 

Under what conditions would a client leave your program? (Include program 
completions as well as dismissals for cause). 

If a client leaves the program (either in good standing or not) is he permitted to 
return to the project? Under what conditions? 

How long and where do you keep records of persons who are no longer in the project? 
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Interview ,of On-Site Manager (continued) 

Adminlstratioo Of Project: 

Age, sex and ethnic status of respondeot. 

What is your backbround? 

Education, degrees, etc? Major field of study? 

Other formal or informal training programs you have completed? 

Related work history? (Criminal Justice, Medical, Social Work, ~tc.) 

Do you have a history of drug or alcohol abuse or incarceration? Descirbe briefly. 

Age f sex and ethnic distribution of curreOt staff. 

Ethol0 

How many of your staff are: 

____ ~% Professional 
____ ~.% Paraprofessional 
____ % Supportive 

tF __ _ 
1F __ _ 

iF --.-__ 

What special qualifications do you look for ;n th • e professional staff? 

What special qualifications do you look for in the paraprofessional staff? 

What kind of orientation and/or training do you provide subsequent to hiring a new 
person? 

What is the salary range for professionals? 

What is the salary range for paraprofessionals? 
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Interview of On-Site Manager (continued) 

Are these satisfactory to you? 

What is the ratio of client-contact staff to clients? 

What are the minimum requirements for staff-client contacts? 

Do you use volunteers? What do they do? . How many hours (total) per week are 
contributed? (Advisory Board Members? Board of Directors? Publicity? Research 
or Evaluation?) 

Who is responsible for public relations for the project? What kinds of ou.treach 
activities do you engage in with the general public? Have you had any media 
coverage? 

Who is responsible for contacting I!USERS" or' potential "USERS"? What kinds of 
activities have you engaged with these people? 

Has the project met with any public resistance or criticism? Did this get into 
the media? 

Have you had any "incidents" which influencEld the progress of the program? 
Please explain? (changed attitude of judges, public, etc~) 

Do you do, or plan to do, any follow-up of clients after they leave the project? 
Please explain. 
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APPENDIX B-3 
INTAK6 DATA 6LEM6NTS 

STUDY GROUP 
SOURCE OF REFERRAL 

HISTORY ~ IijTAK6 STATUSi AlJ fcogcams 

Name 
Address 
City 
Phone 
Sex 
Race 
DOB 
I.V. Number 
Project Number 
Social Security Number 
Drivers License Number 
Court Docket Number 
Probation Number 
Military Service Number 
Clr Number 

L6GAL STATUS AT.TIME OF IijTAK6, 

Aliases: 
Date arrest 

(if not arrested give date of contact resulting in referral to program) 
Probation or Parole status at time they committed this offense 
Number of prior arrests ------------

f6RSOijAL ~ SOCIAL HISTORYi All fcograms 

Residenoe: Number of months at last previous address 
Number of residence changes in last 12 month period 

,(length of residence in state (Co.) area.) ------
~lternate contact, name, address & relationship 

Family: Marital status 
Spouses name 
Number of children 
Number of persons legally dependent upon 

client for financial support. 
Who supports dependent? 
Living arrangements 
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PERSONAL ~ SOCIAL HSITOR¥i All Prograw~ 

Employment & income: 
Employment status 
Number of jobs during last 12-months 
Number of months on current job 
Number of months 01'1 previous job 
Number of months employed = last 12 months 
Usual occupation 
Total income last 12 months 
Primary income source 
Public ASSistance (A-I) 
Longest job held during last 12-months 

Education: Years of formal schooling 
Diplomas and degrees 

Drugs: 

Prior 

Vocational training completed 
willingness to further education 

Use of marijuana - difficulty 
Use of opiates 
Use of other dangerous drugs 
Use of alCohol - difficulty 

Record: 
Number of juvenile arrests? 
Any juvenile commitments? 
Age at first arrest 
Number of arrests for public drunkness, 

or drunken driving 
Number of arrests for drug offenses 
Nubmer of prior adult convictions 
Number of prior adult prison sentences 
Number of prior adult probation terms 
Most serious disposition 
Are drugs or alCOhol connected with this 

(f1l5 - A-I) 
Any previous partiCipation in a diversion 

program? 

SPECIAL HISTOR¥i Only for use where indicated. 

Legal Status: 

For cases where charges are filed. 
Date of arrest 
Custody, or, Bail (pre-trial) 
Charge at disposition (conviction or 

divek"sion) 
Court and Judge 
Guilty by plea 
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Legal Status (continued): 
Verdict 
Date of verdict 
Co-defendents 
Defendents attorney 

...... 

Action pending adjudication (2 #20) 
Amount of bail (2 #21) 

c 

Date of pre-adjudication release (2 #22) 
DispOSition (to diversion or not) 

Legal Status at Entry into program? 

If entry prior to court dispOSition (assignment to a Diversion Project is a 
disposition) • 

What was the dispOSition? 
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APPENDIX B-4 
ADULT DIVERSION PROJECTS 

INTERVIEW WITH AGENT REFERRING CLIENTS TO PROJECT 

Name of Project, ___ . ___________ . OCJP NO •. ____________ _ 

Person to be Interviewed~ _____________ Phone NO •. ______________________ _ 

Agency and Address ________________________________________________ ___ 

Interviewer: ------________________ Date~ _______________________ __ 

Describe the project as you see it? 

When did you send your first client to this project? 

Approximately how many clients have you sent to this project? 

In the absence of this project what other alternatives would be available? 

What does the jail have for this type of client? 

What 

What 

What 

What 

What 

What 

(drunk, addict, women, classification, youth, violence potential, or 
program, pre-sentence unit?) 

are the advantages of this project? 

are the disadvantages of this project? How could it be improved? 

clients are appropriate? Inappropriate? 

are the attitudes of other Judges toward this project? 

are the attitudes of the Police toward this program? 

are the attitudes of the District Attorney's office toward this program? 

What is your relationship to the operating program, nature and frequency of 
contact? Did you play a part in the development of this project? 

How long have you held your present position? 

Did you have experience with criminal cases prior to that? 
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APPENDIX B-5 

ADULT DIVERSION PROJECTS 
INTERVIEW WITH AGENCY RECEIVING REFERRALS FROM PROJECT 

Name of Project, _________________ OCJP NO. ______________ _ 

Person to be Interviewed'--____________ Phone No. ______________ _ 

Agency and Address ________________________________________ ___ 

Interviewer: ________________________ Date~ __________________ _ 

Describe the clientele referring program as they see it. 

Services they render - Impression of those services, adequacy. 

When did you receive your first client from this project? 

How many clients did you receive from this project? 

Appropriateness of clientele. 

What can you do for them? Variety 'of program own track records (placement, 
other indices of success). 

What is your source of funding? 

How much does it cost per client? 

What is your opinion of this project? 
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APPENDIX B-6 

OCJP tl PROJECT tI 

Name of Project 

Type of Project Pre-trial Diversion 

Residential Alternative 

Alcohol or Heroin Detoxification 

Stage of development. Stage I Stage II Stage III 

Period of time selected for first study. From 
to _____ _ 

Approximate intake during this period 

Number of completions during the period 

Qbjectives to be included in first study. 
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1'0 An'ITSS](IN - 99Q 1101' APPLICAP.LE 

16, NII!1Bf;~ 01' ~A\'S Til JAIl, \I~nFn SrNTFNCI: 
)1 ~IO information 

(mc ItESP.ARCU rVALliATlOlI I'R(\JfCT 

CTQ,-TTI 
1 ·Sinrie (never mLlI'riec1l 
2 Harried 
3 S'eparatecl 
4 Divorcec1 

o 

[J 
0]1 

VR -,-...,~,J.,o-.l...-n~-J 

[J 
YR 

[J 

o 

o 
[J 

[J 

1 1 IJ 
!lO nA 

ITO 
rn 
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5 Hidow (er) 
6 Common-Lall ~farriaJTe 

Other (specify) ----------
20, NUlfRF.R OF CHILDREN LrViriG 

21. ~~l)fRrr. OF prRsnNS nrl'ftIDElrr I'P(\~ r.I.11::11' fO~ ~IJPPon'(' 
r. t10ne 
1 Self Only 
:! St.'lf nnrl onu tlep11ntltlllt. ett:. 

22, Hl\rl SUl'l'nW,'S IWP;':WW!:TH 

23, 

24, 

--. --.. ---- .... ~--..... - .-.-- .. 

------.. ~---. 
1',IVING ARRAIIGFHFNTS PRtnn Til ARItf'S1' Ok 
l,lITIAL r.ONTAC1' InTH PROJI:C'I' 

o 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
fi 
7 
S 
9 

No information 
Alone 
Friend of same sex 
Friend of opposite sex 
Le~A 1 SpOlIHe 
Common-low SllClURe 

I.e~a] spaUde and ·ch11drt'n 
Common .. ]aw spouse o1nd children 
r.hilrlren onl') 
Parent (e) , 
Other relatJve (specify) -_._---_ ... , 
Other, (opacify) -----_. __ .-.-. 

El'IPI,OYMl!N'r AT 1'Hlf. IIF A~RES" !lR CONTACT 

o No information 
Unemploy~tI 

Employed iu 11-t Ilnc 

Fmnlovec1 !'art-time hours \lCr weelt 

Unemployable due to perlnnnent di6u~i7"1 ;:;----.-

Unel'lp]oyahle due tu tempnrary di&ah11it~ 
b 'larr,Jnnlly employable rlUp. to j)ctrtial handicall 

nth.r (s".rHy) 

25, NUHBFR (Ii' IIONTIIS ON CURRF.NT (OR MOST RreF-NT) ,:aU 

9B Horo thun 97 r..onths 
9!1 tin Tnforma tion 

26, IIIIM1iER m' !ln~1'IfS EtfPLOnn nURINr. LAST 12 IION'!'IIS 

27, USUAl, or:(:I'! ;\'r!(\~: 

-------------,. 

[J 
lTI 
[ -'-J '''-1 -__ J 

o 
[']:J 
[1J 

[1J 
Nay 197!1 



.. ". TOTAl. I.E';I'I'1MAU INWHE IJlI~ING 
I.AST ~iONTIl 

~q. TOTAl. 1.f.flITnIATI·: INCOHF. IJIl1llNCl 
I.\ST 12 ~10NTIIS 

UUE! 1I91!~ - No information 

311. MAJOR INcom; SOU~CF.S PRIOR Tn 
ARREST OR CONTACT (circle all that apply) 

00 Unknown 

01 Own employment 

02 Spollse I s employment 

04 Family 

08 C:ompensntion, henefito 
or retirement 

iti Chl1,1 tmpport from ex-spuu8t! 

12 Pub] j C liusJ stcnce 

M Criminal activity 

128 Other Individual 
("peclfy) ______ _ 

256 Other (specify) _____ _ 

JI. I)N 1'11111.1(; ASSISTANCE AT TIME OF 
ARREST (FTRSl' CONTACT) 

o No information 

110 

Se I f on Aid to Totally 
IJIRab1"d 

HC!l f on Genera 1 t-!elfarc 

j)~pencJeJlts an Aid to Famili..!.s 
with Ilependent ChUrlren 

Set f nod Depemtt!nts on Aid to Jo'amil1es 
wI th Dependent Chil dren 

[ , 

Non-dt!pendent members of household supported 
by !:lome type of publ1 c assistance 

Other, Ispeclfy) ___________ _ 

'12. Vt~AI{S 01' ~iCI!l)JlI.ING COHPLHTlm 

33. IlTPLOHA~ or! ur.c;nf.F.S HELD (RIlCORn 
HlmmST I.I'I'F.I. COIIPI.ETF.IJ) 

o No informatiun 

llirh School nio1oma 

r.Fr. Ce1'""lfJeate 

VO(:l1t101lal tra1nin~ e~rt1ficate 

Some eol1e~c completed 

"tl,er (specify) 

CDC RF.SfAHr.:1 EVALUATION PROJf.cr 

[TJ 

[JTl 

D 
LIJ 

D 
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,-.-[ rI'-r-'r-] -- .. _ .. ~ .. - --. -----
0I~\1 1.1/. '!IlHII('I~ 

PRO.IW!·I"S "F~IC:NI,f) 11'."1-' iW:tlU'H [.- ... -._-- ........ -'-1 
- - -. ~ -, - . 

'j~. IlfiV m' '1Arn.IlIh1·!A 

o '~n j IIfOrl'1i1l 11111 

"'clOe knu\om 
Adni ts UHe I lit) prf"" ,!rn 
l.egn] diffJeul ti~H 'JHI litH! 

Other dlfflcll1tif:S wfth 116C 
Connected \lith curr~nt L'flS~ 

rt Not asked 

15. US I': OF OPIATf.S (IiEROHl, MORPIIIIlF., Ot'IIIH) 

o tIo information 
1 None known 
2 Admits use, no problems 
3 l.e~al difficulties with use 
4 Other difflcul ties wi th use 

Connected with currert case 
Not asked 

3fi. liSP. OF m'IIHR IlANGF.ROIlS IlPIIGf. OR "1I1'STANClcS 

D 

o 
(Cocaine, hnrbiturates t amphetamfnes, glue, I,SO, etc.) 

o No infurmation 
1 None kno\lO 

Admits use, no probh:rns 
3 LegaJ difficulties with II.e 
4 PhYSical or psycl!o]oAicaJ dependencE' 
5 Connected with current case 
9 Not asked 

37. USF. OF ILLEGAl. SlIHSTANr.F.S, UNSPECI FlED TYPE 

n No information 
] None know 
2 Admits use t no problems 
3 Legal. difficulties with use 
4 PhYSical or psychological dependence 
5 Connc.!ted with current case 
9 Not asked 

38. USE OF ALCOHOl. 

o Nn information 
1 None known 
2 
1 
4 
S 
9 

Admits Uije , no prohlemH 
I.ega! difficulties with use 
Physical or psychological df!"pendence 
Connected with current case 
Not asked 

39, NUMBER OF PRIOR AIJI'ISStoNS TO TiltS PROGRAH 

40. PAST TRJo:ATHENT' YOR ALeOIlCL PROBI-EHS 

0000 No information 
0001 California State ilospltal 
0002 County General Hospital 
0004 Other County Alcohol Detox Programs 
OOOA County Jail (Santa Rita, Saugus) 
0016 Veterans Administration 
0032 Private Residential Treatment Progrum 
006/, P<ivate PhYSician 
0128 Rcsirlent1al Treatment-Publ icly Subsidized 
1')256 AA Type PrograM, Salvation Army 

o 

D 

D 
LIJ 

~~!~ ~~~:r, (specify) ____________ __ - [Iill 
4 L PROBI.I"~ 111'<'11 f.I.COIiOi. I;SAGi, liAS t:XISn;D FOR: 

n No information 
J ~lo proh1em wi th a I cohol 

Lesu than 6 months 
1 6 months to 1 y~ar 
t. More than 1 year tv 4 yearN 

Over 4 years D 

Hay 1975 

11.\':' 'I :(I·,\'f'tIENT I"OI( onlll: AUmW 

(lOll 1 (!ld ifnrnld ~ti\tt! Unsl1llul 
(lor):! I:otlllty r:enl.!r:ll lIo611itnl 
I.OM, lither Cnuntv nrll~ Treutment 

l'rll)'1 dmtl 

Of)II}\ l:t'lIllt" ,In II Uetux Treutment 
nOI h \'ll •. :ran ... Armin lstration 
OPTJ I'l-I\lat,· !(e.;ldentJa] Treatment 

l'ri)gr:uIIR 
IlO:,ll 1'J"jvutc Phv~leian 
n12 1

: 1:' .. hfdentI111 'rraati;umt.-f'ublIcly Subsidized 
(,l r

l('t ~\'Il 1110n 1'v(Jt~ Pruv,rmn 
O)I:! !-:it ll~ Prison 
:0:". c'/Il iforrl1a Rehabil.itation Center 

Or h.!!' (apel' U'y) 

I, J. r·RnBI.r':~1 H1TI, IlRPC: ABIISE liAS l'y.lf,Tr,n FOR: 

(\ ~!\I Illrorl!ll1tlon 
1.1.,\;:i thfm f. mUl1thR 
,. rU"InthR tu I velll 
""l't: t hml i ~'ear to yenn: 
1I1/I"r It "can.; 

.• 1,. 1.1)N(H':S;' pI,',non or V(1tIlN'rARY AnS1'INE~lCE 

1)1, t"h) jllfnrmilt illO 

c'l ()7 or more months 
'.10 Al,stincllce known hut \~nglh 

of UTIle unspecj f1eci 
~!: '!lll npplicaLle 

',t. 1~1"(:IlIU' I ~' ,1!IVl-:UII,I' (:m'l-UT:-IrtIT., (CoVA. ER) 

(I :~II lnforllIlit Il"m 
1 I~", 

Y'!:i 

(,f,. l'I'C:(ll~n .'1 "IIIVF'HI.E. AItRES'I'S 

" 'II 1,,1 orm,tl hilI 

~~" 

i\ltli.:,>1' ' 1".)11 .. 1\"1111': t"'VH!~ 

() : .• ; intI/neat illu 
1 hlven II c and ndul t ,"ecords 

\,l lI lt rHcurds only 
) "n~' \'f.wr prl,1l tu IIdmllisfon only 

(,C), t;W!lIl":'~ III Pflllil I\PRI"STS FOR PlIli1.lf: 
I)I/II\I~I ~"I·l.jF IJR !J~UNI~l't; \"'IH1\'1~n .. ______ _ 

I~'i I)~ ul' l!!llre 
qq Pi'll nvallnl·ll· 

.)11. rlP~lh,,"I{ til, l'ItIIJH :,KIU:STS I:OI~ nUlic 
'lFI'I:~ISr.,: 

H I, or nh)n: 
() ~Itll ,1VI)jJilbJC! 

'II, \"·11:1" III" IIII"I)!1 AIlPJ,1' CON\'l Ci'l om' 
(~ult 11 'If I f(· llr drunk offtmsef:i) 

J (l IIr r.'nr~ 
:'ol ItV"1 tluhll\ 

'i ' ,' '~I/~II\I'" III" l'kll.R Antll,'!' AnRI~:-:'r~ 

(NOI 1'111 !\' or drunk uffcnHt:t:) 

(' I I" lI,l)J e 
:~ol aWJ Ilubl e 

-----------------------------..-------

[UTI 

[J 

CD 

D 
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"(I; I,ll, tJl'ttllFR 

'·l. III!/IIII:rl <II' !'l/lelR AUIrt'r r'HISeI:r sr.;rrn.Nc:r~, 

B or POI'\~ 
Nut Hvuiluhl c 

5tl. NUM8ER tW PH IIIR AOlll.r 1'1t(IIIA':' III!I 'I'1':H:l~; 

R 'lor mure 
9 :lut uVllil;:lh1t! 

55. HOST ~F~ln"r: PHTClIi IHRPCl~r·'·ICltr 

a :~() infnrmntion 
1 No prior djsposjtJol1s 
2 ,Juvenilu. w1thout cc:rallitzllent 
1 Juvenile, with conunitment 
II rl1sdemeanor, without jail 
S Hisdemennor, with jail 
fi Felony with nn jail 
7 Felony ,,1 th jalJ 
p, Prison 
9 r:{,t Hfikt!t1 

56. ANY PIW\'IClIIS I'AR'rlClI'A"lcoN TN AN ArlIlI.T 
01 VFRSTON I'Rnc:r:Al1 

o Nu information 
1 Ilu 

Yo. 
~lot lI! .. k~tI 

57. HOST SEI,tnllS I:liAr.C;F. AT P'!Fl.I'!INAf:i IlEArWIG 
(our code of seriousness of offense) 

SR. MOST SEIUOUS CHARc:g AT TIME OF DIVERSION 
(our (:nci~ of sel'iollfmess of offense~ 

5!1. I.I~':AI. STATI'S AT I'm'RI' I NTn I'R()(;RAH 
(c1.rc1e all tlcat app! y) 

("'11 No inforlllatio1\ 
0'" tlo It!Anl invu]vel'lenl 
nt. He1 cilse lin Ihlll 
OP Peleaae un (I.H. 
)(t VoluntRn' JlrllhJ\t 11\[1 

12 i\ssl ('tned by ,'"dJ~(> 
f,l, r.harIW~ nend tnSt 

Rer.or,lerl hy 

Untl! 

Coded hv 

Date 

Check.,1 hy 

nate 

[J' [ [_[.:I] 
I .~ __ ] 

LJ 
[J 

LJ 

LI-}"] 
. '" -.. _ .. 

[] 

.llly 1975 
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APPENDIX B-8 

r.\'A1.I'M!<J~ Of r.o'l!-nl~lTl' 
eA~ED CI)RRF.CT!("·I~ Jl~nCRAHS 

"i.O.H::rr ' S ASSH !irf' r..\<:r !Jl"!f\EP. 

r' --r-r-';' --1--1 LL_L_LJ .. _J 

[-_.--.-. --'-J. 
--- --- ~ - ~ 

DIVERSION CLImIT FOLLOlI-!"f' 

2. FOLtOlJ-ltP N'1IBER 

r!lrel! rmntiJ~ fo11otdng adI'liRSion 

2 SIx month:; following adMission 

One year followir.g admission 

"). THTS RF.PORT COI'F.'lS THf PERIo') F'\<J:I 
nATE OF ADMISSION Tn: 

"Mci ------DA YR 

4. llATF. Of OISt;hARGF. FROM PROJP.CT 

'iei ---'---~----vR 

Use "OIIS for no information 
Use "9 11

5 if not yet discharged 

[I.-...-I -:!=-I ~I 
YR·MO nA 

D 

ClI.-:!::-1 ~I 
YR MO nA 

[I 1 1 
YR MO DA 

5. NtI?illER OF DAYS FROII FIRST ADMISSION TO DIVERSION PROJECT TO 
MOST RECENT DISCllARGE. USE FOLLOW-UP DATE IF CLIENT IS STILL 
ACTIVE III PROGRAH ON THAT nATr.. (SlIBTRACT DATE OF ADHISSIOn 
FROM DATE OF DISCIlARGE OR FOLLOII-UP REPORT). 

6. IIATURE OF flISPflSITION AT TF.~IINATlCJN OF DlVERSIO~ 

n :~o infnrmation 

Remains in pr(J!:'trarn 

P.A. decides not to proceed 

Deemed not arrested 

Charges dismissed 

Criminal proceedin~8 resumed 

1. [F CRIMINAl. PROCF.F.DWGS .'FRE RF.SI"IED, 
I,'IAT '~AS THE OUTCOME 

o No infrJrmatian 

Not applicable 

CDC RESEAIICII EI/ALUA11ON PROJECT 

I 1 

D 

D 
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R. SERI'lrif. Rr.C~:IVI," HY cur:;"!', 1'5F rm.LO\llNC rn:lr. 

o No inforI:1at ion 
1 None provided 
7. Provided t1irectly by projer.t sluff 
1 Provided by referra 1 

2 and 3 combined 

DriverR LicenRc 

Erldcation 

Drug eJucation 

Cmploymcmt r.our.seling 

Ertergenc. 'I Serv ices 

Facl1~' Counsel ing 

Food 

Group Therapy 

Housing 

Indi'Jlrilial CounsellOR 

Job Placement 

Ler,al Assistance 

!Iedical Services 

Methadone Mainteliance 

Transportation 

Vocational Training 

Other (Bpecify) ___ _ 

9. <JilTCOlIE: SATISFACTORY COlU'LETION OF OBJECTIVES SPEClFIlD 
IN CONTRACT (OR AGREEMENT) BETIIEEN PROGRAM AND CLIENT 

o No information 
1 No 
2 Yes 

Standard Conditions, (e.g., cooperate, 
report, etc.) 

Seek Employment 

Attend School or Training Program 

Hainta!n F.mployment 

Provide Support for Dependents 

Maintain Contact with ChUdren 

SPECIFIED 

Pay Restitution (yes only if half or more 
due dudng this period was paid) 

Urine Testing 

Drug EducatJon 

Voluntary Referral 

MET 

Mal' 1975 

. ( 

I . 

(. 

( 

I: 

J 

III. ANOIIN·,· ,W ~ESTI'I'UTIIlN I'AIO IlIllIlNIJ TillS 1'~:Jt\IlU 

II. NII'IHEH ,JJ' I~r-:I'.KS IN SCIlOOI. IlH 'fIATNlIm 
IlIlRTN(l TIllS I'~:RIOD 

1_'. 1·:llfllil'K 111' IIJ:.~K:; "MPJ.l1YEIl nIlRIf'G Till S PERWO 

I .1. TOTAl. ",II't11 N':S IltlRI NG TillS PERIOIJ 

[,->-1 -'---'---' 

rn 
IT] 

'HI~ 1.1l. tIllM8~:~ 

PR(/,JELT'S ASSlliNW CAS~: NUM8ER 

ZOo nISPO~ 1"1 ION 'W NW r:ASI,S (H' !!oRE TUAlI ONE CAS I': SI,I.EC"I' 
TilE mil' 111'1'11 'J'lIr MOST SI':J~IClUS IllSI'(lSTTICltl) 

o No informhtion 

Not npplicable - stJlJ ill'l't!st fn:l' 

StJIl pendfng - nn determillation rt;!.. prov,ll'11n 

No Helion nn clu..Irgt!s, "continut:d un progrblll" 

ConvJcled of mist!. - minur d.!.npusJ tlCln, fine, 
18i1. 90 days less, probatJon 1 year ur less 

ConvJcted of misd. - major dispo!:iltioll 

ITL~I ~ 
6 Convicted of felony D 

1\. EHI' I.IlYflFN'l' ~TA'I'tlS AT END OF I'll IS 
l'OI.I.OII-tll' 1'~:RlUD 

II No (n(ormatlon 

Ihwlop I uyeo 

L~lh)1loyed purt-tllTte 

!if Illh>! or rrainJng 

I~mpl()yed full-time 

15. NIJI'IllER 'W VIOI.A'I'/ONS OF PROGRAM RUU:S RECORDED 
nllRrNG Till:; 1'F.ltIOD, 8Y TYPE 

n Nu information 

Alcuhol use 

Other rilles, (specJfy) __________ _ 

I tl. ,;IIANIlF:: IN DI Vf'RS I ON STATUS 

I ;,almsion uf dlvurslon 

Huinutdtclluenl elf dlvertiicm 

II, I~ Tllr CI,IWI Efll'l.fIYI:1l AT THI, SAME 
Jlns 11' I t It. AS PH [UR TO Al(HFST 

o ~tl i"formatlon 

':,)1 clmpluyed dltrlnn this period 

No, lllffer~nt Job 

Nil, hud un prior .lob 

Ill. M~Y 1:"11 CAbl':S I'''NDIN(; (DO NIIT INCI.IIDE CASE 
ON I~U;c!1 nIl/EliSION WAS BASED) 

() No infnrnwt Jun 

No 

1 9. NI:.W hlt1tFSTS 

o NC' inforrlat ion 

No 

YeM, r~malns in program pending dispoaitiem 

Yes, no charges filed, remains in program 

"es, discharged and returned to court 

CDC HESI··IIHr:I ' ~:VALIIATl()N PRO,lECr 

D 

D 

D 

o 

o 

21. IS THIS CLIENT CURRENTl.Y UNDER COURTESY 
SUPERVISION IN ANOTHER COUlITY 

No 

Yes 

22. NIlTE OTHER ItlinCATOIIS OF All.IUSTtlhNT REr:ORIJEO IN 1'11.1: 

-------._---------

}{ec(lrd~-d by ____________ _ 

Date 

Coded by 

Date 

Checked by 

D Oate 

247 

D 

May 1975 
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Appendix C \ 
) CALIFORNIA OFFENSE SEVERITY INDEX 

CALIF. NUMBER CALIF TYPE DESCRIPTION SEVERITY CATEG 

22450 A V RUN STOP SIGN (M) 001 7 
I~ , 

24252 A V MAINTENANCE OF LIGHTS 001 7 

647 F P UNDER INF. OF NARC., ALCOHOL (M) 013 8 

415 P DISTURBING THE PEACE (M) 014 7 

23110 A V THROW AT VEHICLE (M) 015 2 

25658 B B PURCHASE OF LIQUOR BY MINOR (M) 016 6 

14610 V UNLAWFUL USE OF LICENSE (M) 017 7 

t 23103 V RECKLESS DRIVING (M) 017 7 

23109 A V SPEED CONTEST (M) 017 7 

647 E P LOITERING (M) 021 7 

602.5 P UNAURHOTIZED ENTRY (M) 022 2 

330 P GAMING (M) 023 2 

537 P NON-PAYMENT HOTEL, ETC. (M) 023 2 

602 P TRESPASS (M) 023 2 
I: 

2800 V OBEDIENCE TO OFFICERS (M) 023 7 

2801 V OBEDIENCE TO FIREMAN (M) 023 7 

12500 V DRIVe WIO LICENSE, EXPIRED L YR. (M) 023 7 
I: 

10852 V TAf"IPERING WI AUTO 027 2 

rI 25661 B FALSE I.D., MINOR BUY ALCOHOL (M) 027 6 

25662 R POSSESSION OF ALCOHOL BY MINOR (M) 027 6 

J 416 P REFUSAL OF COMMAND TO DISPERSE (M) 029 7 

594 P MALICIOUS MISCHIEF (M) 029 2 

597 ' B P KILL, MAIM ANIMALS, COCK FIGHT ( M) 029 8 

484 P PETTY THEFT (11) 031 2 

'/ 
249 

Preceding page blank , 
. :"~~' 



591 

10851 

11350 

12020 

286 

487.2 

11359 

11355 

241 

243 

266 H 

266 I 

11378 

182.1 

459 

273 D 

273 D 

118 to 129 

11360 

11361 

288 

220 

211 

245 A 

11379 

518 

261 

23UO B 

11351 

261 (3) 

P 

v 

H 

P 

P 

P 

H 

H 

P 

P 

P 

P 

H 

P 

P 

P 

P 

P 

H 

H 

P 

P 

P 

p. 

H 

P 

P 

v 

H 

P 

Appendix C 

DESTRUCTION TEL AND TEL LINE 

GRAND THEFT AUTO 

POSSESSION OF CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE 

MANF., SALE, POSS., OF ILL. WEAPON 

CRIME AGAINST NATURE 

GRAND THEFT (FROM A PERSON) 

POSSESS MARIJUANA FOR SALE 

AGREE TO SELL NARCOTICS 

ASSAULT AGAINST POLICE 

ASSAULT, BATTERY AGAINST POLICE 

PIMPING 

PANDERING 

POSSESSION FOR SALE, DANG. DRUGS. 

CONSPIRACY 

BURGLARY 2ND (HOUSE) 

CORP. INJURY WIFE 

CORP. INJURY CHILD 

PERJURY 

TRANS. FOR SALE OF MARIJUANA 

SELL MARIJUANA TO MINOR, BY ADULT 

CHILD MOLESTING 

ASSAULT TO RAPE 

ROBBERY 2ND 

ASSAULT, DEADLY WEAPON 

SALE OF DANGEROUS DRUGS 

EXTORTION 

SEX (UNLAWFUL, UNDERAGE) 

TRHOW AT VEHICLE, INTENT GR. INJURY 

POSS. FOR SALE OF CONT. SUBS. 

RAPE WITHREAT 

250 

234 

234 

234 

259 

260 

278 

278 

292 

303 

303 

333 

333 

333 

373 

401 

410 

410 

414 

420 

420 

467 

500 

522 

549 

598 

602 

·615 

653 

719 

746 

2 

2 

3 

1 

5 

2 

4 

3 

1 

1 

5 

5 

3 

7 

2 

1 

1 

7 

4 

4 

5 

1 

1 

1 

3 

2 

5 

1 

3 

5 

. ( 

( 

(' 

( . 

( " 

11365 

337 A 

314.1 

11357 

11550 

405 

11377 

11358 

219.1 and 219.2 

476 A 

270 

496 

11483 

484 

496 

4390 

470 

20001 

23101 

273 A 

484 E 

484 F 

484 G 

23106 

667 

192.3 

487.1 

487.3 

503 

H 

P 

P 

H 

H 

P 

H 

H 

P 

P 

p 

P 

W 

P 

P 

B 

P 

v 

v 

P 

P 

P 

P 

v 

p 

P 

P 

P 

P 

Appendix C 

PRESENCE IN RM. W NARC. OR MARIJUANA 

BOOKMAKING 

INDECENT EXPOSURE W/PRIOR 

POSSESS MARIJUANA 

UNDER INFL. CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE (M) 

RIOT (M) 

POSSESS DANGEROUS DRUGS 

CULTIVATE MARIJUANA 

THROW AT COMMON CARRIER, VEHICLE 

NON-SUFFICIENT FUNDS CHECK 

CHILD NEGLECT 

STOLEN PROPERTY (M) 

FRAUD IN OBTAINING AID 

PETTY THEFT W/PRIOR 

RECEIVE STOLEN PROPERTY 

FORGERY PRESCRIPTION 

FORGERY 

HIT AND RUN 

DRUNK DRIVING 

ENDANGER HEUTH OF CHILD 

CREDIT CARD (THEFT) 

CREDIT CARD (FORGERY) 

CREDIT CARD (USE OF) 

DRIVE UNDER INF. DRUGS, W/INJURY 

PETTY THEFT W/PRIOR FELONY 

MANSLAUGHTER W/VE,HICLE 

GRAND THEFT (OVER $200) 

GRAND THEFT (AUTO, ETC.) 

EMBEZZLEMENT 

251 

077 

079 

089 

089 

094 

115 

132 

144 

158 

173 

178 

178 

196 

197 

197 

212 

212 

212 

213 

213 

213 

213 

213 

215 

223 

234 

234 

234 

4 

2 

5 

4 

3 

7 

3 

4 

2 

2 

1 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

1 

6 

1 

2 

2 

2 

1 

2 

1 

2 

2 

2 
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14601.1 

240 

242 

20002 

653 K 

14601 

381 

647 

647 G 

650 1/2 

12031 

23101 

23104 

290 

311 

314 

647 B 

12025 

148 

573 E 

499 B 

409 

476 A, B 

315 

192.3 B 

272 

417 

11364 

~f I 

Appendix C 

P PETTY THEFT (M) 

V DRIVE W/O LICENSE, OTHER REASON (M) 

P ASSAULT (M) 

P BATTERY (M) 

V HIT AND RUN (M) 

P SWITCH BLADE 

V DRIVE WIO LICENSE, SUSP./REVOKED (M) 

P SNIFFING GLUE (r .. 1) 

P SOLICITING (M) 

P LOITER, PROWL (M) 

P INJURIES TO PERSONS/PROPERTY (M) 

P LOADED FIREARM (M) 

V DRUNK DRIVING (M) 

V RECKLESS DRIVING, PERS. INJURY (M) 

P SEX OFFENDERS MUST REGISTER (M) 

P INDECENT PICTURES (M) 

P INDECENT EXPOSURE (M) 

P PROSTITUTION (M) 

P CONCEALED WEAPON (M) 

P RESISTING ARREST (M) 

P SERIAL NO. CHANGED (M) 

P TAKE AUTO TEMPORARILY (M) 

P REFUSE TO DISPERSE FROM RIOT (M) 

P NON-SUFFICIENT FUNDS CHECK (M) 

P KEEP OR LIVE IN BAUDY HOUSE (M) 

P MANSLAUGHTER (M) 

P CONTRIBUTING (M) 

P EXHIBIT FIREARM (M) 

H OPIUM PIPES, PARAPHENALIA (M) 
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031 

031 

036 

036 

036 

037 

038 

039 

039 

041 

041 

041 

041 

041 

044 

044 

044 

044 

044 

046 

050 

056 

060 

061 

071 

072 

072 

072 

077 

2 

7 

1 

1 

2 

1 

7 

3 

5 

2 

8 

1 

6 

1 

5 

5 

5 

5 

1 

1 

2 

2 

7 

2 

5 

1 

1 

1 

3 

. ~ ( 
I 

f 
I 
I 

( 

! 

f 

I 
1 
1 

l 

I 
I 
! 

) 

t 

j ". 

I 
I 
1 

I ~ 
)\ 

I 
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245 B P 

452 P 

459 P 

192.3 P 

211 P 

207 P 

11352 H 

11353 H 

. 11354 H 

217 P 

447 A P 

187 P 

Appendix C 

ASSAULT AGAINST POLICE, FIREMAN 

ARSON (POSS. OF FLAMMABLE SUB.) 

BURGLARY 1ST (1ST SPECIFIED) 

MANSLAUGHTER W/O VEHICLE 

ROBBERY 1ST 

KIDNAP 

TRANS., SALE OF CONT. SUBS. 

INDUCE MINOR, BY PERSON 18 OR OVER 

INDUCE MINOR, BY PERSON UNDER 18 

ASSAULT TO MURDER 

ARSON 

MURDER 1ST 

253 

774 

782 

803 

829 

829 

836 

938 

938 

938 

998 

998 

999 

1 

2 

2 

1 

1 

1 

3 

3 

3 

1 

2 

1 
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Scale Value 

o 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

9 

1 
SAN BERNARDINO OCCUPATIONAL SCALE 

Positions of eminence in government, military or church. 
leader in a higher profession (medicine, law, academics). 
of large industrial complexes. 

Recognized 
Directors 

Professional occupations (medicine, law, professors, clergymen, psy
chologists). Managers of large businesses and factories. Top offi
cials in local government and· heads of civil institutions. Bankers,. 
stockbrokers, and field rank commissioned officers in the military 
(Major, Colonel, Commander, etc.). College teachers. 

Other professional occupations (Architects, Veterinarians, Dentists, 
Accountants, Probation Officers). Primary and secondary school 
teachers. Proprietors of businesses. Commissioned military belm.., 
field rank (Ca~tain, Lieutenant, Ensign, Warrant Officer, Merchant 
Marine Officer). 

Sales managers and supervisors. Small businessmen and wholesalers. 
Middles level corporation management. Airline pilots. Graduate 
students. Journalists. 

. 
Line fcremen, sales agents, lower level corporate managers and super-
visorsw Tellers and cashiers. Registered nurses. Beauticians. 
Enterta.iners. 

Farm proprietors. Clerks, secretaries, stenographers. Technicians 
(electronic, medical). Under graduate students. Stewardesses, PBX 
operat~rs, Teacher's aids. 

Skilled factory workers, skilled trade workers (carpenters, plumbers, 
masons). Policemen, firemen, Vocational and practical nurses. 
Enlisted military personnel. Mechanics, Machinists. 

Sales clerks and unskilled store or office workers. Tenant farmers 
bus, train and truck drivers. Unskilled workers (laundry, warehouse
men, gas stationmen). High school students and housewives if not 
otherwise classifiable. Cab drivers, Bartenders, Security guards, 
Nurses aids. 

Farm workers, day laborers, miners. Janitors, waiters, porters, 
domestic help. Waitresses. 

No usual occupation. Illegal, criminal activity. 

1. This scale is a slightly modified versi~n of one used by the 
San Bernardino Adult Deferred Prosecution Project. 
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245 B P 

452 P 

459 P 

192.3 P 

211 P 

207 P 

11352 H 

11353 H 

11354 H 

217 P 

447 A P 

187 P 

I: 

c 

1 
Appendix C 

ASSAULT AGAINST POLICE, FIREMAN 774 1 
ARSON (POSS. OF FLAMMABLE SUB.) 782 2 
BURGLARY 1ST (1ST SPECIFIED) 803 2 
MANSLAUGHTER WIO VEHICLE 829 1 
ROBBERY 1ST 

829 1 
KIDNAP 

836 1 
TRA.NS. , SALE OF CONT. SUBS. 938 3 
INDUCE MINOR, BY PERSON 18 OR OVER 938 3 
INDUCE MINOR, BY PERSON UNDER 18 938 3 
ASSAULT TO MURDER 998 1 
ARSON 

998 2 
MURDER 1ST 

999 1 

253 



Scale Value 

o 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

APPENDIX D 

1 
SAN BERNARDINO OCCUPATIONAL SCALE 

Positions of eminence in government, military or chu~ch. 
leader in a higher profession (medicine, law, academics). 
of large industrial complexes. 

Recognized 
Directors 

Professional occupations (medicine, law, professors, clergymen, psy
chologists). Managers of large businesses and factories. Top offi
cials in local government and heads of civil institutions. Bankers, 
stockbrokers, and field rank commissioned officers in the military 
(Major, Colonel, Commander, etc.). College teachers. 

Other professional occupations (Architects, Veterinarians, Dentists, 
Accountants, Probation>Officers). Primary and secondary school 
teachers. Proprietors of businesses. Commissioned military belmV' 
field rank (Captain, Lieutenant, Ensign, Warrant Officer, Mercha.!lt 
Marine Officer). 

Sales managers and supervisors. Small businessmen and wholesalers. 
Middles level corporation management. Airline pilots. Graduate 
students; Journalists. 

. 
Line foremen, sales agents, lower level corporate managers and super-
visors. Tellers and cashiers. Registered nurses. Beauticians. 
Entertainers. 

Farm proprietors. Clerks, secretaries, stenographers. Technicians 
(electronic, medical). Under graduate students. Stewardesses, PBX 
operators, Teacher's aids. 

Skilled factory workers, skilled trade workers (carpenters, plumbers, 
masons). Policemen, firemen, Vocational and practical nurses. 
Enlisted military personnel. Mechanics, Machinists. 

Sales clerks and unskilled store or office workers. Tenant farmers 
bus, train and truck drivers. Unskilled workers (laundry, warehouse
men, gas stationmen). High school students and housewives if not 
otherwise classifiable. Cab drivers, Bartenders, Security guards, 
Nurses aids. 

Farm workers, day laborers, miners. Janitors, waiters, porters, 
domestic help. Waitresses. 

No usual occupation. Illegal, criminal activity. 

1. This scale is a slightly modified versi~n of one used by the 
San Bernardino Adult Deferred Prosecution Project. 
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Appendix E 

r.lembership List of the 

Steering Committee 

for the 

Two State Agency Evaluation Projects: 

Evaluation of Juvenile Diversion Programs 

and 

Evaluation of Community-Based Corrections Programs 

December, 1974 

Robert E. Bales - OCJP 

William Bartholomew - Chief of Police, Davis 

Keith Concannon - Region~l Director, Region T 

Willie Ellison - Project Safer California 

Richard B. Gro~kin - OCJP 

Bruce Kerns - Director of Rese~rch, Region I 

Mal King - Region:3.1 Director, Region D 

Solomon Kobrin - University of Southern California 

Lance Lewis .- Regional Director, Region U 

Kathy Lowe - Juvenile Delinouency Planner, OCJP 

Nilli;'1m McConnell - OCJP 

Ken Mayall - Evaluation Specialist, Region M 

Bill Mayer - Assistant Director, Region R 

Grant Mickins - ~eputy Director, Region F 

Ann Taylor - Regional Director, Region H 

Peter S. Venezia - Co-Direcl:.or, Research Center, NCCD 

William E. Wright - OCJP 
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PROJB:::T 

1. SI"n 
Diego Adult 
Deferred 
Prosecution 
Project 
Region U 

2. Yolo 
County 
Diversion 
Program 
Region D 

t: 

OCJP 
~ruMBER 

1477 

i 

1509 

APPENDIX F 

SUMMARY TABLE OF PROJECTS E.V ALUATED 

PRESENT AMT. OF STAGE OF DESCRIPTION OF PIi.JJEDT 
CATEXiORY FUNDING DEVELOPMENT 

IV-4 $134,836 First year I Divert approximately 300 
contract I property offendf'rs per 
ended year into supervision 
11-30-74 directly, rl"ther than 

$123,678 Second yr. through regular court 
procedures; successful ended completion of program 

11-30-75 -..dll result in dismissal 
of charges. 

IV-1 $75,361 First y,ear Divert up GO 150 first 
ei1ded offenders (youth and 
3-31-75 young adult) per year 

$63,500 Second yr. into supervision di-
ends .rectl~ rather than 
3-31-76 through regular court 

procedures; successful -
completion of program 
will result in dismissal 
of charges and ~ppro-p-
riate modifications 
of records. 

{: ( ( 

SERVICE OBJECTIVES OUTCCNE AND COST 
BENEFI'l' OBJEDTIVES 

1 •. Divert 10% of ] . Achieve the stpnd~r~ 
the first time of pn arrest fr~e 
adult property rec~rd f~r 95% ~f its 
crime offenders clients '·>hile they pre 
from formal on deferred pr~secuti'n 

. court prosecu- supervisbn. 
tion. 2. Achieve the stpnd~rd 

2. Provide a more of fin prrest-7ree 
• intensive level record for 90% of its 

of supervision clients during the 60 
for its clients . days following termin-
than they would ation from the progrpm. 
receive in 3. Generate savings in 
standard pro- costs resulting from 
bation. a reduction in court 

proceedings and 
custodial services. 

1. Provide for the 1. Cost savings repulting 
diversipn of 150 from reduction in 
clients during court proceedir~s. 
its first year 2. Successful complet.ion 
of operption. of the project by 85% 

2. Integrate 100% of the cases entering 
of its clientele into it. 
into full-time 
work, school -
or training 
situptions 
within 6 wks. 
after entry in-
to the project. 

3. Involve J 00% of -
its clientele 
in individual 
or group 
thrJ.fll.py. 
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NAME OF 
PROJECT 

3. PC 
1000 Court 
Diversion 
Project 
(San Diego 
County) 
Region U 

4. Project 
Intercept 
(Napa, Sol-
ano&So-
noma 
Counties) 
Region E 

• 

OCJP PRESEI~'l' AI'IT. OF 
NUMBER CATEGORY FUNDING 

1670 F-1 $65,775 

$66,552 

San Diegc 
lPunded the 
~ continuo 

1690 IV-1 $145,398 

STAGE OF DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT 
DEVELOPMENT 

First year Divert approximatrly 
contract 50 persons per month 
ended oualifying under P.C. 
6-30-74 1000; successful 
Second yr. completion will result 
ended in dismissal of charges. 
6-30-74. 

County has 
project on 

ing basis). 

First year Divert undefined number 
contract of first offenders in-
ended volved in victimless 
6-30-74 crimes from regular 

court processing; 
clients must meet cer-
tain criteria ofeco-
nomic and social dis-
advantage and will 
receive service through 
s private agency. 

SERVICE OBJECTIVES 

1. Diversion from 
court prosecu-
tion of 80 per-
sons chprged 
with minor drug 
offenses per 
month. 

2. Develop an 
appropriate 
education 
treatment 
pnd rphabil-
itation plan 
for each 
client. 

3. Provision of 
short-term 
treatment on 
p crisis basis 
to !'lssist in 
pllevipting 
drug-related 
problems. 

1. Diversion of 
an unspecified 
number of 
first offen-
del'S from 
normal judic-
ictl processing, 
providing them 
with supportive 
services to 
encourage a 
non-criminal 
life style. 

.. 

• • 

OUTCCl>IE AND COST 
BEIvEFIT OBJEC"'IVES 1 

1. Reduction of the in-
volvement of the· 
clientele in the 
criminal justice 
system during pnd 
subseouent to progrpm 
participation. 

2. Generate cost savings 
through reducing the 
volume of court 
proceedings. 

1. Reduce the recidivism 
and criminal behavior 
of the clients 30% 
in the first and 
subse~uent yeArs. 

2. Demonstrate the eco-
nomic practicability 
of the pre-trial 
alternative represente 
in this project. 

. 

• 

d 
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NAME OF OCJP PRESENT AMT. OF STAGE OF DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT SERVICE OBJECTIVES OUTCOV-E AND COST 
PROJECT NUMBER CATEGORY FUNDING DEVELOPMENl' BENEFIT OBJECTIVES 
5. Project 1895 VI-3 $58,809 First yr. Minimize the disruptive • Refer 300 de·' 1 • Reduce the rate of ~. 

Crossroads contract influence of stagnant fendants to future criminal ac-
(Alameda ended incarceration pe,ding jobs, treat- tivity of defendants 
County) 12-31-75 trial by providing ment , or served by the project 
Region I $64,989 Second yr. intensive service and assistance to a level significant-

I~nds referral. The emphasis programs in ly below that of a 
1'.2-31-76 is on job placement the first yr. comparison group. 

and related training. operation. 2. Establish conditions 
MUdt be clients of 2. Provide direct whereby both the per-
Public Defender. and indirect centage of defendants 

occupational, paying restitution 
educational, and the total amount 
social and of restitution paid 
emotional will be greater in 
services to the service group than 
defendants. in a comparison group. 

3. Enhance the 
I\) 

ability of 
V1 defepdants to 
en obtain employ-

ment and/or be 
involved in an 
appropriate 
educational 

6. 
Ero~ram. 

P:'e- 1901 E-4 $66,667 First yr. Divert selected mis- 1. Divert 500 1. Assure a significant Trial 
Diversion contract demeanor first offen- personfj from decrease in future 
Program ended ders from court, pro- prosecution criminal b~havior on 
(Operated 6-30-75 cessing. Clients must in the courts the part of the project 
by $79,140 Second meet certain criter- per year. participants compared 
Project Yr. ends ia of ecor.omic and to the level of such 
Intercept, 6-30-76 social disadvantage. activity in a compar-
Inc. ) Th~ project will em- ison group, 

(Alameda phasize job place- 2. Gain significantly 
County) ment and provide or more favorable dis-
Region I refer to other positions from the 

services. courts for alleged 
first offenders as 
evidenced by the dis-
missals and fewer fines 
and incarcerations for 
the project participan~ 
compared to these ,., 

---~ dispositions received 
by a comparison group. 

e ( c I· e ( (. C' U t) 
~_ ,_ '.!...'~>" r':':'_;:':::":;::::::--=--:':::"-:~-;::""";::'=:O;-=~" 
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NAlvlE OF 
PROJECT 

7. Ventura 
Adult Di-
version 
Region Q 

8. Narco-
tic Educa-
tion Leafe 
(Oakland 
Region I 

OCJP PRESENT AJ.'iT. OF 
NUMBER CATEGORY FUNDING 

2064 IV-1 $108,000 

$ 55,555 

1907 $75,000 

$75,135 

$89,016 

STAGE OF DESCRIPTION OF PROJEXJT 
DEVELOPMENT 

First year The p~oject will provide 
endf>d intensive probptiun 
12-31-75 services to 225 offenders 
Second yr. diverted from the court 
(6 months) system in lieu of prose-
ends cution. Eligible offen-
6-31-76 deI'S are those with mis-

demeanor property offenses 
victimless sex offenses 
and less serious public 
disturb~nce and family 
disputes. Length of 
service 6-32 months 
per client. 

First yr. To provide a residential 
ended rehabilitation program 
2-28-74 for drug addicts. They 
Second yr. provide behClvior thernpy, 
ended job and educational coun-

2-28-75 seling and other services 
Third yr. in therapeutic community 
ended setting. 
2-29-76 

(County 
support 
ilJhrough 
~une, 1976.) 

SERVICE OBJEXJTIVES 

1. Diversion from 
prosecution of 
250 of the min-
or misd.emeanor 
offenders re-
ferred to the 
District Attor-
ney for com-
plaint. 

2. Supervision of 
70 "high risk" 
O.R. releClse 
defendants "'ho 
in the Ab-
sence of the 
project 1-'l)uld 
be denied re-
lease, thereby 
reducing the 
jail popula-
tion. 

1. Provide direct 
and indirect 
social,. emotion-
al, educational, 
and economic 
services to 
drug-involved 
residents of 
sufficient 
ouality t') 
assist them in 
making the tran-
sition to a drug, 
free life in the I 
cOITh11uni ty. 

OUTCmE AND COST 
BENEFIT OBJECTIVES 

1. 70% of those cpses 
completing the progrpm 
will not recidivpte, 
with recidivism dp-
fined as pny new arrest 
wi thin one year of 
termim·tion. 

1. Lower the rpte of 
future criminal activ-
ity on the parG of in-
dividuals served by the 
project. significanUy 
below th"t of p comp~r-

able group not served 
by Ghe project. 

2. Lower Ghe rpte of 
p~role and probption 
revocation for indivi~-
upls served by the pro-
ject siguificpntly 
below the level of p 

comparable group not 
served by the project. 

, 
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MANE OF 
PWIJFG'I' -
8. Narco-
tic Educa-
tion Lea~ue 
(Oakland 
Region I 
(continued) 

9. HUinboldt 
Alcohol 
Offender 
Diversion 
Region A 

OCJP PRESENT AWl' • 01<' 
NUMBER CATEGORY FUNDING 

1945 IV-1 $66,374 

$47,064 

. 

( ( 

STAGE OF DESCRIP'l'ION OF PROJl!X}T 
DEVELOPMENT 

First year To provide a residentiel 
ended recovery house and ancil-
6-30-75 lary service program for 

public inebriates and 
Second yr. ~ersons with alcohol 
ends related offenses. 
6-30-76 

( 

SERVICE OBJECTIVES 

f· Develop a data 
system that will 
serve to provide 
a uniform infor-
mation base for 
all halfway 
house pro.iects. 

1. Provide a pro-
gram for treat-
ing 40% of per-
sons identified 
as public ineb-
riates or alco-
holics who con-
tact criminal 
justice and 
mental health 
agencies during 
the year. 

2. Providing coun-
seling services 
to 90% of the 
public ineb-
rif.ltes referred 
to the progrpm. 

3 • Pravic1i'ng resi-
oentipl treat-
ment to 20 re-
covering plco-
holics per 
month. 

OUTCGlE AND COST 
BENEr'I'l' OI:lJECTIVlS --

1. Insure thpt 50% of the 
particippnts ~~th Pt 
le~st ~ weeks of resi-
dentipl treatment 
will have made improve-
ments in their overpll 
life situation. 

2. Bring the recovering 
alcoholics to the 
point where they will 
have periods of ex-
tended sobriety not 
indicated by their 
pre-project experience. 

, 

--l 

, ) 
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NAME OF 
PROJECT 

10 • Commun-
ity Rehab-_ 
ilitation 
House-San 
Npteo 
(Adult 
Women) 
Region H 

11 • Quest 
-Region F 

( 

OCJP PRESENT AMT. OF 
NUMBER CA TEDORY FUNDING 
1535 VI-2 $194,992 

$154,061 

r 

2052 F-2 $161,3J2 

$111,122 

u 

STAGE OF DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT 
DEVELOPMENT 
First year Provide therapeutic hous-
ended "ng as an alternative to 
9-30-74 ~ncarceration for 60 

adul t \'Iomen per year in 
Second yr. a ninety day program and 

emergency short-term 
housing for 130 women 
per year. 

First year ~ resid~ntial socio-
ended ~herapeutic residence 
6-30-75 for 20 adult female 
Second yr. pffenders in lieu of 
ends ~ncarceration. Clients 
8-30-76 ~ll be selected women 

~entenced directly from 
~he courts for 3-6 
~onths. 

SERVICE OBJECTIVES 

1. Provide an 
alternative to 
incarceration 
which will 
keep 190 
female offen-
ders out of 
jail per year. 

2. Providing a 
short-term 
crisis alter-
n;otive to 
temporpry or 
long term in-
cprcer;oti'1n. 

1 • Providr: direct 
and indirect 
social, emo-
tional, educa-
tional, and 
economic 
services of 
sufficient 
quality and 
quantity to 
residents to 
assist them in 
making the 
transition to . 
community life. 

OUTGONE AND COST 
BENEFIT OBJECTIVES 
1. Reduce the cost of 

jail by est~blishing 
as an alternative a 
ahort period in ~ 
residrntially-b~sed 
ther~peutic community. 

2. Reducing recidivism, 
f~mily disorgpnization, 
~nd the interruption 
of employment. 

, . Reduce criminal pctiv-
ity f~r the p~rticip;onts 
in the project signifi-
cantly below p b~seline 
provided by p comp;orison 
group. 

2. Reduce the level of 
probation revocations 
for the project pArtic-
ippnts below that of 
a comparison group. 

3. Produce cost savings 
through the elimination 
or reduction of ex-
pendi tures for child 
welfpre benefits pnd 
generate cost benefits 
through maintaining 
the offender in p tax-
paying cElpacity. 

l 
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NAME OF 
PROJECT 

12. Women's 
Detoxifica
tion Serv
ices 
San Diego 
Region U 

OCJP 
NUMBER 

1472 

" 

PRESENT AMT. OF 
CA TECGORY FUNDING 

IV-l $72,768 

No OCJP 
funds 

1-

STAGE OF DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT 
DEVELOPMENT 

First year 
ended 
4-30-75 

Second year 

Provide medical detox., 
supportive follow-up 
and referral to 185 
female heroin addicts. 

- - -- --- -----~--~-----------

SERVICE OBJECTIVES 

1. Provide detox
ification and 
supportive 
follow-up 
assistance 
for 1 to 6 
months to 185 
female heroin 
addicts per 
year. 

2. Admit approxi
mately equal 
proportions of 
new clients r&; 
ferred from 
law enforce
ment agencies 
and former 
clients. 

3. Provide out
patient coun
seling.and 
medicAl serv
ices to 
clients not 
receiving de
toxificati.on, • 

OUTCCl>1E AND COST 
BENEFIT OBJB:;TIVES 

1. Assure th?t ]5% of 
those female addicts 
detoxified will have 
a minimum pe.d.od of 
abstinence from heroin 
use of 6 months. 

\ 
t ", , i 

I 




